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Politics this week 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Divisions between rich and poor countries emerged swiftly as the Copenhagen 
conference on climate change got under way, with the leaking of a document 
drafted by Denmark, the host country. Developing countries think that developed 
countries need to make bigger cuts in their emissions and offer more cash than 
hitherto envisaged. Barack Obama delayed his trip to the summit to coincide 
with other world leaders, who will attend the talks next week. See article 

With good timing, America’s Environmental Protection Agency declared that 
six greenhouse gases, including carbon dioxide, “threaten the health and welfare 
of the American people”. The decision could open the way for the Obama 
administration to impose its own curbs on emissions, although Congress may 
want the final say.  

New York City passed a law requiring owners of large buildings to conduct energy-efficiency surveys, but 
backed away from compelling the owners to renovate their properties accordingly after complaints that it 
would be too expensive.  

The Episcopal church in Los Angeles elected a lesbian bishop. Mary Glasspool is the second openly gay 
person to be elevated to the episcopate in the national church. Another acrimonious row with 
traditionalists looks inevitable.  

After a recount, Kasim Reed was declared the winner in an election for Atlanta’s mayor, beating Mary 
Norwood, who would have become the first white mayor since 1973 in the predominantly black city.  

 
Bust-up in Bucharest 

Romania’s presidential election was narrowly won by the incumbent, Traian Basescu. His challenger, 
Mircea Geoana, cried fraud. See article 

France invited 21 fellow European Union countries to a debate on the EU’s common agricultural policy. 
The French said non-invitees such as the British and Dutch would be welcome so long as they supported a 
“strong” CAP. 

Russia’s prime minister, Vladimir Putin, attacked local officials for safety lapses that may have 
contributed to a fire in a nightclub in Perm that killed almost 120 people. 

Two days of rioting broke out in Athens on the first anniversary of the killing by police of a 15-year-old 
schoolboy. The shooting incident ignited two weeks of rioting last year. 

 
A murderous toll 

Pakistan continued to suffer terrorist attacks. At least 49 people were killed by bomb blasts in a crowded 
market in Lahore. That followed an attack on a mosque in Rawalpindi, where the army has its 
headquarters, in which 35 people died. There were also attacks outside a courthouse in Peshawar and on 
an office of the country’s main intelligence agency in Multan, each killing a dozen people. 

American prosecutors in Chicago charged a man with involvement in the attacks on Mumbai in 
November 2008. David Headley, who used to be known as Daood Gilani, was accused of identifying 
targets for the attacks, in which 174 people died. 

The authorities in Bangladesh arrested and handed over to India Arabinda Rajkhowa, the chairman of 
the United Liberation Front of Asom, which has been fighting for a homeland independent from India for 
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ethnic Assamese. See article 

The government of the Philippines declared martial law in the southern province of Maguindanao, on the 
island of Mindanao, giving warning that a rebellion was looming. The move followed a recent massacre of 
57 people in the region, blamed on a local mayor and members of his powerful clan. See article 

The government meanwhile resumed talks with the Moro Islamic Liberation Front, which for four 
decades has been waging an insurgency on Mindanao. The talks, in Kuala Lumpur, are aimed at reaching 
an agreement by April next year. 

America’s special representative to North Korea, Stephen Bosworth, visited Pyongyang. It was his first 
visit since being appointed by Barack Obama. He was to assess North Korea’s interest in returning to six-
party talks on denuclearisation, but officials said he would offer no fresh incentives for it to do so. 

 
Iraq and ruin 

A string of bombs killed at least 120 people in or near government buildings in 
Baghdad, including a courthouse. An al-Qaeda or Baathist group was suspected 
of trying to destabilise Iraq in the run-up to a general election expected in early 
March. A long-awaited election law had been ratified two days before the 
bombings. November’s official violent-death toll of 88 was the lowest since the 
American invasion in 2003. See article 

Three leading members of the opposition Sudan People’s Liberation Movement 
were arrested in Khartoum after a demonstration demanding reform of the 
election laws ahead of next year’s general election, the first since 1986.  

Hifikepunye Pohamba, head of the South West Africa People’s Organisation, better known as SWAPO, was 
easily re-elected Namibia’s president, with 75% of votes cast.  

 
Morales’s democracy 

Bolivia’s president, Evo Morales, appeared to win a second term by a landslide, 
with exit polls giving him 61% of the vote and his Movement to Socialism party a 
two-thirds majority in Congress. The result will allow him to implement a new 
constitution granting new rights to indigenous peoples and to strengthen state 
control over the economy. See article 

Venezuela’s government closed seven small banks and accused several of their 
owners of fraud. Some of those involved had close ties to leading figures in 
President Hugo Chávez’s regime. See article 

Mexico’s president, Felipe Calderón, designated his finance minister, Agustín 
Carstens, as the next governor of the Bank of Mexico, the central bank. Ernesto Cordero, the social-
development minister and a former aide to Mr Carstens, will be the new finance minister. 

A court in Chile charged three people connected to the dictatorship of General Augusto Pinochet with 
poisoning Eduardo Frei Montalva, a former president, in 1982. Frei led the moderate opposition to the 
dictatorship. His son, the presidential candidate of the ruling Concertación coalition, faces a difficult 
election on December 13th.  
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Business this week 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Greece’s credit rating was downgraded to BBB+, with a negative outlook, by Fitch, the first time in a 
decade that the country has received a rating below A. The downgrade caused stockmarkets to fall amid 
fears of a potential wider fiscal crisis in the euro area. Investors were further perturbed when Moody’s cut 
its ratings for state-owned companies in Dubai, underlining the extent of the Gulf emirate’s debt woes. 
Worries were also raised about ballooning deficits in America and Britain, where governments have been 
urged to take action to get spending under control. See article 

In his pre-budget report, Alistair Darling laid out plans to increase tax on middle-income earners and cap 
pay rises for public-sector workers in order to tackle Britain’s budget deficit, which is expected to reach 
£178 billion ($289 billion) this year. See article 

 
Merry Christmas! 

The chancellor also imposed an immediate 50% tax (to last until April) on bank bonuses over £25,000 
($41,000). The tax will be paid by banks rather than individuals and covers employees of foreign banks 
working in Britain as well as British banks. City workers were not pleased; bank bosses warned of a brain 
drain. See article 

Revised figures showed that Japan’s economy grew by 1.3% on an annualised basis between July and 
September, a much slower pace than the 4.8% estimated last month. Companies had not invested as 
much in new assets as had been previously thought. Meanwhile, the Japanese government agreed on the 
details of another round of stimulus spending of about ¥7.2 trillion ($82 billion).  

Ireland’s finance minister unveiled huge public-sector pay cuts in a budget, which aims to reduce the 
government deficit from 11.7% of GDP this year to 2.9% in 2014. See article 

Iceland’s economy continued to fare poorly, shrinking by 5.7% in the third quarter compared with the 
preceding three months. 

Barack Obama said that opting either to reduce America’s deficit or 
invest in job creation was a “false choice”. The American president 
unveiled fresh proposals—a new stimulus package, some said—to boost 
employment. These include a tax incentive for companies that take on 
new workers, an idea that had been rejected because it could provide 
employers with a perverse incentive to sack staff and then re-employ 
them.  

 
CARP 

The Treasury Department extended the Troubled Asset Relief 
Programme until October 2010; it was due to expire this year. TARP 
was set up to bail out banks, but its remit has gradually widened, with Mr 
Obama now wanting it to provide loans to small businesses. A report from a congressional panel that 
monitors TARP said an effective assessment of the programme was hampered by the Treasury’s “failure to 
articulate clear goals or to provide specific measures of success”. Tim Geithner, the treasury secretary, 
told Congress that banks were returning the money they had obtained under the scheme. 

New strategic alliances among carmakers highlighted the growing importance of the Asian market. 
Germany’s Volkswagen agreed to pay $2.5 billion for a 19.9% stake in Japan’s Suzuki, and General 
Motors announced a joint venture with SAIC, its Chinese partner, to produce small cars in India. Talks 
are continuing between PSA Peugeot Citroën and Mitsubishi, which could see the French carmaker 
take a stake of up to 50% in its Japanese counterpart. See article
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It emerged that Rusal’s initial public offering in Hong Kong would be delayed until next year. The Russian 
aluminium company, which is controlled by Oleg Deripaska, was hoping to debut on Hong Kong’s stock 
exchange this month, becoming the first Russian company to list there. Despite Rusal’s recent debt-
restructuring agreement with foreign creditors, stockmarket officials want more information about the 
loans the firm has attained from Russian banks.  

The boss of TNT, a Dutch logistics company, said pressure from investors for it to split its well-performing 
express-delivery business from its mail division was “disruptive”. Two activist funds recently bought a 5% 
stake.  

 
Flying high 

United Airlines placed its first order in 11 years for new jets: 25 Boeing 787 Dreamliners and 25 Airbus 
A350s. It is the first time United has bought wide-body long-range aircraft from the European group. The 
Dreamliner’s much-delayed maiden test-flight is due to take place by the end of the year.  

Andy Harrison resigned as chief executive of easyJet, a pioneering low-cost airline in Europe, amid a 
boardroom battle over the company’s future strategy with Stelios Haji-Ioannou, its founder and biggest 
shareholder. 

 
 

Copyright © 2009 The Economist Newspaper and The Economist Group. All rights reserved. 
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KAL's cartoon 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 

 
 
 

  

Illustration by KAL
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Struggling giants  
 
Toyota slips up 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
What the world’s biggest carmaker can learn from other corporate turnarounds 
 

 
LESS than two years ago Toyota swept past an ailing General Motors (GM) to become the world’s biggest 
carmaker. Now its newly installed boss, Akio Toyoda, the 53-year-old grandson of the founder, says that 
the firm could be locked in a spiral of decline. Toyota is still a hugely formidable company, and some 
within the industry (and inside Toyota itself) believe that Mr Toyoda may be overstating the case. Yet 
there is no shortage of signs that all is not well (see article). 

Toyota’s story has implications beyond the motor industry, for it is not just a car company; it is the model 
for manufacturing excellence whose “lean” techniques have been copied by countless firms. How it slipped 
up—and how it may right itself—carries lessons for others. 

 
Falling giants 

Although some of its rivals, notably Volkswagen of Germany and Hyundai of South Korea, have come 
through the terrible past year relatively unscathed, Toyota’s market-share has either fallen or been flat in 
every region in which it operates except Japan—a market that was shrinking well before the crisis struck. 
In America, its biggest and normally most profitable market, Toyota has been plagued by highly publicised 
recalls that have raised embarrassing questions about the safety of its vehicles. In China, India and Brazil, 
the big emerging markets that will provide nearly all the industry’s future growth, Toyota has been slow 
off the mark. Its lead in hybrid technology is under threat as other big carmakers scramble to bring low- 
and zero-emission vehicles to market before low-carbon legislation bites. Astonishingly, in the first three 
months of 2009 it made an even bigger loss than GM, which was then on the verge of bankruptcy. 
Underlying all these problems is an uncomfortable truth: Toyota’s rivals have now caught up. They now 
offer cars that are just as reliable but far more exciting than the rather dull vehicles Toyota has 
concentrated on producing in ever-larger numbers. 

Mr Toyoda’s alarm call last month appears partly to have been prompted by reading “How the Mighty 
Fall”, a book by Jim Collins, an American management writer, which identifies five stages of corporate 
decline. Mr Toyoda reckons that Toyota may already be at the fourth stage. Companies at this point, says 
Mr Collins, frequently still have their destinies in their own hands, but often flit from one supposed “silver 
bullet” strategy to another, thus accelerating towards the fate they are trying to avoid. 

Those mistakes include: seeking a big acquisition to transform the business at a single stroke; embarking 
on a programme of such radical change that underlying strengths are forgotten or abandoned; destroying 
momentum by constant restructuring; pinning hopes on unproven strategies, such as dramatic leaps into 
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new technologies or businesses; and hiring a visionary leader from outside with little understanding of 
what made the company great in the first place. Instead, Mr Collins advocates old-fashioned management 
virtues such as determination, discipline, calmness under pressure and strategic decision-making based on 
careful sifting of the evidence. Often, the leader best able to halt a downward spiral will be an insider who 
knows how to build on proven strengths while simultaneously identifying and eradicating weaknesses. 

There are plenty of examples. In the late 1990s both Hewlett-Packard and Motorola found themselves in 
deep trouble, and IBM, long the most admired firm in America, went through similar agonies earlier in the 
decade. All three faced the problem of having to adapt their businesses to the rise of the internet. HP and 
Motorola, in their efforts to remake themselves, hired bosses in from outside and reorganised themselves 
repeatedly. Luckily for HP, it pulled itself together in the nick of time under Mark Hurd, a very different 
kind of boss from his predecessor, Carly Fiorina, who was fired in 2005 after a wild five-year ride. 
Eschewing her game-changing acquisitions and grand strategies, Mr Hurd concentrated on operating 
efficiency, execution, financial performance and customers. Motorola, by contrast, has never recovered 
from the aftermath of the telecoms bubble that burst in 2000-01: its share price today is one-sixth of 
what it was at its peak. 

As for IBM, it found new and vibrant life after near-death thanks to Lou Gerstner’s refusal to be panicked 
into breaking up the company—the game-changing solution advocated by Wall Street analysts, investment 
bankers scenting fees and a good few of IBM’s own senior managers. Instead, Mr Gerstner opted for 
doggedly building on the strengths that had made IBM great in the first place (not least the exceptional 
quality of many of the people who worked for Big Blue) to make it a leader in the lucrative computer-
services market. 

 
A bit of vroom needed 

Toyota can also learn from the woes of other carmakers. A decade ago Ford thought it had found a saviour 
in the dynamic Jac Nasser, who declared his intention to transform the firm from an old-economy 
carmaker into a nimble, internet-savvy, consumer powerhouse that managed brands and sold services. He 
also went on a wild acquisition spree, paying huge sums for Volvo and Land Rover. Unfortunately, amid Mr 
Nasser’s cultural revolution, Ford lost sight of its main purpose: building decent vehicles as efficiently and 
profitably as possible. That is what Ford is reaping the reward for doing now, under the less exciting but 
steadier leadership of Alan Mulally. 

Toyota, too, has a good chance of putting things right. It is no GM, which had far deeper structural 
problems before it used bankruptcy to offload some of them. It has a boss who understands what has 
gone wrong—namely, that it has jeopardised its formerly stellar reputation for quality by pursuing volume 
at all costs and by failing to put the needs of its customers first. It has started to sort out some of its 
problems. Quality and reliability are getting back up to the mark. Now it needs to make more exciting and 
innovative cars.  

Mr Toyoda’s approach is not visionary. It is simple, incremental and requires painstaking attention to what 
the customers want. That is its virtue.  

 
 

Copyright © 2009 The Economist Newspaper and The Economist Group. All rights reserved. 
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Britain's public finances  
 
 
 
Class warrior 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Bashing the rich is bad politics and rotten economics 
 

 
GORDON BROWN has been many things in his time: co-author of market-friendly New Labour, Prudence 
with his hand on the Treasury tiller, friend of Britain’s all-important City. Now, with a general election less 
than half a year away, a new prime minister is emerging. The well-off, already set to lose half of their 
earnings above £150,000 ($243,000) to the taxman, face a further cut to tax relief on their pension 
contributions; a promised increase in the inheritance-tax threshold has been shelved; those with offshore 
bank accounts will have their feet held to the fire, American-style. Mr Brown’s Conservative opponents, by 
contrast, have dreamed up their tax policies “on the playing fields of Eton”. Mr Brown’s inner class warrior 
has finally stepped forth (see article). 

As one of the few set-piece occasions before the general election due by June for Mr Brown’s embattled 
government to make its case to voters, the pre-budget report (PBR) on December 9th (see article) was 
always likely to be more political than sensible. Even so it disappointed. Alleged dividing lines between 
Labour and its main opponents, the Conservatives, were dug deep into the sand: Labour, the party of the 
many, devoted to protecting public services and “going for growth”; the Tories, protectors of privilege and 
gleeful spending slashers.  

 
Taxing bankers 

Bankers’ bonuses are at the political centre of this issue. The banking system has received over £840 
billion in state support one way and another, according to the National Audit Office. The money was 
intended to make banks safer (ie, to build up their capital) and more useful (eg, to encourage them to 
lend more) and has helped, in the event, to make them more profitable. Bankers in Britain were 
rumoured, until this week, to be in line for billions of pounds in bonuses for the year to April. Taxpayers 
are furious. 

Hence the one-off 50% payroll tax at source on bank bonuses over £25,000 announced in the PBR. There 
are drawbacks—mostly practical—to this particular proposal. Banks will find ways around it; even the 
government thinks the tax might raise £550m at most. Moreover, banks argue that they need bonuses to 
lure and retain talent. This interference will irritate the City of London, generator in the good times of a 
quarter of Britain’s corporate-tax revenue, and could encourage people who are already being squeezed 
by a string of disobliging tax measures to pack their bags (see article). 
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This paper has argued that there are better ways to curb large bonus payments based on government-
subsidised bank profits—namely, by charging a fee for the implicit guarantee that lowers banks’ borrowing 
costs. But such a big change ought to be co-ordinated internationally. In the meantime, this one-shot levy 
is a reasonable way of recouping some cash.  

The bonus tax has garnered most attention; but other ways in which Mr Brown’s new theme has 
influenced the PBR are more worrying. A cut in pension relief risks turning off not just the prosperous but 
also those who aspire to be rich. The real problem, however, is that the government’s desire to portray 
itself as protector of the poor is getting in the way of the job it urgently needs to do—managing the public 
finances properly.  

The big issue is how and how fast to replace fiscal stimulus with stringency. Too quickly, and economic 
recovery will recede; too slowly and creditors will start demanding higher interest rates. To err in either 
direction is to court disaster. 

 
Balancing the books 

Britain is the last of the big G20 countries still to be mired in recession. Its GDP has shrunk by 4.75% this 
year, far more than the 3.5% reckoned likely in April. Public-sector borrowing will be around 12.6% of 
GDP this year and not far off it next. The Bank of England, the OECD, the IMF and credit-rating agencies 
have all given warning that such deficits are unsustainable. It is time, in other words, for the government 
to come up with a credible plan for reining in the deficit. 

Alistair Darling, the chancellor of the exchequer, has signally failed to do that in the PBR. The fiscal stance 
is broadly unchanged from that in April’s budget. Spending will expand next year by £31 billion, or 2.2% 
after inflation, before hitting a more modest stride thereafter. Government borrowing will be slightly 
higher than predicted this year and next.  

Mr Darling is rightly wary of withdrawing fiscal stimulus before economic recovery is well under way. But 
he ought to have produced a convincing blueprint for deficit reduction after that. He expects the economy 
to grow next year, by 1-1.5%, and by a heroic 3.5% in 2011 and 2012. Economic growth, a cap on public-
sector pay and pensions from 2011, an increase in the employment-insurance tax, plus the usual 
unspecified efficiency gains and programme postponements are to help Mr Darling shrink the deficit each 
year as a percentage of GDP. But even on these assumptions, it will take five years to cut borrowing to a 
still unacceptable 4.4% of GDP.  

It is pretty clear why Mr Darling has failed to offer the country an honest account of the cuts in public 
spending that are needed to restore the public finances to health. Bashing the rich is only half of class 
politics. Protecting public services, such as the imperfectly reformed National Health Service (see article), 
is the other, for public services are disproportionately used by the poor, and their employees tend to vote 
Labour. By looking after the state, Mr Darling and his boss are looking after their core vote. Tony Blair was 
willing to use market mechanisms to improve the efficiency of the health service, and there is evidence 
that they were working. Under Mr Brown, however, those reforms have stalled. Market reforms are not 
what class warriors do. They prefer to protect budgets than to increase efficiency.  

Britain has much experience of class politics, and none of it has been good. Class politics makes for bad 
economics: the state swells, public money gets wasted and entrepreneurs grow nervous. And it makes for 
a sad country, too: divisions deepen, suspicion flourishes and the social contract frays. When the time 
comes to judge the parties’ electoral strategies, voters should remember that.  
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Nepal's floundering peace  
 
Back to the brink 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The spread of violence in Nepal is not just the Maoists’ fault 
 

 
THOSE who have never trusted the commitment of Nepal’s Maoists to pluralist politics are feeling 
vindicated. As vicious insurgents, they came close to turning a country of 30m into a failed state. As 
supposedly mainstream politicians, they have been boycotting parliament since May and fomenting violent 
unrest. This month a Maoist-backed land-grab by thousands of poor people in the far west of the country 
led to a bloody clash with the security forces (see article). Some Maoists mutter grimly about ditching the 
peace deal that in 2006 ended their ten-year insurgency. 

For now, there is little immediate danger that the Maoists will go back to the jungle. But the peace process 
has ground to a halt. The Maoists are partly responsible. They have been doing their best to justify fears 
that they are totalitarian fighters masquerading as democrats. But the other political parties have been 
doing their best to justify Maoist suspicions that the Nepali elite will never cede power to them. Nepal’s 
overbearing neighbour, India, has encouraged this, seemingly intent on unpicking a peace settlement it 
helped knit together. 

It is not just the Maoists who have a problem with democracy. The other parties find it hard to come to 
terms with last year’s election. The Maoists emerged as the largest party, with nearly 40% of the seats. 
This shocked many, including Nepal’s army, which had never liked a provision in the peace deal under 
which Maoist guerrillas would be merged with its own ranks. The army’s failure to implement this, and the 
refusal of its commander to go when the Maoists tried to sack him, led the party to quit government. The 
coalition it headed has been replaced by a ragbag of 22 parties. Hence the present stand-off. 

Ending it is becoming urgent. There is the danger of more violence as grievances are left to fester: ethnic 
resentments, poverty, the lack of redress for those abused during the war. Meanwhile, uncertainty looms 
in May, by which time the assembly elected last year has to draft a new constitution. 

The best way to avert chaos, continued stalemate or a coup is to return to the peace agreement. It may 
not be ideal for any of the parties. But it is the only one they have. That means that the Maoists, who are 
now fundamentally a peaceful party, have to reaffirm their commitment to democracy, rein in and punish 
the thugs of their Young Communist League, and return property they have seized. The other parties, too, 
have to show that they respect both the peace process and the outcome of the election: the Maoists must 
be enticed back into the fold, even if that means taking on the army. 

 
Big brother 
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Realistically, the other parties and the army are not going to compromise so long as they have India’s 
support for squeezing the Maoists out. There seems little sign of that support waning. India was perturbed 
by the Maoists’ tentative moves to cosy up to China, threatening its overweening influence in Nepal. India 
is also poised to mount a big offensive against its own spreading rebellion of Naxalite Maoists. In fact, the 
Naxalites view their Nepali comrades as wimpish traitors for forsaking armed struggle. But one day, a 
Maoist-run Nepal might be both inspiration and haven.  

Finally, India also seems worried about the interests of its most faithful ally in the Nepali polity: the army. 
As one observer puts it, India faces a choice between a democratic Nepal where the Maoists have a big 
role and a militarised Nepal where, ultimately, the army calls the shots. For all its pride in its own 
democratic traditions, India might plump for the soldiers. If it wants stability and peace on its borders, 
that would be the wrong choice.  
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The sharp end of the credit crisis  
 
Small business, big problem 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
It is harder for smaller firms to raise money: the state can help a bit 

LIFE has got easier for big firms this year. They now have access to several forms of 
credit. They have stampeded into the bond markets to take advantage of low 
borrowing costs and push out refinancing dates while they can. Record amounts of 
corporate bonds have been issued this year. The market for commercial paper is 
open again, too. Stockmarkets offer another avenue to capital.  

Smaller firms have far fewer choices. Too puny to be able to tap capital markets, 
they are at the mercy of the banks. America’s large firms get 30% of their financing 
from the banks; its smaller enterprises rely on them for 90% of their financing 
needs. In Europe small companies are in a similar bind. Bank lending to businesses in 
the euro zone fell by 1.2% year-on-year in October. True, lower lending volumes reflect weakening demand for bank 
credit as well as constrained supply. But hunger for bank credit has declined more among Europe’s larger firms, 
thanks to their access to other sources of finance (see article).  

And when demand does pick up, there is a real risk that lenders will remain unforthcoming. Many small American 
firms depend on relationships with small local banks, which are being wiped out at an alarming pace. Six lenders 
were closed down on December 4th, bringing the total number of failures for the year to 130. Banks are being shut 
at the fastest rate since 1992, when America’s savings-and-loans crisis claimed 179 lenders. The death toll could well 
be even worse next year. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation has its eye on 552 problem banks, many of 
them stuffed with rotten commercial-property loans. 

Even if their banks are in decent shape, owners of small businesses face a tougher financing environment for other 
reasons. Plenty of entrepreneurs got used to borrowing on credit cards to keep their firms going: tighter lending 
standards and new rules designed to protect consumers threaten to squeeze the flow of finance. Small-business 
owners also used their properties as collateral for borrowing: that route is closed to homeowners who are sunk in 
negative equity. In Europe fears of further losses and uncertainty over tougher rules on capital will continue to hold 
lending back. The withdrawal of foreign banks has drained overall credit capacity. 

All of this matters. Small businesses account for the majority of private-sector employment in America and Europe. 
Firms with fewer than 500 workers accounted for 64% of the net new jobs created in America between 1993 and the 
third quarter of 2008. Policymakers are now scrambling to forestall a crunch. In Germany the government held a 
summit earlier this month to discuss the problem. British officials are considering a public-private fund aimed at 
smaller firms. On December 8th Barack Obama proposed a raft of tax-breaks for small firms, along with other 
measures (see article).  

 
Credit where it’s due 

Because they are vulnerable small businesses deserve special support, but the risk is that good money will be thrown 
after bad. Forcing banks to sign up to lending targets for small-business customers is little use. Targets set too low 
make no difference; targets set too high commit lenders to unwise bets. Appointing credit mediators to shuttle 
between banks and customers, as Germany has done, risks politicising lending.  

It would be better to let the banks make the credit decisions but give them the means to follow through. German 
companies apply through their banks for access to a government pot; the banks take a first loss on any unpaid loans 
to keep them honest. Britain’s loan-guarantee scheme for small firms, which has been extended because of 
enthusiastic take-up, works on similar principles. It also makes sense to offer relief on payroll taxes for firms that are 
vibrant enough to make new hires, as Sweden has done. Life will continue to be tough for small firms, but their 
sufferings can be alleviated.  
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Innovation  
 
The military-consumer complex 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Military technology used to filter down to consumers. Now it’s going the other way 
 

 
THE earliest computers were used to crack codes and simulate nuclear explosions. The internet grew out 
of a military research project. In-car navigation systems rely on satellites that were put into orbit to guide 
ships, troops and missiles. The Boeing 747, with its raised cockpit, was designed as a military transporter. 
In each case a technology created for military use has gone on to become widely used by civilians. That 
this happens so often is not surprising: the military is, after all, a deep-pocketed customer prepared to 
fund the development of expensive new technologies. As gizmos become smaller and cheaper—and they 
invariably do—they are then able to percolate from the soldier on the battlefield to the man in the street. 

But lately some kinds of technology have been moving in the other direction, too. The United States Air 
Force has just placed an order for 2,200 Sony PlayStation 3 video-game consoles, which will be the 
building-blocks of a supercomputer (see article). Soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan are using Apple iPods 
and iPhones to run translation software and calculate bullet trajectories. Xbox video-game controllers have 
been modified to control reconnaissance robots and drone aircraft. Graphics chips that power PC video-
cards are being used by defence firms to run simulations. 

What has caused this shift? Global defence spending, at about $1.5 trillion a year, far exceeds sales of 
consumer-electronics, at around $700 billion a year. But only a small fraction of defence spending is 
devoted to developing electronics. The consumer-electronics industry can therefore outspend the military 
in research and development, and spread out those costs over a far larger market: more than a billion 
mobile phones are sold every year, for example. Electronics firms also move much faster than the slow, 
multi-year grind of military procurement programmes, with few products remaining on the market for 
more than a year before being replaced by something better or cheaper. And the emergence of open 
standards and open-source software makes it easier to repurpose off-the-shelf technologies or combine 
them in novel ways. (All those PlayStation 3s will have a customised version of Linux, an open-source 
operating system, installed on them and will be wired up using Gigabit Ethernet, the networking 
technology commonly used in offices.) 

 
So much for the $1,000 screwdriver 

All this is to be applauded. Where consumer technology can be used, it is much cheaper and quicker to do 
so. The air force’s new supercomputer will cost around one-tenth as much as a conventional 
supercomputer of equivalent power. Using an iPod to run translation software in Iraq makes much more 
sense than designing and building a dedicated device. America’s armed forces are also using commercially 
available green technologies to reduce their demand for fuel (see Technology Quarterly). Of course, there 
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are limits to this off-the-shelf approach: it is no way to procure tanks, helicopters or missile systems. But 
the selective use of existing technology allows military planners to focus their spending on the 
development of new technologies, rather than reinventing the wheel. The consumer-electronics industry 
has been taking advantage of military innovations for years. It seems only fitting that it should now return 
the favour.  
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On scepticism about climate change, Africa's displaced people, Brazil 
and China, agriculture, Franco Modigliani, Czechoslovakia, Scotland, 
anagrams 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
 
Against the prevailing wind  

SIR – Passion is the root problem in what you term “the modern argument over climate change” (“A 
heated debate”, November 28th). You state, for instance, that the “majority of the world’s climate 
scientists have convinced themselves” that human activity is the cause of climate change. I know of no 
poll that confirms this, but your choice of words is telling. In science, our interpretations of nature are 
based on observation, experiment and evidence, not self-conviction.  

Those of us who are dismissed, often derided, as sceptics have waited a long time for the chicanery 
behind the global-warming movement to come to light. But we should not blame scientists—however 
unprincipled—nor UN organisations, nor national governments. The true culprits are the latter-day 
Nostradamuses who, under their icons of cuddly pandas and polar bears, have misused science to stoke 
fear, guilt and a craving for atonement in the minds of the public. Governments have been browbeaten to 
respond to these catastrophists, and some scientists, dependent on public money, have fashioned their 
behaviour accordingly.  

Nikolay Semyonov, a Soviet scientist and Nobel prize winner in chemistry, wrote that:  

“There is nothing more dangerous than blind passion in science. This is a direct path to 
unjustified self-confidence, to loss of self-criticalness, to scientific fanaticism, to false science. 
Given support from someone in power, it can lead to suppression of true science and, since 
science is now a matter of state importance, to inflicting great injury on the country.” 

Semyonov was referring to the ruthless manipulation of Soviet science by Trofim Lysenko and other 
opportunists. In a similar vein, it is time we recognise that we are becoming prey to a new fanaticism, a 
religious fervour that runs contrary to rational society. 

Paul Reiter 
Paris 

SIR – You proclaimed that a scientist’s effort to “hide the decline” was “not sinister” (“Mail-strom”, 
November 28th). What is it, then, when a scientist formulates a hypothesis that growth patterns follow 
temperature, and tests the hypothesis against data only to find that growth patterns do not follow 
temperature at all for 30% of the data and only partially for the rest? Do you then conclude, as would any 
sane person, that your hypothesis is not valid? Or do you instead take the road followed by the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and conclude that data which undermine your favoured 
hypothesis are not valid, and throw out the data?  

If this is “not sinister”, then it is flabbergastingly stupid. 

Rikard Bergsten 
Gothenburg, Sweden  

SIR – I think the observed effects of global warming, such as rising sea levels, are worrisome, but I find 
the hijacking or destruction of raw temperature data by leading climate scientists more troubling. If 
reputable scientists are basing their opinions on bad data then maybe we need a different peer-review 
process.  

Jeff Zohner 
St Louis, Missouri  
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SIR – I agree with you that dissent and peer review should not be silenced, but “scepticism” and 
“consensus” must be evaluated by their true weight. Where is the dissent and alternative theories in your 
other science articles? Why don’t you present an alternative argument from Christian Scientists in your 
reporting on cancer therapies, for example? While it is true that whether or not I could make the 
Manchester United football team is a yes or no answer, that does not mean my chances as a 39-year-old 
flappy scientist are 50:50. My chances are less than 1%.  

The vast majority of climate-change scientists hold that global warming is caused by burning too many 
fossil fuels. The consensus view of the American National Academy of Sciences, the British Royal Society 
and the respective groups of every advanced nation on climate change cannot be ignored while we wait 
for an unobtainable golden thread of evidence.  

Lou Zeidberg 
Monterey, California  

SIR – Your special report on climate change and the carbon economy (December 5th) quotes me as 
saying, “we’re looking at the loss of 80% of our forest cover”. I actually said, “80% of our pine trees”. We 
have more than 25 other tree species in British Columbia, so while the situation is very serious, it is not as 
catastrophic as you suggest. 

Scott Green 
Associate professor 
University of Northern British Columbia 
Prince George, Canada 

SIR – You cited a paper co-authored by Richard Newell, the “head of America’s Energy Information 
Administration”. The paper was written before Mr Newell became the EIA’s head, when he was affiliated 
with Resources for the Future, a research organisation. 

Jonathan Cogan 
United States Energy Information Administration 
Washington, DC 

 
Africa and climate change 

* SIR – Your claim that “the most significant bit” of an African Union convention on internally displaced 
people “is the recognition accorded to climate-change migrants” is entirely inaccurate (“Selective rescue”, 
October 31st). In fact, the convention only includes an indirect reference to climate change in its fifth 
article. The convention’s focus is, as it should be, on the protection of the 12m people displaced by armed 
conflict, violence and human-rights violations. It is not insignificant that the climate-change reference was 
only added to the text of the convention at a late stage in the negotiations. 

Although protecting people who are forced to flee because of natural disasters related to climate change is 
indeed important, overemphasising this secondary aspect of the convention plays into the hands of certain 
governments in Africa. They would much rather prefer to highlight displacement caused by climate 
change—which can be blamed on the West—than the displacement caused by human-rights violations and 
conflicts. 

Kate Halff 
Head of Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre 
Norwegian Refugee Council 
Geneva  

 
Brazil 

* SIR – I don’t agree with your insinuation that China is suffering because of a lack of democracy while 
Brazil is developing because of reform and democratic consensus-building (“Brazil takes off”, November 
14th). One of Brazil’s big problems is its poor infrastructure, especially in building roads and ports. China 
is addressing its infrastructure headaches with billions of dollars of investment by the government in 
roads, railways and airports. Mobile phones work over most of China (this is not the case even in 
Australia). China mixes centrally controlled spending with private enterprise for the long-term good of the 
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nation. Brazil has a more short-term outlook.  

John Griffith 
Bulimba, Australia 

 
An agricultural giant  

SIR – As usual, Monsanto puts the cart before the horse when talking about agricultural development in 
Africa (“The parable of the sower”, November 21st). Rather than “high tech” seeds, it is more important 
that farmers in developing countries first have a supporting infrastructure: markets, especially local 
markets, farm-to-market roads, credit, land tenure and agricultural services. Studies by both the UN Food 
and Agriculture Organisation and the Rodale Institute, an early pioneer in organic production, show that 
Africa could feed itself with local, organic production. The intensive organic farms that I am familiar with, 
that do it right, produce more human nutrition per hectare than the extensive monoculture that Monsanto 
has promoted in America and elsewhere.  

Yes, organic farms require more human labour, but in most developing countries that is not a problem. 
Without this basic infrastructure, the farmers will remain impoverished and reliant on international 
corporations for their seeds and pesticides.  

Richard Rominger 
Deputy secretary, 1993-2001 
United States Department of Agriculture 
Winters, California  

SIR – The subtitle to your briefing on the company should have said, “Monsanto is a corporate saint.” That 
would have been more honest, rather than teasing the reader into thinking that both sides of the debate 
were to be heard. 

Mari Sorri 
Vail, Arizona 

 
Country of original thought 

* SIR – An article on financial regulation described Franco Modigliani as “Italy’s Nobel prize-winning 
economist” (“The restless Italian”, November 14th). Modigliani left Italy in 1939 when he was 21, and 
became an American citizen in 1946. He was steeped in American economic thought and quite a vocal 
critic of the laggard academic, economic and political establishment of his country of birth.  

Giovanni Ciriani 
West Hartford, Connecticut 

 
In praise of Czechoslovakia 

* SIR – As with all human creations, states come and go. There is nothing permanent about them. Their 
success is not to be measured by how long they last but how they live, and sometimes by how they die. If 
Czechoslovakia was a failed state as Mary Heimann’s dubious book claims (“A chequered history”, 
November 21st), it was a failure of a kind. The historical record clearly shows it was not a perfect state, a 
rather empty category anyway.  

It would seem to suggest, however, that as long as it was free to govern itself it was a decent state by the 
standards of the time and place, or, for that matter, by most other standards. This was also clearly 
manifested in the manner of its demise—without threatening its citizens or its neighbours, by agreement, 
and by giving birth to two healthy and mutually friendly offsprings. Surely no mean feat.  

Michael Zantovsky 
Ambassador for the Czech Republic 
London 
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* SIR – The break-up of Czechoslovakia reminds me of another country that failed at roughly the same 
time: Yugoslavia. There are many things that connect the two countries’ histories. Both owed their 
existence to Woodrow Wilson, who pushed for federal solutions after the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian 
empire in the wake of world war one. The ethnic groups that suffered most in both arrangements were, 
not surprisingly, German and Hungarian speakers.  

Both countries survived the second world war under similar regimes allied with the Soviet Union. And both 
were let to fall apart when the cordon sanitaire that buffered the rest of Europe from the Soviet Union lost 
its geopolitical usefulness to the West. Of course, Czechs and Slovaks split up without any bloodshed, for 
which they should be praised. The break-up of Yugoslavia shows very well how badly states can fail: 
140,000 dead. By comparison with Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia’s history is hardly chequered at all. 

Ranko Bon 
Motovun, Croatia  

 
Scottish cohabitation  

SIR – The attempt to rework Scottish independence (Bagehot, November 14th) reminds me of a similar 
notion put forward by Quebec separatists in the 1970s. They came up with the idea of a “sovereignty 
association”, which was often described as similar to divorce, but with bed privileges. 

Gareth Williams 
Williams Lake, Canada  

 
The word on Nessie  

SIR – Your obituary of Robert Rines (November 21st) mentioned the famous 1972 photo of the Loch Ness 
monster and Sir Peter Scott’s role in appending the moniker Nessiteras rhombopteryx. I seem to recall 
that at the time somebody pointed out that this is an anagram of “monster hoax by Sir Peter S”.  

Tim Leeney 
Hartfield, Sussex  

 
 

* Letter appears online only 
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National Health Service  
 
After the gold rush 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The NHS must now clamp down on costs and become more efficient. Really 
 

 
THIS summer something odd happened. For over a decade the National Health Service has been at, or 
close to, the top of public worries and the cause of much political feuding. But as the recession supplanted 
it in Britain, it briefly took centre-stage in America, demonised by critics railing against Barack Obama’s 
proposed health reforms. Both Gordon Brown, the Labour prime minister, and David Cameron, the 
Conservative opposition leader, rallied to defend the NHS against the charge that it was Orwellian. 

The NHS arouses international interest because it is an especially stark example of a state-run and 
publicly financed medical-care system. Along with countries like Sweden, Britain uses tax finance to pay 
for over 80% of health spending. Elsewhere in Europe—in Germany, for instance—social-insurance 
schemes shoulder most of the financial burden. America has forged its own third way among rich 
countries by relying heavily on private insurance through employers to pay for much of its supersized 
spending, which still leaves 15% of the population lacking health insurance.  

For many years another feature of the NHS was that it was relatively cheap, not just compared with 
America but also with most advanced European countries. In effect, it provided a basic standard of care at 
lowish cost but with long waits for elective care, such as hip replacements, in hospitals. General 
practitioners (GPs) play a big part in restraining overall costs. In common with primary-care physicians in 
countries like Denmark and the Netherlands, they act as gatekeepers to expensive hospital treatments; it 
is they who decide whether or not to refer patients on to specialist consultants. 

As an increasingly affluent electorate became dissatisfied with a bargain-basement health system, the 
state of the NHS rose to the top of the political agenda during the 1990s. Since Tony Blair brought Labour 
to power in 1997, the government has thrown everything it can at the NHS, love-bombing it with money 
while setting ambitious performance targets, micro-managing from the centre while also introducing 
reforms to foster more local independence.  

Now comes the test of whether the NHS can cope in harsher times. Britain’s fiscal emergency means that 
the love-bombing is over, whoever wins the general election that is due by June 2010. Unlike many other 
public services, the NHS will be spared real cuts. The Tories have already pledged to ring-fence the health 
service, and in his pre-budget report on December 9th Alistair Darling, Labour’s chancellor of the 
exchequer, shielded almost all the NHS budget for the two fiscal years starting in April 2011. But that will 
be a jarring slowdown after the largesse of recent years. 
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Over the past decade spending on the health service has risen by over 6% a year in real terms. The 
prolonged surge in resources has been unprecedented in the 60 years since the NHS was founded in 1948. 
Total health spending as a share of the economy (which includes private outlays worth about 1.5% of 
GDP) has moved up decisively, from 6.6% of GDP in 1997 to around 9% at the latest count.  

As a result, Britain’s health system is no longer the bargain it once was. Even so, in 2007, before the 
recession, spending as a share of GDP was still below the average in the OECD club of 30 mainly rich 
countries and a long way behind the leaders, notably America. But that mainly reflects stunted private 
funding: Britain’s publicly financed spending as a share of GDP is above the OECD average (see chart 1). 

 
Once the extra cash started to flow into the NHS, the government tried pulling all the levers it could to 
convert higher funding into genuine improvements. Labour had removed one of these by abolishing the 
internal market in the health service introduced by the Conservatives in the 1990s, in which around half of 
GPs had become fund-holders with their own budgets for drugs and elective care, giving them an incentive 
to curb demand and a tool to bargain with powerful hospitals. With this lever gone, the government at 
first had to rely on instructions from the centre backed by performance ranking. 

The regime has been dubbed one of “targets and terror” by Christopher Hood of Oxford University and 
Gwyn Bevan of the London School of Economics. The government declared a “war on waiting” in 2000, 
setting goals for prompter treatments at hospitals both for elective operations and in emergency rooms. 
Performance was monitored against these targets, with sanctions against local hospital bosses who failed 
to meet them. Disconcertingly, the health service scarcely seemed to stir despite the extra cash and the 
edicts from Whitehall.  

As a result the government decided it would have to find new levers to influence performance. While 
persisting with targets and performance monitoring, Mr Blair increasingly pushed for structural reforms to 
introduce patient choice and competition. He reintroduced an internal market into the NHS through a new 
payments system in which money followed the patients and paid for their treatments. He shook up 
hospitals by allowing the better performers to gain greater freedom as “foundation trusts”. And he looked 
increasingly to the private sector to provide state-financed health care, adding in effect an external 
market to the internal one. 

Since Mr Brown became prime minister in 2007, however, reform has wavered. The drive to ginger up the 
NHS by putting more hospital work out to the private sector has faltered. So what has been achieved? 
How far have improvements simply reflected the sovereign remedy of money? And which of the various 
levers that ministers have pulled has been the most effective?  
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The patient rallies 

The health service undoubtedly picked itself up from its sickbed in Labour’s second and third terms of 
office. Having declared war on waiting, ministers can claim victory. Waiting times for elective operations, 
the bane of NHS patients for so long, have been drastically shortened. A target for patients to be treated 
within 18 weeks of their referral to a hospital by a GP is generally being met. Almost all patients who turn 
up for emergency care at a hospital are now seen within four hours.  

This reflects better management but also more resources. The extra cash has allowed the NHS to employ 
many more doctors and nurses. The number of hospital consultants has gone up from 22,300 in 1998 to 
34,900 last year, a rise of 56%; the number of nurses has increased from 323,500 to 408,200, a rise of 
26%. 

Hospitals have been able to purchase expensive new equipment like scanners. By 2007 the NHS had 8.2 
MRI units per million people, below the average of 11 for the OECD, but above the figure in Canada. Many 
more drugs have been prescribed, notably statins, which lower harmful cholesterol implicated in 
cardiovascular disease. The use of these drugs in Britain is now among the highest in rich countries. 

The overall real output of the NHS—a cost-weighted measure of all the activities that make up health care,
ranging from GP consultations to intensive care, from cheap generic medicines to the latest costly drugs 
for cancers—grew quite fast, averaging nearly 4% a year, in the decade to 2008. But that rate of increase 
still trailed behind the annual rise in cash resources of over 8% over the same period.  

Yet what matters for patients is not how much the NHS does in terms of treatments, consultations and 
prescriptions but what these activities achieve by curing patients, improving health for the chronically ill 
and reducing deaths. On the face of it, there is much to celebrate. Life expectancy continues to rise, with 
particularly rapid gains for men. Mortality rates from cardiovascular diseases, the leading cause of death 
in rich countries, have tumbled. 

 
Yet life expectancy at birth of 79.5 years, though higher than the OECD average, is still well below that of 
the leaders like Japan and Switzerland. And life expectancy at 65, another measure of the effectiveness of 
a health-care system, is just below the average for women while a bit above it for men (see chart 2).  

Life expectancy reflects much else besides health care, such as lifestyles and behaviour. But more precise 
measures that capture the quality of medical attention do not cast the NHS in a favourable light. A 
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particular worry is that despite efforts to improve cancer care, Britain compares unfavourably with other 
similar countries in five-year survival rates after diagnosis, such as for breast and colorectal cancers (see 
chart 3).  

 
Assessments by the Care Quality Commission (CQC), the latest incarnation of the inspectorates set up by 
Labour, offer more evidence of how the NHS is doing. Its annual “health check” in October graded 22% of 
acute and specialist hospitals as “excellent” for the quality of their service in 2008-09, down from 31% the 
year before, but still higher than the meagre 7% in 2005-06. Moreover the bar in the test rises every 
year, says Richard Hamblin, who is in charge of statistics analysis and evidence at the CQC. 

However, the commission’s surveys largely monitor how well or badly hospitals and other NHS 
organisations are doing at meeting essential standards and government targets. Moreover, much of the 
evidence is about administrative processes rather than outcomes. In the past two years a succession of 
investigations have reported unacceptably poor patient care at three hospital trusts. 

Many patients now worry that if they go to hospital they may pick up a nasty illness there. Infections from 
MRSA, a bloodstream germ resistant to most antibiotics, and Clostridium difficile, a bug that causes 
diarrhoea, have been falling since the government set targets to reduce them. But as the National Audit 
Office (NAO) pointed out in a recent report, other infections associated with health care (for which no 
targets have been set) have been rising. All too often, the quality of care in the NHS falls short of what it 
should be, says Nicholas Bosanquet, professor of health policy at Imperial College. 

 
Money well spent? 

Despite the flaws, the overall picture is one of a health service providing more, better and prompter 
treatments for patients. Of the various policy levers that Labour has pulled, the most fundamental—the 
attempt to promote more competition and choice—has had a limited effect, according to a joint report last 
year from the Audit Commission, which scrutinises local public services, and the CQC’s predecessor. Extra 
cash, together with targets and performance management, had much more of an impact, says Andy 
McKeon, head of health at the spending watchdog.  

Some improvements were bound to happen, given the sheer amount of money pumped into the NHS. The 
crucial question is whether they represent value for money. An unofficial audit was carried out in 2007 by 
Sir Derek Wanless, who had led a review into the health service’s long-term financing needs that 
underpinned the decision in 2002 to carry on spending at a record rate for a further five years. The 
findings of his follow-up inquiry were disappointing. It established that two-fifths of the extra money 
poured into the NHS in 2003-07 was absorbed in higher pay.
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The jump in earnings arose from new contracts that have made British doctors among the best paid in the 
world. The pay deals were supposed to boost performance, but the NAO subsequently reported that GPs 
were working, on average, almost seven hours less a week. Estimates by the Office for National Statistics 
show that productivity has declined in the NHS by 0.4% a year in the decade to 2007, if output is adjusted 
for quality improvements; and by close to 1% a year on the unadjusted figures, which go into the national 
accounts. 

One reason for the poor productivity performance is the endless delays in the massive programme 
designed to introduce electronic patient records across the NHS. The investment was supposed to 
transform care by providing a seamless network of patient information that would bind together care in GP 
practices and hospitals. But the vast overcentralised scheme has fallen four years behind schedule, and 
the government is edging its way towards a scaled-down version.  

The chequered performance of the NHS over the past decade is cause for both pessimism and optimism in 
the frostier financial climate ahead. Pessimism, because so much of the extra money has simply raised the 
cost base of the health service and because bringing down waiting times has owed much to command-
and-control techniques. Optimism, because there is clearly room for productivity gains, and because the 
reforms to introduce choice and competition have yet to bear fruit. Targets can work for a limited time, 
says John Appleby, chief economist at the King’s Fund, a health-policy think-tank, but enduring incentives 
are needed to drive and sustain improvement.  

Since the pay bill makes up about two-thirds of the total NHS budget, one obvious strategy is to clamp 
down on wage costs. Spending can also be reduced by cutting employment. In the ten years to 2008, the 
total payroll in England expanded by almost 300,000 to nearly 1.4m, a rise of 28% (32% on a full-time 
equivalent basis). The NHS will want to hang on to the extra doctors it has spent much energy training 
and recruiting. But Chris Ham, a health-policy specialist at Birmingham University, thinks that the 
workforce could fall by 10% without damaging services as long as they are provided more effectively.  

 
Rationing and rationalising 

If fundamental improvements in efficiencies are to be made, however, hospitals will have to be 
rationalised. The existing network was planned in the 1960s to ensure that local populations could get a 
full range of services from their district hospital. But the growing complexity of many medical treatments 
means that it is better to provide them in fewer hospitals, which can specialise, says Mr Bosanquet. 
Moreover, reductions in maximum working weeks for doctors mean that it is trickier to provide 24-hour 
care in smaller hospitals. Some will have to go. 

Reforms along these lines were canvassed when the health service 
disconcertingly ran into temporary financial difficulties in the middle 
of this decade, but were shelved because they were too politically 
painful and money was still sufficiently abundant. But with cash 
about to become very tight, such a rationalisation plan will come to 
the fore again, says Bill Moyes, head of Monitor, the body that 
regulates foundation trusts.  

If hospital care is to be reduced, more will have to be done at 
primary level. This is where the new electronic patient records could 
help, by making it easier for GPs to co-ordinate care for patients with 
chronic conditions, who account for more and more health spending. 
Such integrated care is essential to curtail costs, argues Mr Ham, 
who has observed its potential (by keeping elderly patients out of 
hospital) in Torbay, a seaside resort in Devon.  

Above all, the NHS has got to get better at the way it purchases 
health care through the 150 or so primary-care trusts, which hold 
budgets at local level to pay for both primary and hospital care. These are the weakest link in the 
reformed health service. Mr Moyes thinks they need help from a central body that would identify the best 
“clinical pathways” for treatments, setting out, for example, whether patients should be referred to 
hospital and if so how long they should stay there. The Conservatives propose giving GPs much more of a 
say by restoring fundholding, as part of a general strategy of picking up the Blairite mantle of choice and 
competition.  

The NHS is certainly preparing for hard times under David Nicholson, its chief executive. He is planning 
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what he calls “a massive improvement in efficiency and productivity”, worth roughly 15% of the NHS 
budget by 2013, in order to allow the health service to meet rising demands with the same real resources. 
Mr Nicholson says that “the big set of national targets being driven by the department through the system 
is over.” He says that the NHS is on a “journey from nationalised industry to a more diverse and plural 
model.” 

If the NHS can boost efficiency, a longish lull in the growth of publicly financed health spending may thus 
be manageable without hurting the quality of care. But even if it can survive a long squeeze, spending 
pressures are bound to re-emerge. That, after all, has been the sustained trend over many years and in 
many countries. New medical technologies and drugs are more expensive and, as people get richer, they 
are more likely to demand them. 

Although single-payer state-funded systems can resist these pressures better than those where there are 
many insurers, they face tax limits. The priority in the years ahead is to squeeze greater efficiency out of 
the NHS. Driving forward Mr Blair’s promising reforms to inject more choice and competition will help. But 
in the longer term Britain will need to think again about whether the taxpayer should finance so much of 
its health care.  
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Public-sector unions  
 
Welcome to the real world 
Dec 10th 2009 | DETROIT  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
For decades, America’s public-sector workers have been coddled and spoiled. The recession 
may change that 
 

 
THE American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, Council 25, occupies a hulking 
building in downtown Detroit. Deep in its basement is the office of Local 207, one of the city’s most 
aggressive public-sector unions. John Riehl, its president, has taped a poster to the wall carrying an old 
war cry: “No Contract No Work”. The sign dates from a strike in 1986. Mr Riehl hopes to revive the old 
battle spirit. Detroit’s mayor, Dave Bing, is urging unions to make concessions. Several have agreed. Most 
have not.  

The trouble is, the city is broke. Mr Bing’s office sits high above Detroit’s barren streets. “We have not 
made the structural changes we should have made,” he explains. Few cities have such a sprawling 
workforce—50 bargaining units in all—or so little money to pay for it. But Detroit is not alone. Most cities 
and states will collect only meagre revenues for at least the next year. While politicians mull tax increases 
and service cuts, public-sector workers continue to gobble up money—in Philadelphia, they account for 
61% of spending. The crisis, however, at least illuminates a simple fact. The status quo is unaffordable.  

For years, public-sector workers have basked in an alternative reality. Nevertheless, as private-sector 
unions have faded, public-sector ones have thrived. In 2008 37% of government workers were unionised, 
nearly five times the share in the private sector (see chart), and the same share that was unionised 25 
years earlier. Over that period, the share of unionised private-sector jobs collapsed from 17% to 8%. In 
2009, for the first time, public workers comprised more than half of America’s union members. Democrats 
in particular have little incentive to anger workers, who are often their electoral foot-soldiers, and neither 
party wants to prod them to strike, since they hold monopolies. Those who defy unions do so at their 
peril. In 2005 Arnold Schwarzenegger, the governor of California, tried to curb the unions’ power. His 
effort was quickly terminated.  
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As a result, public-sector workers are spoiled rotten. Government employees earn 21% more than private 
ones and are 24% more likely to have access to health care. Only 21% of private workers enjoy a 
defined-benefit (DB) pension, which guarantees retirement income based on years of service and final 
salary. But 84% of state and local workers still receive DB plans.  

All this might be grand if states and cities could afford it, but they cannot; unlike the federal government, 
they have the pesky obligation to balance their budgets. The recession has already drained pension funds. 
The National League of Cities (NLC) expects municipal revenue to continue to drop in 2010, 2011 and 
even beyond. States will have faced $256 billion of budget gaps between fiscal years 2009 and 2011, 
according to the National Association of State Budget Officers (NASBO).  

Frustration is beginning to boil over. Last year Vallejo, in California’s San Francisco Bay Area, sank into 
bankruptcy under the weight of its labour costs. In California itself, the unfunded liabilities of retirement 
programmes are expected to exceed $100 billion through 2015. One local blog tracks coddled public-
sector pensioners: a former police chief in Newport Beach scrapes by on $221,554.56 a year.  

Barry Bluestone, a dean at Northeastern University in Boston, is the son of a former vice-president of the 
United Auto Workers (UAW). But even he thinks public-sector unions must adapt. “As more and more 
people are stressed and see themselves losing their own jobs, they’re going to see public unions simply as 
standing up for their own members,” he says. 

Cutting costs, however, is difficult. States protect retirement benefits for existing workers—they will pay 
for past promises for years to come—and broader change is politically tricky. This year many politicians 
took the path of least resistance. Twenty-three states sacked workers, according to NASBO. Structural 
reform was less common. Only 11 states cut employee benefits. One of the year’s most popular measures, 
for both states and cities, was requiring workers to take unpaid holiday. “It is the easiest way of not 
having to have a showdown with unions,” explains Michael Pagano of the University of Illinois at Chicago, 
a co-author of the NLC’s report. “It clearly is not a long-term solution.” 

But the scale of the slowdown has emboldened some. A quarter of the cities in the NLC’s survey have 
revised their health benefits downwards. On December 2nd New York, historically a union stronghold, 
passed broad pension reform for new workers. Philadelphia’s mayor, Michael Nutter, has already sacked 
workers, passed a temporary tax increase and stopped sweeping up leaves. Now he wants unions to 
accept concessions, such as a revised pension plan for newly hired workers and more flexible work rules. 
“This is a time of shared sacrifice,” he insists.  

For those most in trouble, crisis may spark even more dramatic reform. “This is a very exciting time for 
permanent change,” argues Steve Goldsmith, a former mayor of Indianapolis and now a professor at 
Harvard’s Kennedy School. In the 1990s he forced unions to bid against the private sector to deliver 
services, competition that saved the city $230m over five years. Now, he contends, more cities may try to 
change the way they operate. Philadelphia is studying how to deliver services more efficiently. In Detroit, 
Mr Bing is urging unions to take furloughs and reduce health costs for new hires, among other 
concessions. The real work, however, will come later. The staff of Mr Bing’s Operations Restructuring 
project are pondering how to transform the way Detroit is run. 
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Northeastern’s Mr Bluestone, a former lineman at Ford, argues that public-sector unions are at a point of 
decision. They must, he says, “improve productivity, improve the services they offer and find innovative 
ways to deliver them.” Otherwise, taxpayers will turn elsewhere. Teachers’ unions, for example, can 
blame only themselves for the rise of charter schools. It took the UAW years to adapt to global realities. 
Compared with the public-sector unions, it looks nimble.  
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Health-care reform  
 
Getting to 60 
Dec 10th 2009 | WASHINGTON, DC  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Deal by deal, compromise by compromise, the Senate moves closer to a final vote 

“HEALTH care will pass: the president has his reputation on the line.” That 
declaration about the congressional prospects for health reform comes not 
from a Democratic booster, but from Senator Judd Gregg. The Republican 
budget hawk says this through gritted teeth, though, convinced that the 
flawed effort will prove fiscally “disastrous”. To prove his point, he 
announced a proposal this week—in agreement with Kent Conrad, the 
Democratic head of the Senate Budget Committee—to form a bipartisan 
commission of worthies to reform all “entitlements”, health-related or 
otherwise. 

His fiscal analysis may be contested, but several recent developments 
suggest that his political prediction may be correct. The Senate now looks 
likely to pass a health bill in the footsteps of the House.  

Harry Reid, the Democrats’ majority leader, had been struggling to secure 
the 60 votes he needs to overcome the trenchant obstructionism of 
Republicans. The thorniest problems keeping his moderates and liberals 
from agreement have been the proposal for a government-run insurer (or 
“public option”), abortion and cost containment. Progress was made on all three fronts this week. 

The biggest advance came late on December 8th, when news surfaced of a breakthrough deal on the 
public option. Mr Reid had appointed a panel of ten moderates and liberals from his party to hash out a 
compromise on this issue. Though full details were not available as The Economist went to press, the 
rough outlines were leaked. If those rumours are to be believed, the Senate panel has all but killed the 
public option, though Mr Reid downplayed this as mere sidelining.  

The favoured approach now appears to be a witch’s brew of alternatives. One involves the expansion of 
Medicare, the government health scheme for those above 65, to include some people aged 55-65 who 
cannot find affordable insurance. Another idea is for the Office of Personnel Management, which manages 
the health plans of federal employees, to offer health insurance through a network of private, not-for-
profit insurers. Only if no private firms are keen, which is unlikely, would a government-run insurance plan 
be triggered. 

Whichever mix of compromises wins the day, some noses are bound to be put out of joint. If there is not 
even a hint of a public plan, liberals like Senator Russ Feingold and Jay Rockefeller may stomp off. But 
offsetting that will be the prospect of bringing in Joe Lieberman, an independent who attends the 
Democratic caucus, and Olympia Snowe, an independent-minded Republican. She detests the mandatory 
public plan, but says she would accept some form of triggered version. 

The second possible advance came on abortion. The House bill contains a provision forbidding the use of 
federal subsidies for any abortion services, a restriction that goes beyond current law. Women’s-rights 
advocates find this odious, but legislators sympathetic to them (including Nancy Pelosi, speaker of the 
House) held their noses and voted for the House bill anyway. Some now say they will not do so again, if 
such a provision is included in any final bill. 

That may not arise. Ben Nelson, a right-wing Democrat from Nebraska, put forward a similar amendment 
this week but failed to find the 60 votes needed. This means that Mr Reid may not be able to count on Mr 
Nelson’s vote for the final Senate bill, but others may compensate: Ms Snowe and Susan Collins, another 
Republican from Maine, both sided with most of the Democrats to defeat the amendment.  

The final bit of progress came with a bundle of amendments, offered by 11 freshman Democratic senators, 
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to tackle costs. This is the great weakness of the current health-reform effort, which contains only timid 
proposals (such as a toothless independent commission to advise on Medicare costs, and mere pilot 
programmes to curb costs and improve quality). The new amendments will give the independent panel 
authority to push for changes across the entire health system, not just in Medicare, and successful pilot 
schemes could also be scaled up rapidly by administrative action, without going through Congress.  

Taken together, this burst of activity may move the Senate Democrats closer to a successful vote this 
month. Even then, however, the House and Senate bills must be merged and both chambers must pass 
the reconciled version. The hardest labours may still lie ahead. 
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Banks and small businesses  
 
For want of a loan 
Dec 10th 2009 | WASHINGTON, DC  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
America’s best job creators are being hit by a credit crunch 

IT IS basically a second stimulus, though no one wants to call it that. On December 8th President Barack 
Obama announced a set of proposals to address unemployment and made it clear that he wanted to use 
some of the unspent TARP funds (money set aside to support failing banks) to help pay for them. No 
precise figure was given. Some $50 billion will be spent on infrastructure projects; there will also be new 
rebates for home insulation and other energy-saving incentives. But the linchpin of the administration’s 
effort is a broad push to support small businesses.  

That sounds reasonable. Small businesses (firms employing 500 workers or fewer) have accounted for 
64% of net new job creation over the past 15 years, according to the Small Business Administration 
(SBA), an independent government agency. And a recent economic study found that cities with more 
small firms have done better at creating jobs over the past 20 years. But America’s most recent recession 
has hit small businesses hard. The very small, with fewer than 50 workers—employing almost one-third of 
working Americans—have suffered around 45% of the job losses of the downturn.  

Unfortunately, helping small businesses has not proved easy. The stimulus package passed last spring 
offered tax benefits, including capital-gains tax exemptions and increases in the amount of business 
expenses that could be claimed for tax purposes. The bill also targeted the flow of credit to small 
businesses. Money was set aside to cut fees and provide guarantees for major SBA lending programmes. 
The results were disappointing. Although lack of access to credit inflicted huge damage on small 
businesses last autumn, lending (or lack of it) has not been the main problem for most of 2009. Rather, it 
was the weak economy that devastated profits and loan demand (see chart). 

 
That is now changing. As economic activity has picked up, so has demand for small-business loans—so 
much so that remaining stimulus funds ran dry in November. Small firms are being hit by a credit crunch. 
Two common sources of financing, credit-card debt and home-equity credit, have become less useful; 
months of poor economic conditions have eroded credit-worthiness, while the housing bust has left a 
quarter of mortgage borrowers with negative equity. Smaller regional banks have long been a third 
option, but the looming commercial-property bust is diminishing their usefulness.  

That bust may not cause the financial panic that rotten home loans did. But nearly 40% of outstanding 
small-business loans are held by banks with the greatest exposure to commercial-property risk. In 1993, 
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the figure was only 11%. As commercial-property losses grow, banks will be forced to curtail lending. 

Will Mr Obama’s latest ideas help? Most are extensions to current stimulus measures. The one exception is 
a new small-business tax cut for job creation, details of which have not yet been released. Mr Obama 
intends to provide a booster to the SBA loan programmes, offering more money to cover fee reductions 
and SBA guarantees for small-business loans made by commercial banks. All this is good. But lending is 
the chief problem. If regional banks are fighting to survive, lower fees will not be enough to get small-
business finance flowing again. Ironically, it might have been better to use some of that TARP money for 
the banks after all.  
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America in the world  
 
Pay any price? Pull the other one 
Dec 10th 2009 | WASHINGTON, DC  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Both the public and the experts are retreating from foreign involvement 

GENERAL STANLEY McCHRYSTAL, America’s commander in Afghanistan, 
and Karl Eikenberry, its ambassador there, turned up on Capitol Hill this 
week to tell congressmen how satisfied they were with Barack Obama’s 
decision to send 30,000 more American troops into the fray. But their 
enthusiasm is not widely shared. It is not just many of the Democrats in 
Congress who are troubled by their country’s entangling foreign wars. A 
poll of the foreign-policy attitudes held by Americans at large paints a 
bleak picture of an America that is no longer sure of its own pre-eminence 
and fast losing interest in causes such as promoting democracy or 
defending human rights in the rest of the world. 

The survey, “America’s Place in the World”, is conducted every four years 
by the Pew Research Centre and the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR). 
It poses its questions not only to 2,000 members of the public but also to 
642 members of the CFR, thus tracking both public opinion and the views 
of foreign-policy experts.  

Its headline finding this time is that, for the first time in over 40 years of such polls, a plurality of the general 
public (49%) say the United States should “mind its own business internationally and let other countries get 
along the best they can on their own.” Only 30% agreed with that statement in December 2002. 

How things have changed since early September 2001, when al-Qaeda struck New York and Washington, DC. 
Polls taken just before the attack showed a strong appetite to deliver the American blessings of democracy and 
freedom to less fortunate lands. No longer. Whereas 44% of CFR members thought that promoting democracy 
abroad should be an American priority in September 2001, only 10% think so today. Only 21% consider 
defending human rights a priority, down from 43%; only 35% think America should strive to improve living 
standards in developing countries.  

The French, scorned for opposing the invasion of Iraq in 2003, have been gloriously rehabilitated. Fully 62% of 
America’s general public now have a favourable opinion of France, up from 29% in May 2003. As for Britain, 
some accuse Tony Blair of following George Bush into Iraq to shore up Britain’s “special relationship” with the 
superpower. And yet a paltry 10% of the CFR’s members expect Britain to become a more important American 
ally in the future, whereas 58% think that of China and 55% of India. 

Among several differences between the views of the experts and those of the general public, it is perceptions 
of China and of Afghanistan that stand out. Only 21% of CFR members, fewer than in 2001 (38%), see China’s 
rise as a major threat to the United States. The general public is warier: 53% say that China is a major threat. 
And America’s recession has apparently magnified China’s economy in the eyes of Americans: 44% of the 
public now think that China is the world’s leading economic power, and only 27% name the United States (in 
fact, America’s economy is at least twice the size of China’s). 

As for Afghanistan, fewer than half of the public (46%) and CFR members (41%) say it is likely that the 
country will be able to withstand the Taliban. Half of the foreign-policy experts but only a third of the public 
said they were in favour of committing more troops. True, the poll was taken before Mr Obama announced that 
he would be sending reinforcements. Polls since then suggest that his speech may have changed some minds. 
But the general sentiment is plain: a weakened America has work to do at home. Abroad will have to look after 
itself for a while. 
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The Texas governor's race  
 
White v right 
Dec 10th 2009 | AUSTIN  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The mayor of Houston steps up to the plate 

HEAVY snow was falling on Houston when Bill White, the Democratic 
mayor, made his move. “I’ll be a governor who challenges Texans to lead, 
not leave, the United States,” he said on December 4th, announcing that 
he would run for governor in 2010. That was a shot at Rick Perry, the 
Republican incumbent, who got fired up at a tax protest this summer and 
suggested Texas might consider seceding rather than submit to 
Washington’s socialism. Observers expect a spirited campaign.  

Mr White was expected to run. As a big-city mayor he has ample executive 
experience. But until last week he had focused on the Senate, as Texas will 
supposedly have an election for that job next year, too. The state’s senior 
senator, Kay Bailey Hutchison, is challenging Mr Perry for the Republican 
nomination for governor, and insists that she will leave her seat in 2010 
either way.  

Gibes at Mr Perry will not be enough. Democrats argue that Texas has lost 
ground on education and health care during Mr Perry’s nine-year tenure 
(he took over from George Bush when he was elected president in 2000). 
On the other hand, the state has avoided the worst of the recession, and 
voters may reckon there is no point changing horses in mid-stream. But Mr 
White has a real shot. He has built up an impressive record as mayor of Houston during these past six 
years, tackling traffic, bureaucracy, even polluters. He had a fine leadership moment in 2005, when the 
city welcomed 100,000 refugees after Hurricane Katrina.  

Mrs Hutchison, meanwhile, is on the back foot. A Rasmussen poll on November 13th showed her trailing 
Mr Perry in the Republican primary by 46% to 35%. Previously she talked about building a big tent, in the 
hope that Democrats would vote for a moderate Republican. Now she has scuttled that line in favour of 
the argument that she is the only conservative who can win statewide. These appeals to electability work 
only if a candidate’s party is frightened of losing. So Mrs Hutchison has a curious task. She must build Mr 
White up and knock him down at the same time. 

First, however, Mr White has to face the Democratic primary. One long-shot candidate could make things 
difficult. Farouk Shami is an immigrant from Palestine who came to the United States with nothing and 
has made a fortune in hair-care products. He has never held office, but he has gobs of money, and has 
already pledged to spend $10m on the race “to start with”. Mr White has $4m in his war-chest, but he 
would rather save that money for the general election. He will need it.  
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George Bush speaks  
 
The motivator 
Dec 10th 2009 | SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Beer, hot dogs and an ex-president 

THE former president looked healthy and well-rested, and happier than he has in recent years. He said 
that he had been enjoying walking his dog in his new neighbourhood in Dallas, although he misses being 
commander-in-chief. It was December 2nd, and George W. Bush was back on stage. Not the world stage, 
of course. The former vice-president, Dick Cheney, has been nipping at Barack Obama’s heels all year. But 
Mr Bush has let his successor forge ahead without second-guessing him. This was a temporary stage at 
the AT&T Centre in San Antonio, Texas, and Mr Bush was the keynote speaker at an event called Get 
Motivated!, a day of inspirational speeches for personal and business success. 

Motivational seminars are an interesting corner of American life. They feel a bit like megachurch meetings, 
but with beer and hot dogs, and seem to be descended from the tent-revivals and circuses of the 
antebellum era. At the San Antonio event the speakers emphasised self-reliance, faith, and hard work and 
scoffed at government intervention, higher education, mainstream media and the cult of celebrity. “The 
world is going to hell in a handbasket and the UN can’t do a frickin’ thing about it,” said Tamara Lowe, one 
of the founders of the series, before challenging the audience to tackle global poverty themselves. 

It struck some as a strange billet for such a recent ex-president, and after Mr Bush’s first engagement, in 
Fort Worth, the bigwigs at the Get Motivated! offices declared that the San Antonio event would be closed 
to the press. This deterred a few hecklers, who were swiftly bustled out of the building (Mr Bush has 
always succeeded in motivating the opposition). But thousands of supporters in the stadium roared their 
applause. 

Some of Mr Bush’s advice was rather specific. For example, it is traditional for a president to hang a 
portrait of a particularly influential predecessor in the Oval Office. In his case, Mr Bush said, it was a 
dilemma because of his personal connection to the presidency. He decided that he would keep a picture of 
his father in his heart, but that Abraham Lincoln should go on the wall. On more general topics, Mr Bush 
was quotable. “Oftentimes in life you get dealt a hand that you did not expect or want to play. I’m sure 
that’s happened to you,” he said. Yes, but maybe not quite so much. 
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Lexington  
 
Softly softly, charming Huckabee 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Don't underestimate the rocker of the religious right 
 

 
SARAH PALIN may be the Republican Party’s rock star, but Mike Huckabee can actually play the bass 
guitar. While campaigning for the presidency last year, he would often whip it out and start jamming. 
Lexington heard him a few times. He was at least as good as that other former governor of Arkansas, the 
one who plays the saxophone. And his latest book has more about rock music in it than the title, “A 
Simple Christmas”, might suggest.  

As an eight-year-old boy in 1964, he watched the Beatles on the Ed Sullivan Show and immediately 
wanted to be one of them. He put “electric guitar” on his Christmas list, but his parents picked something 
cheaper. After two years, he drew up a list with only the guitar on it. Alarmed by the price, his parents 
urged him to reconsider. No, he said, it’s a guitar or nothing. They gave in. “I didn’t know until years 
later…just how much money $99 was to my parents,” recalls Mr Huckabee. It took them a year to pay for 
it. The lesson? Christmas is about sacrifice. Several Christmases later, when he was a penniless father-to-
be, he sold his precious guitars (he had two by then) to buy a washing machine.  

Political memoirs aim to make money and charm voters. Mrs Palin’s recent volume is generating more 
cash than Mr Huckabee’s, but also more controversy: it is packed with score-settling. Mr Huckabee’s 
memoir, by contrast, is disguised as a book of heart-warming Christmas stories. Cynics will call it corny, 
but it offends no one. In this, it resembles Mr Huckabee’s weekly television show on Fox News. Like a 
conservative Oprah, he interviews nice people about the challenges they have overcome or the good 
works they are doing. This week’s show featured a football coach who cared for his Alzheimer’s-stricken 
wife, musicians who wrote a song for a vegetable-themed children’s movie and an appeal to put old toys 
in shoeboxes and send them to poor children. Asked why his show is not more strident, Mr Huckabee 
replies that people want to relax at the weekend.  

The race for the Republican nomination in 2012 is wide open. Mrs Palin hogs the headlines, but half the 
country hates her, so she cannot plausibly win a general election. Mr Huckabee’s views on faith, family, 
abortion, gays and guns are almost indistinguishable from hers, yet hardly anyone hates him. He seems 
so reasonable: soft-spoken and gently humorous. “Lord give me patience,” he says, “right now!” He 
describes something improbable as being “as likely as someone going up to Chuck Norris and taking away 
his chest hair”. He does not sound intolerant. Of the tut-tutting about a certain golfer, he says: “Don’t 
worry about what’s happening behind the doors of Tiger’s house. Focus on what’s happening behind the 
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doors at your house.” 

In 2000 he commuted a young burglar’s 108-year prison sentence. Last month, the man allegedly 
murdered four police officers. Mr Huckabee’s critics have given him hell for allowing the young man a 
second chance. With hindsight, he made a mistake, but what of the hundreds of other cases where he 
showed mercy? “Huckabee could have done the easy, politically safe thing by letting ludicrously heavy 
sentences stand. Instead, he opted to bring a measure of proportionality, compassion and common sense 
to a justice system that needs more of it,” writes Errol Louis of the New York Daily News. Few on the right 
earn such praise from black pundits.  

At a time of Republican discord, Mr Huckabee’s voice soothes. Some within the party want to cut off 
support for Republican candidates who fail to tick eight out of ten boxes on a conservative purity test. Mr 
Huckabee thinks this is a bad idea. Americans don’t need robotic politicians with pre-determined answers, 
he says; they want leaders who will apply their judgment to the messy complexities of real life. A Gallup 
poll last month found that 71% of Republicans would consider supporting Mr Huckabee for president in 
2012, putting him slightly ahead of Mitt Romney and Mrs Palin (both 65%). Among voters in general, Mr 
Huckabee scored roughly the same as Mr Romney (40% to 39%) and better than Mrs Palin (33%). Mr 
Huckabee says he has not yet decided whether he will run. But clearly he must be taken seriously.  

 
The less cuddly side 

That means paying attention not only to the warm and eloquent way he delivers his message, but also to 
the message itself. He thinks the climate summit in Copenhagen is a waste of time. He favours a 
voluntary cap-and-trade system for curbing carbon emissions, which is like arguing for a voluntary income 
tax. As it happens, he favours a voluntary income tax, too. Or rather, despite the rapid deterioration of 
the government’s finances, he would abolish income tax and ramp up consumption taxes instead. This is 
both regressive and likely to aggravate the deficit. He sides with Israel as wholeheartedly as he sides with 
America. The two nations are alike, he says: both were founded by people “escaping the galloping terror 
of tyranny”.  

Democrats are twice as likely to disapprove of Mrs Palin as of Mr Huckabee. But this is partly because Mr 
Huckabee has never locked horns with a famous Democrat. As John McCain’s running-mate, it was Mrs 
Palin’s job to savage Barack Obama. She did so with gusto; her quip about palling around with terrorists 
still stings. Mr Huckabee’s jabs at Mr Obama have been less personal and less noticed, but that will 
change if he wins the Republican nomination. He can wield a deadly knife when he chooses to. Addressing 
social conservatives in September, for example, he likened Obamacare to Mr Romney’s health reforms in 
Massachusetts, without mentioning Mr Romney by name. “[T]he only thing inexpensive about 
Massachusetts’s health-care bill is that there you can get a $50 abortion,” he growled. Translation: my 
rival for the Republican nomination is a baby-killing socialist. Democrats should not underestimate Mike 
Huckabee.  
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Bolivia's presidential election  
 
The explosive apex of Evo's power 
Dec 10th 2009 | LA PAZ  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A triumphant Evo Morales has won a second term. But the going will not necessarily get any 
easier for his social revolution 
 

 
SPEAKING to a crowd from the balcony of the Palacio Quemado, the presidential palace in La Paz, a 
triumphant Evo Morales hailed his election for a second term as a mandate “to accelerate the process of 
change”. His opponents will find that hard to argue with. Official results will not be released for a fortnight, 
but exit polls suggested that Mr Morales took about 63% of the vote and that his Movement to Socialism 
party (MAS) came close to winning a two-thirds majority in the legislature. The turnout was around 90%. 
This pointed to a thumping endorsement for the social revolution led by Mr Morales, a cocaworkers’ leader 
of Aymara Indian descent, in one of South America’s poorest countries. This has involved giving greater 
constitutional rights to indigenous peoples and extending the state’s control over the economy.  

The result means that Mr Morales can now not only implement a new constitution formalising many of 
those changes, but may also be able to tweak this to allow him to run indefinitely for the presidency, like 
his friend, Hugo Chávez, in Venezuela. His victory was not just a triumph for Bolivians but also for all 
“anti-imperialist” governments and peoples, said Mr Morales, who is allied with Mr Chávez and Cuba in an 
anti-American block. 

But the source of his popularity lies at home. A majority of Bolivians are still in thrall to Mr Morales’s 
rhetoric, which appeals to both socialism and ethnic identity. He has managed to personify a demand for 
dignity and an end to the structural discrimination suffered by Bolivians of indigenous descent, who make 
up around half of the population. But for several other reasons, he also made inroads in eastern Bolivia, 
where the conservative opposition was dominant.  

Mr Morales’s nationalisation of oil and natural gas in 2006, together with higher prices for gas exports to 
Brazil, left his government awash with cash. He used this to expand welfare provision, including a non-
contributory old-age pension and payments to mothers provided their children are at school and their 
babies are taken for health checks. The president has also handed out hundreds of free tractors. 

Stronger public finances have brought economic stability, too. The government fixed the currency against 
the American dollar last year. Partly because Bolivia is fairly closed to trade, and partly because of rising 
public spending, the economy is set to grow by around 3% this year, the strongest performance in the 
region. 
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But a lacklustre opposition, weakened after losing a two-year battle over the new constitution, also 
contributed to Mr Morales’s victory. Manfred Reyes Villa, a former army officer, won around 27% of the 
vote, while Samuel Doria Medina, a cement magnate, got about 8%. The opposition’s division enabled the 
MAS to win extra seats in Congress. Voting appeared to go cleanly, helped by a new electoral register. But 
opponents complained that they could not match the campaign resources of the MAS. Mr Morales got 
favourable treatment from expanded state-owned media.  

The government will now move to implement the constitution’s provision for the decentralisation of power 
to a mosaic of authorities, including indigenous communities. Customary justice meted out by Indian 
communities will now have equal status to the national judiciary, whose judges may in future be elected. 
Mr Morales sees all this as an end to discrimination and the empowerment of indigenous peoples. 
Opponents see it as the assertion of collective over individual rights, the empowerment of caciques 
(chiefs) and a formula for constant conflicts. 

In his first term Mr Morales imposed many controls on private business. Telecommunications and mines, 
as well as gas, were nationalised. Prices of gas and many foodstuffs were controlled, and food producers 
forced to sell in the local market rather than export. A new state-owned body distributes food at 
subsidised prices. All this curbed inflation but has discouraged production. 

Mr Morales may find it increasingly hard to sustain some of these policies, as the cash starts to dry up. 
The finance minister has forecast a fiscal deficit of up to 4.5% of GDP next year. Gas production has 
fallen, partly because of mismanagement by the revived state hydrocarbons company and partly because 
of the fall in private investment. The government’s bad relations with the United States meant that a 
scheme under which some Bolivian exports entered the United States free of duty was suspended last 
year.  

Ministers have recently talked of the need to stimulate private investment to maintain growth. But this 
would require an unlikely change of course from Mr Morales. “Sooner or later the country will wake up and 
realise the MAS economic model is headed in the wrong direction,” says Victor Hugo Cárdenas, an 
Amerindian academic and former vice-president. 

There are worries, too, that the scale of Mr Morales’s triumph risks turning Bolivia into something akin to a 
one-party state, as it was for a decade or so after a previous national revolution in 1952. But for now the 
president has Bolivians’ consent to proceed with his own revolution, and no longer has the opposition to 
blame for holding him back. Whether or not this revolution will bring lasting benefit to poorer Bolivians will 
soon become clearer.  
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Banking in Venezuela  
 
Fall of the Boligarchs 
Dec 10th 2009 | CARACAS  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Hugo Chávez cracks down on allies 

“BEING rich is bad,” Hugo Chávez is wont to remark. But in the decade in which he has been Venezuela’s 
president, some people with close ties to his regime have made fortunes. Now he seems to have lost 
patience with them. Over the past fortnight the government has shut down seven small banks and an 
insurance company and arrested several of their owners, accusing them of fraud and mismanagement. 
The president says this is part of a drive to root out corruption. Yet the scandal would seem to lead to the 
upper echelons of his government. 

Mr Chávez has nationalised many other businesses, so the takeovers at first caused mild panic in financial 
markets. But the banks involved account for less than 10% of total deposits. Mr Chávez assured the big 
private banks that they were not incompatible with his ideology of “21st-century socialism”.  

Those now in disgrace were behind a string of bank takeovers. They were among the most prominent of 
the “Boligarchs”, as wags dub those who have enriched themselves from Mr Chávez’s “Bolivarian 
revolution” (named for Simón Bolívar, South America’s independence leader). One of those arrested, Arné 
Chacón, explained in a newspaper interview in 2005 that, although he had no money, he had been “sold” 
a 49% stake in one of the now-liquidated banks in return for the business he would bring in. “It’s perfectly 
normal that, since I’m close to the government, they would deposit more money in my bank,” Mr Chacón 
said. His brother, Jesse Chacón, has been close to Mr Chávez since both staged a military coup as army 
officers in 1992. On December 6th he resigned as science minister. 

Pedro Torres Ciliberto, who sold the stake to Arné Chacón, is reported to have fled the country. He is a 
close friend and business associate of Mr Chávez’s former vice-president, José Vicente Rangel. Another of 
the jailed bankers, Ricardo Fernández, obtained a monopoly contract to supply staple foods to Mercal, a 
state-owned chain of subsidised grocery stores. His banks received billions of dollars in government 
deposits, as well as credits from state banks. An opposition legislator called in the National Assembly for 
an official investigation into what he said were business links between Mr Fernández and Adán Chávez, the 
president’s brother who is the governor of his home state. 

What triggered the crackdown? Venezuela’s economy is falling deeper into recession, even as the rest of 
the region recovers. Mr Chávez faces a difficult legislative election in September. One theory is that the 
government owed Mr Fernández so much money that arresting him was an appealing option. Others have 
stressed the rivalry between four different groups of corrupt officials and their allies, over access to public 
funds. Whatever the truth, Mr Chávez has seized on the issue to assume one of his favourite roles, as 
scourge of the rich. He may yet turn this scandal to his political advantage. 
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Canada's Nisga'a  
 
Home-owning nation 
Dec 10th 2009 | VANCOUVER  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
An Amerindian experiment with property rights 
 

 
THE Amerindian peoples of Canada, where they are known as First Nations, like those in Bolivia (see 
article), have traditionally held land in common. So the decision by the Nisga’a First Nation of north-
western British Columbia to grant private property rights to its members, insignificant though it might 
seem to most Canadians, has potentially revolutionary implications.  

Who owns the land is unfinished business in British Columbia where, unlike in the rest of Canada, only a 
few treaties covering small areas were signed in colonial times. The First Nations lay claim to most of the 
province. In 1998 the Nisga’a, after more than a century of negotiation and litigation, were the first to 
sign a modern treaty. The 6,400 Nisga’a gained ownership of almost 2,000 square km (770 square miles) 
in the Nass valley, plus powers of self-government comparable to a municipality, some control over 
language and cultural issues, ownership of forestry and mineral resources, a share of the fisheries and a 
C$190m (then worth $280m) development fund. This deal has served as a benchmark for leisurely talks 
involving 60 other native groups. Earlier this year the Tsawwassen, one of the smaller ones, became the 
second to conclude a new treaty.  

Now the Nisga’a are pioneering the idea of private property among First Nations. Their new law grew out 
of three years of discussion about how to get richer, in which they identified restrictions on property 
ownership as a big obstacle, according to Kevin McKay, the acting head of the Nisga’a government. Under 
Canada’s Indian Act, natives on reserves are given certificates of possession for their homes which they 
rent, but do not own. They cannot use them as collateral for a loan. Their new law allows Nisga’a to obtain 
freehold title to their homes, and to mortgage, transfer, lease or sell these to anyone, including outsiders. 
In the future, Mr McKay says, the law might be extended to commercial or industrial property.  

In their treaty, the Tsawwassen opted for a compromise: the nation keeps the freehold while individuals 
have the right to buy and sell homes but only to fellow-Tsawwassen. Their chief, Kim Baird, said that 
many native people fear unrestricted individual freehold has the “potential to leave them worse off than 
now”. The Nisga’a think the opposite, that property rights may help them start businesses and become 
better off. 

Change is certainly needed if the First Nations are to escape the poverty, unemployment and welfare 
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dependency in which they have long languished. If the Nisga’a prosper, they may also calm the fears of 
some Canadians that the First Nations are bent on creating separatist enclaves. So the leaders of other 
First Nations will not be the only ones watching the Nass valley with interest. 
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Paraguay's president  
 
Loose-lipped Lugo 
Dec 10th 2009 | ASUNCIÓN  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Giving offence and receiving it 

WHEN Fernando Lugo was sworn in as Paraguay’s president in August last year, the former bishop and 
liberation theologian, a political novice, represented a refreshing change in a country that had endured 60 
years, largely of misrule, under the Colorado party. But Paraguayans have since been reminded that 
political savvy is not always a bad thing. In the past few weeks Mr Lugo has managed to offend some of 
his political allies, insult some of the wealthier families in the country and upset the armed forces. He has 
been threatened with impeachment twice. And one of the three women who claim that he fathered their 
children filed a (third) paternity suit against him. 

“Those with bulky bank accounts, whose pictures appear in the newspapers’ social pages,” are holding 
Paraguay back, Mr Lugo declared at a rally in a poor neighbourhood of Asunción, the capital. He had said 
such things from the pulpit in the past. But this time he spoke only nine days after Fidel Zavala, a cattle 
rancher, had been kidnapped by the self-styled Army of the Paraguayan People (EPP), a small left-wing 
group with links to Colombia’s FARC. Mr Lugo is friendly with some former EPP members. 

Mr Lugo then sacked his armed forces’ chiefs, complaining of “pockets of coupmongers in the military”. His 
staff rushed out a statement the following day to deny that they had uncovered a coup plot. But that only 
seemed to stoke rumours and grumbling in the barracks.  

Meanwhile in Congress, where he has few firm supporters, Mr Lugo finds his every attempt at reform 
sabotaged by the old guard. One Colorado senator threw a tantrum to prevent the president presenting 
his security plan. Congress has slashed spending on social programmes in next year’s budget—something 
which even some Colorados said was irresponsible. 

The president’s troubles have cost him popularity. His government has managed modest reforms of 
education and health care, and has started paying a benefit to more than 200,000 poor families. Mr Lugo 
has also struck a deal with Brazil to increase Paraguay’s revenue from the giant Itaipu hydroelectric power 
plant that the two countries share. Compared with the sins of his predecessors, his peccadillos are minor. 
It would be a terrible setback for Paraguay if his attempts to democratise it were to end in impeachment.  
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The Latinobarómetro poll  
 
A slow maturing of democracy 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
More Latin Americans now trust the government than the army 
 

 
DESPITE the recession which rippled across the region over the past year, Latin Americans are more 
supportive of— and satisfied with—their democracies and their governments. More of them favour the 
market economy, and most take a dim view of Hugo Chávez, Venezuela’s radical leftist president. Those 
are among the findings of the latest Latinobarómetro poll taken in 18 countries across the region and 
published exclusively by The Economist. Because the poll has been taken regularly since 1995, it tracks 
changes in attitudes across the region. 

This year’s poll was taken in late September and October, when many countries in the region were 
starting to pull out of the downturn. Latin Americans felt the recession, but in most places only 
moderately. Respondents describing the economic situation as “bad” or “very bad” increased from 35% 
last year to 40% this year, while those calling it “good” or “very good” fell to 43% from 47%. 
Unemployment edged ahead of crime as respondents’ main concern, as it was in all the previous polls 
except last year’s (though in seven countries crime remains the number one worry).  

Yet this did little to diminish Latin Americans’ increasingly sunny mood. Support for democracy is at its 
highest level since the late 1990s, up 11 points from its trough in 2001. A clear majority across the region 
are now committed democrats (see table 1 and chart 2). Elections that ushered new presidents into office 
brought the customary boost in support for democracy in El Salvador and Panama.  
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In Honduras so, seemingly, did the coup in June against Manuel Zelaya, the elected president. Among 
respondents in that country, 58% disapproved of the coup; in the region as a whole, only 24% of 
respondents approved of it. (But 61% of those polled in Brazil, 58% in Mexico and 42% in the region 
agreed that the army should remove a president if he violates the constitution, as the coup leaders in 
Honduras claimed of Mr Zelaya.) Meanwhile, there were big falls in support for democracy in Colombia and 
Ecuador.  

 
Even more strikingly, satisfaction with the working of democracy has increased sharply, to its highest level 
since the polls began (chart 3). Trust in democracy’s basic institutions is also growing steadily, albeit from 
low levels (chart 4). Those saying that democracy cannot exist without political parties have increased 
steadily, to 60% from 49% in 2001, when amid economic collapse protesting Argentinians shouted at their 
politicians, “Que se vayan todos” (“kick them all out”). For the first time since Latinobarómetro began 
polling, more respondents now approve of their governments than trust the armed forces—a milestone in 
a region with a long history of military interventions in politics. 
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All of this is in marked contrast to the last recession in the region in 2001-02, which undermined Latin 
Americans’ faith in democracy. One difference this time is that many do not seem to blame their 
governments for the downturn. Another is the sense of greater well-being generated by five years of 
faster economic growth until 2008 and, in many countries, more effective social policies and some income 
redistribution. The fact that democracy has brought political change, allowing the left to come to power in 
many countries for example, also has an impact.  

 
All this seems to point to a slow maturing of democracy in Latin America. “There’s an important increase 
in the legitimacy of governments, which is good for democracy,” says Marta Lagos, Latinobarómetro’s 
director, though she cautions that it is also providing fuel for the spreading habit of presidents seeking re-
election. 

Greater faith in democracy has gone hand-in-hand with more support for the market economy—despite 
the financial crisis (chart 5). But there is disenchantment with markets in Colombia, even though the 
country all but escaped recession. That may be because of the collapse of several big pyramid-savings 
schemes, or because unemployment has risen sharply. One in three of those polled across the region now 
say that privatisations were beneficial for their country, up from 22% in 2003.  

 
There are hints, too, of greater social liberalism. Those who say they would not like to have homosexuals 
as neighbours have fallen from 59% in 1998 to 29% this year. On the other hand, 36% say that women 
should stay at home, rather than go out to work, the same number as in 1997. A similar proportion say 
that men make better political leaders than women. 

The upbeat mood is particularly striking in Brazil and Chile, where two-thirds of respondents said their 
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country was progressing (Panamanians and Uruguayans were not far behind). Even the notoriously 
curmudgeonly Peruvians have warmed a bit to democracy. But Mexicans are gloomier, unsurprisingly 
given that the economy shrank by 10.1% in the year to June. So in some ways are Argentinians: not only 
do only 25% approve of their government, only 4% of those polled thought the distribution of income was 
fair and only 13% think any progress has been made over the past two years in reducing corruption 
(compared with a regional average of 39%). 

The poll offers a warning to Mr Chávez. Though 45% of Venezuelan respondents still support his 
government, that is down from 65% in 2006. And although he has nationalised many businesses, 81% of 
them say that private enterprise is indispensable for economic development, a big increase on previous 
years. Support for the market economy among Venezuelan respondents has also surged.  

 
The poll also suggests that Mr Chávez’s image in the region is much less favourable than that of many 
other leaders, and especially than that of Barack Obama (chart 6). The advent of Mr Obama has boosted 
his country’s standing in the region: 74% of respondents had a favourable opinion of the United States, up 
from 58% last year and the highest figure since the polls began. Nevertheless, more respondents now see 
Brazil as the most influential country in the region, ahead of the United States and Venezuela. But the 
influence of the United States is ranked higher than Brazil’s in the northern part of the region. 

 
 

Latinobarómetro is a non-profit organisation based in Santiago, Chile, which has carried out regular surveys of opinions, attitudes and values 
in Latin America since 1995. The poll was taken by local opinion-research companies in 18 countries and involved 20,204 face-to-face 
interviews conducted between September 21st and October 26th 2009. The average margin of error is 3%. Further details at 
www.latinobarometro.org 
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Turkmenistan's plight  
 
Burning sands and pipe-dreams 
Dec 10th 2009 | ASHGABAT  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A rich country with poor people and an heroic dentist for a dictator 
 

 
AS THE Karakum desert sinks into cold darkness, a faint glow lights up the horizon. Another 15 minutes’ 
driving through dunes reveals why: a giant red pit is belching gases and flames into the night sky. This 
infernal sight first appeared some 30 or 40 years ago, after a drilling platform sank through the earth’s 
surface. The Darvaza crater could serve well as a symbol for the whole country—were Turkmenistan in 
need of any more monuments. Bordered by Afghanistan, Iran, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, surrounded by 
mountains and a desert shore, this land is rich in history, in natural gas and in misery. The Persians, 
Parthians, Arabs, Mongols and Russians passed through these arid plains. A “ruined and burned-out 
country”, is how Makhtum Kuli, an 18th-century Turkmen poet, summed it up.  

It has the world’s fourth-largest gas deposits and its proud and poor population is ruled by one of the 
most oppressive and corrupt regimes in the world. A few kilometres south of the gas crater people sleep in 
yurts and drink rainwater. Scrawny children run about half-naked. Turkmenistan sells billions of dollars 
worth of gas each year. Yet the average income of its 5m people is under $300 a month.  

The gas money goes into offshore accounts or into the fountains and marble palaces of the capital, a 
vision from “1984”. Its floodlit marble towers are occupied by the Turkmenistan equivalents of the 
Ministries of Truth, Peace and Plenty, all presiding over a low-rise Soviet town where people drink tea on 
the pavement and sheep nibble the trees.  
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Much of this is the legacy of the megalomaniacal Saparmurat Niyazov, who held onto power after the 
Soviet collapse and turned his backwater Communist republic into a medieval dictatorship. He deprived his 
people of proper education and health care, limiting school programmes, closing hospitals and pushing 
qualified ethnic Russians out of jobs.  

Flattered by his vassals, and seduced by foreign firms, Russian and Western alike, he proclaimed himself 
“Turkmenbashi”—the father of all Turkmen—and eternal president to boot. His rule would have done 
Stalin proud. In the centre of Ashgabat stands a 75-metre (250-foot) tripodal—an arch of independence—
topped with a 12-metre-tall golden statue of Turkmenbashi. It revolves so as always to face the sun. Lit at 
night it looks like a rocket ready to blast off. By the time he died three years ago Turkmenistan had 
become another planet: isolated from the outside world; its citizens barred from travel; the months of the 
year named after Niyazov (and his mother).  

On his abrupt death, the country heaved a sigh of relief. A swift coup saw his constitutional successor 
arrested and power seized by Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov, a former minister of health. He reinstated 
the normal calendar, removed internal checkpoints and opened the border enough to let official foreign 
delegations flock in. A few of Turkmenbashi’s statues disappeared, but the system of Sultanic rule laced 
with centrally-planned economy and corruption remained intact.  

“Berdymukhamedov is not a natural leader and needs to be seen doing something,” says one foreign 
observer. He soon ran out of small things to do, and serious reform might threaten his rule. So the “thaw” 
ended before it began. Last July 150 students were banned from attending the American University of 
Central Asia in Kyrgyzstan. Under Niyazov, humiliated officials were handcuffed as soon as they were 
fired. Now they are given a few months before being jailed discreetly. Andrei Zatoka, an environmental 
activist who was arrested on bogus charges, was forced out of the country. Those Turkmen who manage 
to get a foreign education are often scared to come back. 

At least the president has recognised the existence of the market economy. He says he wants the private 
sector to make up 70% of non-oil-and-gas GDP by 2020. For this a local newspaper gushes: “We all are 
witnesses to how—thanks to your leadership—the Turkmen people have reached new frontiers to the 
amazement and vast respect of the international community.” 

Mr Berdymukhamedov chipped off just enough from Niyazov’s personality cult to make some space for 
himself. No Turkmenbashi, Mr Berdymukhamedov settled for the title of “hero”. The television news is 
always happy and often shows the new president performing heroics. A recent broadcast showed Mr 
Berdymukhamedov, a dentist who styles himself a doctor, performing a small operation. Next morning the 
security services confiscated newspapers carrying the accompanying photo: someone had noticed that the 
X-ray the president had been holding was upside down.  

Not only locals are keen to flatter the president. At a recent investment forum, representatives of the 
world’s largest energy companies touted their services and praised Turkmenistan’s visionary leader, who 
did not bother to turn up. (He was represented by a huge portrait.) However, no Western company has 
been allowed to drill onshore yet. Only the Chinese have managed to wangle a special concession and also 
to build a pipeline.  

The main pipeline from Turkmenistan goes through Russia. This long allowed Gazprom, a Russian 
monopoly which generates 70% of Turkmenistan’s GDP, to dictate the price. In recent years, however, as 
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demand increased Turkmenistan rebelled and started raising the price. Faced with rising demand and flat 
production, Gazprom had to agree. When demand fell, during last year’s crash, Gazprom did not 
renegotiate the contract. Instead, according to Mr Berdymukhamedov, it simply stopped importing gas—
which caused the pipeline to explode on April 9th. Gazprom denies it was at fault and blames the 
explosion on poor maintenance of the pipeline.  

Furious, Mr Berdymukhamedov declared that Turkmenistan could bypass Russia by supplying the planned 
“Nabucco” pipeline to the West. But that would require building beneath the Caspian Sea, which Russia 
would veto. Meantime, Turkmenistan is losing $1 billion a month in sales, for, though the pipeline is now 
repaired, Russia has yet to resume buying its gas. For Turkmenistan’s leaders this is clearly a problem. 
For its people however, a far greater danger is their country’s dependence on this gas. When it runs out 
they may be left with little more than a burning pit in the desert and a load of crumbling marble towers: 
once again, a burned-out and ruined country.  
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Nepal's tenuous peace  
 
Striking out 
Dec 10th 2009 | KATHMANDU  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
After months of deadlock, a bloody clash brings the country back to the brink 
 

 
NEPALI brides and grooms had extra blessings to count when they married on December 9th. The 
country’s Maoist party had called a nationwide strike on one of the year’s few auspicious nuptial dates. But 
fortune smiled. The Maoists postponed their blockade, and hundreds of weddings took place. 

There was little else to celebrate. Stalemate between the government and the Maoist party, comprising 
former rebels, has grown violent. Tensions exploded on December 4th after thousands of landless 
labourers in the far west, backed by the Maoists, claimed tracts of government-owned forest for 
themselves. National security forces responded by opening fire and burning the squatters’ huts. Some of 
the settlers beat a police officer to death. 

The Maoists and the government have been frozen in a stand-off for months, though public 
demonstrations had been mainly peaceful. The Maoists have been protesting since their leader, Pushpa 
Kamal Dahal, also known as Prachanda, quit the government in May after his bid to sack the then army 
chief failed. The army had refused to enlist 19,000 of Mr Dahal’s former fighters, as it was supposed to do 
under a 2006 peace agreement that ended the ten-year civil war. Many thought the army’s intransigence 
had India’s backing. 

Since May the Maoists have struggled with their leader’s decision to quit and looked for ways to regain 
official power. Having won 38% of the seats in a constituent assembly in elections in 2008, they can claim 
ample legitimacy. But numerous rounds of talks with the two main parties inside the government—the 
Unified Marxist-Leninists and the Nepali Congress—have so far failed to reach a consensus that would 
allow the Maoists to join a national-unity government. The unresolved dispute leaves the peace process 
hanging in the balance.  

The Maoists imposed a strict nationwide strike on December 6th in protest at the killings. In the far west, 
activists burned vehicles and destroyed shops. Over the months smaller strikes have dented economic 
growth and led to fuel shortages and school closures. In Kathmandu, traffic halts at every turn as 
hundreds march and chant. Another nationwide strike, to last three days, is planned to begin on 
December 20th. 

Each side has blamed the other for the clashes in the west, and both will have to compromise if tensions 
are to be reduced. Talks between the two began quickly this week, which might mark progress of a sort. 
But they have made little headway, and there are concerns that positions on both sides are hardening. 

Meanwhile, Nepalis are still waiting for a peace dividend. Some 55% live in poverty, their plight worsened 
this year by a late and sporadic monsoon. Strikes and shortages have done nothing to help. The time left 
in which to forge a new constitution, which is to lay the groundwork for a federal system and elections, is 
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growing shorter. The deadline for its completion is May. But the gulf between government and the former 
rebels is widening. If present trends prevail, the question is not if Nepal’s peace will fail, but when and 
how. 
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Bangladesh makes friends with India  
 
Trying to be good neighbours 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Aligning history and geography with politics and economics 

A POOR country, surrounded on three sides by a rising economic power, 
Bangladesh has long hoped for closer economic integration with its neighbour. 
One big problem has been India’s worry that Bangladesh harbours anti-Indian 
terrorists. The year-old government of Sheikh Hasina Wajed and her Awami 
League has started to dismantle this obstacle. 

This month it arrested and handed over to India Arabinda Rajkhowa, the 
chairman of the United Liberation Front of Asom (ULFA), a militant group 
fighting for an independent homeland for ethnic Assamese in India’s north-east 
state of Assam. In the past two decades at least 10,000 people have died in the 
insurgency. Bangladesh had already handed over a number of other ULFA 
leaders in November.  

For India the arrests are a big step towards defeating ULFA, which it has long 
accused of waging a proxy war in its north-eastern states on behalf of 
Pakistan’s and Bangladesh’s intelligence services. India hopes that Bangladesh 
will hand over other insurgents, as well as suspected members of Lashkar-e-
Taiba, the Pakistan-based group accused of the terrorist attacks in Mumbai in 
November 2008.  

Next month Sheikh Hasina is to make a state visit to India. Officials on both sides are confident that it will yield
agreements on security co-operation, on Bangladesh’s purchase of electricity from India and on the creation—
virtually from scratch—of transport links across a common 4,100km (2,500-mile) border, the world’s fifth-
longest. Economic statistics belie the two countries’ shared history and geography. Bangladesh’s biggest 
trading partner is China. India is not even in the top ten of foreign investors in Bangladesh.  

The benefits of co-operation could be huge. Full economic integration with India could raise Bangladesh’s 
average rate of economic growth from 6% to 8%, estimates Farooq Sobhan, the president of the Bangladesh 
Enterprise Institute, a Dhaka think-tank. Now, says Mr Sobhan, for the first time, there is agreement that 
“unresolved problems should not stand in the way of things that can be done.” 

The biggest difficulty for the Awami League may be to explain its new policy of engaging India to voters, in a 
country with a strong tradition of anti-Indian sentiment. But like India’s ruling Congress party, with which it 
has long-standing friendly ties, the League has a thumping majority and four years until an election. 

The opposition Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP), whose “Look East” policy is now being overturned, is in a 
mess. This week its leader, Khaleda Zia, appointed her son, Tarique Rahman, for many the symbol of all that 
was wrong with the BNP’s last period of kleptocratic, vindictive rule, as the party’s deputy chairman. The other 
big political force, the army, is back in the barracks after its intervention and abortive interregnum in 2007-08. 

For the League, re-election—something no elected government has ever achieved in Bangladesh—depends on 
faster poverty-reduction, reducing power shortages and maintaining law and order. If these aims could be met, 
a young electorate—nearly 80% of people are under 40—might even tolerate better relations with India.  
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Japan's new government  
 
Three's a crowd 
Dec 10th 2009 | TOKYO  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The DPJ’s fractious coalition partners disrupt economic and foreign policy 

BETWEEN them, they won less than 3% of the vote in the August election for the lower house of the Diet, or 
parliament. In the 242-seat upper house, they hold just ten seats. Both are led by loose cannons, one an 
anti-capitalist, the other a liberal feminist. So why, Japan’s ruling party is being asked, are its two tiny 
coalition partners able to hold it—and by extension the management of the world’s second-largest economy—
to ransom? 

This is a question of growing importance for Yukio Hatoyama, the fledgling prime minister. In an opinion poll 
on December 7th, the main reason given for the party’s falling popularity (still a robust 59%) was his lack of 
leadership. This month he has allowed the two cabinet members appointed from his Democratic Party’s 
coalition partners to mount direct challenges to his authority on the economy and foreign policy. 

One of them, Shizuka Kamei, the minister for postal reform, boycotted a cabinet meeting on December 4th at 
which a new fiscal-stimulus package was to be ratified, saying the package was not big enough. That delayed 
its approval until December 8th, when it was increased fractionally to ¥7.2 trillion ($80 billion). 

Mr Kamei’s intransigence incensed Naoto Kan, the deputy prime minister. “We are a three-party coalition, but 
at the same time this is the Hatoyama administration, not a Kamei-led one,” he reportedly hissed at Mr 
Kamei in a cabinet meeting.  

Meanwhile, another coalition-party cabinet member, Mizuho Fukushima, threatened on December 3rd to 
resign from the government unless it forced an American military base to leave Okinawa, a Japanese island 
south of the mainland. The base had been the subject of delicate talks with the Obama administration, which 
argues that the future of the Futenma marine base on Okinawa is enshrined in a 2006 bilateral agreement. 
On December 8th Japan said it had suspended the talks, partly because of the coalition issue. 

The frustrations led Richard Armitage, a former American deputy secretary of state, to ask in Tokyo this week 
whether keeping a coalition together was more important than maintaining an American-Japan alliance. “It’s 
like the tail wagging the dog,” Uichiro Niwa, chairman of Itochu, a large trading company, told a conference in 
Tokyo organised by The Economist. 

Economists are also concerned, not least because third-quarter growth was revised sharply downward, to 
1.3% from an annualised 4.8%, on December 9th. Instead of focusing on fiscal-stimulus measures in the 
latest session of the Diet, the government chose instead to back a controversial bill sponsored by Mr Kamei 
that would enable small companies to delay debt payments to banks. That means this week’s additional 
spending plans will not make it through parliament until next year, and so, says Kyohei Morita, chief 
economist in Japan for Barclays Capital, they may not have any effect until economic growth has slowed even 
further.  

For its part, the ruling party argues that it is important to keep the coalition intact until upper-house elections 
next summer when it hopes to win at least seven more seats. That would give it a majority in both chambers, 
and hence greater freedom to pursue its own agenda. But since its so-called partners seem so determined to 
undermine that agenda, the strategy seems, at the very least, a dangerous gamble.  
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Thailand's restive south and Malaysia  
 
The trouble in between 
Dec 10th 2009 | BANGKOK  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Najib and Abhisit have a look-see 

PEOPLE in Thailand’s three southernmost provinces have heard plenty of promises from Bangkok since 
January 2004, when Muslim insurgents began a campaign of separatist violence. Government ministers, 
royalty and military brass have descended in droves to dispense advice, arms and money. But the conflict, 
which has so far claimed the lives of nearly 4,000 Thais, shows no signs of ending.  

 
Last year saw a surge in troops and a dip in violence. But the shootings and bombings have increased 
again, with gruesome tactics such as the beheading of victims. The militants behind the killings do not 
declare themselves. They have neither taken their violent campaign to the rest of Thailand nor combined 
forces with foreign, anti-western terrorists. Caught up in their own political drama, few Thais pay close 
attention to the southern conflict.  

On December 9th Abhisit Vejjajiva, the prime minister, accompanied his Malaysian counterpart, Najib 
Razak, on a one-day trip to the area, a former sultanate that is populated mostly by ethnic-Malay 
Muslims. Mr Najib is the first Malaysian leader to visit since the insurgency began. Thai diplomats have 
worked hard to prevent the conflict from becoming an international issue, though America has begun to 
look more closely and has earmarked aid money for peace-building projects. 

Mr Najib’s visit comes amid increased discussion of the need for a political solution that includes a degree 
of self-rule in the south. In theory, this should blunt local demands for independence. Duncan McCargo 
from the University of Leeds, who has written a book on the conflict, believes the idea is winning 
supporters in some unlikely quarters, and that a consensus could be emerging, though one that is held 
hostage to political rivalries.  

Mr Abhisit has offered support for self-rule, but is loth to expend any political capital on it. The Thai 
security forces and bureaucracy recoil at any hint of autonomy. The army is doing rather nicely out of 
what a new report by the International Crisis Group (ICG), a think-tank, calls “the industry of insecurity”. 
Over $3 billion has been poured into the south since 2004. This explains why the army whose support Mr 
Abhisit needs, dismisses his calls to put civilians in charge. 
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That Mr Najib favours autonomy for his ethnic brethren in southern Thailand will arouse the suspicion of 
Thai security forces. They have accused Malaysia of affording insurgents a refuge and of turning a blind 
eye to their activities. For its part, Malaysia grumbles that Thailand’s human-rights abuses stoke the anger 
of Muslims on both sides of the border. The ICG points out that during nearly six years of violence, no Thai 
official has been prosecuted.  

This mutual mistrust will keep Malaysia on the sidelines, in contrast to the southern Philippines, where it 
has played a useful role in hosting peace talks between Muslim rebels and government negotiators (see 
article). But the conflict in Mindanao points both to the difficulty of striking political settlements with 
fractious rebels and of the dangers of fighting fire with fire. Private armies there began as self-defence 
against Muslim insurgents. Southern Thailand is increasingly awash with privately owned guns, including 
those provided by the authorities to village self-defence groups and other paramilitary forces. The killing 
in June of ten Muslims inside a mosque has been blamed on a Buddhist militia, which was probably taking 
revenge for Muslim attacks. The cycle of violence is far from over.  
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Violence in Mindanao  
 
A martial plan? 
Dec 10th 2009 | MANILA  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A looming rebellion, or perhaps a chance to cover up embarrassing links 
 

 
THE massacre last month of 57 people in the southern Philippine province of Maguindanao, on Mindanao, 
has provoked outrage. In response, the government of President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo has been 
striving to give the impression that it is doing its utmost to uphold the rule of law. The opposition thinks 
first impressions can be deceptive.  

The killings involved a group on the way to file a candidacy for elections next year, accompanied by about 
30 members of the press. Armed men shot or hacked to death all in the convoy, as well as some 
unconnected passers-by. Suspicion immediately fell on a local mayor, Andal Ampatuan, a member of a 
Muslim clan with a private army that lords it over the local government. The authorities in Manila soon 
arrested him and charged him with multiple murder, which he has denied. The security forces began 
uncovering arms caches on Ampatuan property. On December 4th the government declared martial law in 
Maguindanao, saying a rebellion was looming. Several more leading Ampatuans were detained.  

The government said it would abide by the constitution. But martial law makes Filipinos nervous, because 
President Ferdinand Marcos used it in the 1970s to establish a dictatorship. So the opposition is 
suspicious. Until the massacre the government seemed to connive in Ampatuan control of Maguindanao. 

Successive administrations have allowed warlords to dominate parts of the country, using private armies 
to keep voters in line and to keep communist or Muslim separatist guerrillas out. The Ampatuan alleged to 
be the mastermind of the massacre blamed it on Muslim separatists of the Moro Islamic Liberation Front 
(MILF), which this week resumed peace talks (in Kuala Lumpur) with the government after a hiatus of 
over a year. The MILF denied the accusation. Its fighters hold sway over parts of Maguindanao, and these 
areas are not covered by the martial-law declaration. Nor is the area around Prosperidad, where, in a 
seemingly unrelated incident, gunmen this week abducted 65 students and a teacher from a school. 

The opposition suspects the government is using martial-law rule to cover up evidence of an unscrupulous 
relationship with the Ampatuans, including an alleged plot to manipulate the voting when Mrs Arroyo was 
elected president in 2004. The constitution says she must step down next year. Her more extreme 
opponents suspect that the declaration of martial law in Maguindanao is a dry-run for its imposition more 
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broadly.  

This is probably fantasy. But the government has shown itself ready to use all the powers the constitution 
gives it. Critics say it had already shown a willingness to use some it does not, by dabbling in the political 
shadows inhabited by the Ampatuans and clans like them.  
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Banyan  
 
Come together 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The cause of regional integration in Asia faces better odds than in a long while 
 

 
WHEN Asian boosters of regional integration talk about their cause’s glorious future they tend not to 
mention its dodgy past. Yet 80 years ago a Bengali, Rabindranath Tagore, Asia’s first Nobel laureate, 
stirred crowds in India, China and Japan by calling for a pan-Asian spiritualism to counter Western 
materialism. Both he and Sun Yat-sen, China’s anti-imperialist exile, greatly admired the idea, fostered by 
Japan, of an “Asia for the Asiatics”.  

Well, none of this looks so good to Asians now. Japan’s enslavement of much of Asia gave pan-Asianism a 
bad name. And, although decolonisation after the second world war led to calls for a kind of Asian 
commonwealth, post-war fraternity soon crumbled, as cold-war fault-lines hardened. And if there is a 
transcendent reality that unites Asians today, it’s the iPhone. 

Yet the dream of greater integration refuses to die. In September Japan’s new prime minister, Yukio 
Hatoyama, proposed a sweeping East Asian Community. This caused a stir, since Japan had slapped down 
a similar idea peddled in the 1990s by Mahathir Mohamad, Malaysia’s former leader, for a regional 
“caucus” (without Caucasians, it was noted). More recently, in Sydney from December 3rd-5th, Australia’s 
prime minister, Kevin Rudd, invited 200 officials and academics from 22 countries to flesh out what he 
calls an Asia-Pacific Community (or, more modestly, an Asia-Pacific community).  

Much is vague about what Mr Hatoyama wants. But, nudged in the right direction, his idea could develop 
in a practical way, helping to boost trade and investment. Over the past couple of decades Japan has 
failed to foster an economy led by domestic consumption, so it still depends for growth, despite the global 
crunch, on trade. Trade integration is the only way forward. China, Japan and South Korea, deciding to 
pursue “future-oriented” relations among themselves (ie, don’t mention the war), have agreed to look at a 
three-way free-trade agreement (FTA). 

It is early days. Neighbours complain that Japan has few practical proposals for regional co-operation. 
Meanwhile, easily the region’s two biggest economies, Japan and China, would be better reaching a 
bilateral FTA first. China needs Japanese environmental and other expertise, while ageing Japan needs 
high-growth investment returns. A two-way agreement, much more easily reached than a three-way one, 
would bring $1 trillion in efficiencies, claims Andy Xie, a China-based economist. After the foundation for 
an East Asian free-trade area was laid, it would be a relative doddle to plug it into the much smaller 
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emerging free-trade block being developed by the ten-member ASEAN (Association of South-East Asian 
Nations). That is all down the road. For now, Mr Hatoyama’s proposal means the world’s second-biggest 
economy, long ambivalent about its links with the rest of Asia, has decided to pursue regional integration. 

Mr Rudd’s ambitions have a more strategic sweep. Many have long argued that Asia’s institutional 
architecture falls short, with a mess of competing structures that include the big if ineffectual APEC (Asia-
Pacific Economic Co-operation, a talk-shop on trade), ASEAN, ASEAN+3 (ie, plus Japan, China and South 
Korea) and the newish and still wobbly East Asia Summit (EAS, made up of ASEAN+3, India, Australia and 
New Zealand). Rationalise these structures, some argue, and Asia will be on the way to becoming another 
European Union—superior of course, thanks to Asia’s famous work ethic and felicitous flair for consensus.  

Rather than think first about acronyms, the Rudd idea, as Hadi Soesastro and Peter Drysdale, respectively 
Indonesian and Australian academics, put it, is grounded in big shifts in the structure of regional and 
world power. Well before the financial crisis, economic and strategic weight was clearly moving to Asia, 
thanks largely to the rise of China and India. But the region lacked the institutional capacity to respond to 
these structural shifts, and to how the rest of the world was reacting to them. And they are, to put it 
mildly, far-reaching. One change, for example, is China’s potential to challenge the primacy of American 
power in East Asia. 

The financial crisis helped the region to wake up to another reality: the scale of Asia’s global 
responsibilities. Asia was slow in recognising the contribution to the global crisis of home-grown, mainly 
Chinese, imbalances, and has been slow in helping shape a new global order. East Asia, write Mr 
Soesastro and Mr Drysdale, “had significant prudential responsibility and it failed collectively at every 
stage to exercise it.” 

The message is now getting home, which helps explain why Mr Rudd’s idea of a “community”, roundly 
panned when he first unveiled it, is now viewed with more respect. The G20’s rapid eclipse of the G7 as 
the chief forum for co-ordinating global economic policy argues for heavier-hitting Asian arrangements to 
allow Asia’s G20 members better to represent the continent. Handling economic crises and monitoring 
climate-change obligations also point towards stronger regional architecture, both for formulating and 
policing commitments.  

 
Into the soup 

How to build the new architecture? Here the discussion slides into the alphabet soup of regional groupings, 
for no one can bear a brand-new organisation and a whole new set of meetings. To date, ASEAN has been 
at the heart of regional arrangements. Yet China and India have now eclipsed the grouping, which 
uncomfortably includes one truly nasty regime (Myanmar’s), and other lesser dictatorships. To balance 
China’s rise, some want the EAS to be expanded to include the United States and Russia. China seems to 
favour ASEAN+3 as the lead institution. But then India would complain, and others would be unhappy if 
America were left out. Still, that these countries are even thinking about the possibilities is a giant step 
forward for integrationists. 
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Iran's resilient opposition  
 
The regime's ramparts are shaky 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Seven months after a disputed election, opposition to the clerical regime and its controversially 
re-elected president refuses to die 
 

 
EVER since President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was returned to power in June’s dodgy election, protests 
have erupted in Iran at irregular intervals. The most recent was on December 7th, officially “Student 
Day”. Across the country, tens of thousands of demonstrators managed to evade the security forces, 
forcing a way out of the universities into the streets, where non-student protesters joined them. There 
were reports of hundreds of arrests and severe beatings by the feared baseej militia, which answers to the 
Revolutionary Guard, the Islamic regime’s armed bullies. In Tehran, the capital and hottest spot, on the 
day after the demonstration students in the university’s technical faculty were again attacked by 
plainclothes agents, and further arrests were made.  

To the country’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, and senior members of Iran’s panoply of 
security organs, this is all part of a “soft war”—of disinformation, sabotage and provocation—being waged 
on the regime by the nation’s enemies. Earlier this month a troupe of pro-government actors performed a 
grotesque re-enactment of the last moments of Neda Agha Soltan, whose death by police bullet on June 
20th was watched on television across the world, to perpetuate the fiction that she was somehow 
murdered by Western powers. Speculation swirls around the death by poisoning of a doctor who served in 
a prison where opposition detainees were killed and tortured this summer. Shirin Ebadi, a human-rights 
lawyer and Nobel Peace Prize-winner who has criticised the regime from abroad, has been threatened with 
prosecution on charges of tax evasion if she dares to return home.  

Even on calm days, Tehran wears a scowling, joyless aspect. Phalanxes of police patrol the main streets 
and parks under the pretext of combating drug abuse, double parking and (in the case of Iran’s women) 
offensively thick amounts of eyeliner. The purpose of all the menace, most people think, is to intimidate 
the opposition. 

Brutality and boastfulness have been the state’s favoured tactics to emasculate the “green movement”, as 
it is known after the campaign colours of its main figurehead, Mir Hosein Mousavi, who is widely thought 
to have won June’s election. During the summer there was a steady flow of reports describing deaths of 
dissidents on the streets and torture in jails. Scores of them were paraded in a show trial where they 
faced a range of capital charges. 
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But now such techniques seem to have given way to a subtler but equally determined type of tyranny. 
Having suffered grievously in jail, some prominent opponents of Mr Ahmadinejad have recently been let 
out pending appeal. The authorities seem to have silenced some of the freed detainees by demanding 
exorbitant bail or by threatening them and their families with further horrors. The judiciary has shied away 
from turning political personalities into martyrs. The five dissidents who are known to have been 
sentenced to death for their part in the summer’s disturbances were not well known. 

At the same time, Iranians in many walks of life describe a slow but perceptible tightening of conditions. 
To the list of prominent activists, human-rights lawyers and filmmakers banned from leaving the country 
has now been added the name of Parastu Forouhar, the courageous daughter of dissidents murdered by 
government agents in 1998. On December 5th her passport was confiscated when she tried to leave for 
Germany, where she lives. 

The number of banned anti-government newspapers and websites grows, while officials call for ever more 
strident measures to limit the pernicious influence of Western mores on an unsuspecting populace. The 
latest ideas include handing over control of some schools to clerics, segregating the sexes in universities 
and banning make-up for female television presenters. Some officials even promote the old Shia Muslim 
institution of temporary marriage as an alternative to illicit Western-style out-of-wedlock relationships. 
Conversation in middle-class households often revolves around visa and immigration applications. 

 
Shades of green 

In any event, despite this month’s efforts, the protests have lost some of their dynamism. Government 
propagandists depict the green movement as a busted flush. Fear and fatigue partly account for the 
dwindling number of demonstrators, but so does confusion over the protesters’ aims and capacity. In the 
words of a Tehran housewife, “The trouble is, the opposition is not agreed on what it wants.” 

In the election’s aftermath, the movement had an attractively simple goal: to replace Mr Ahmadinejad 
with Mr Mousavi. The protests shrank when it became clear that the supreme leader, who has the last 
word on all state matters, would protect his president, and when he repeatedly turned overwhelming force 
against the protesters. Since then the authorities have refrained, despite loud exhortations by extreme 
hardliners, from arresting Mr Mousavi and a second defeated candidate-turned-opposition leader, Mehdi 
Karroubi. 

Though they have conducted their pro-democracy campaign with tenacity and courage, Messrs Mousavi 
and Karroubi still proclaim their allegiance to the Islamic Republic, and notably to the “guardianship of the 
jurist”, the system of clerical rule that Mr Khamenei inherited in 1989 on the death of the regime’s 
founder, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. They also express broad support for Iran’s declared goal of self-
sufficiency in nuclear fuel, and toe the official line, widely disbelieved in Europe and America, that Iran is 
interested solely in producing power for civilian use, not for nuclear weapons. But as the thwarted 
candidates’ backers become more radical, these views on nuclear issues are starting to sound rather 
quaint. 

 
Enough of the jurist 

For those tens of thousands of Iranians, in Tehran and other cities such as Mashhad and Isfahan, who are 
still willing to risk a truncheon charge or tear gas, not to mention the possibility of arrest and 
disappearance, the guardianship of the jurist (known in Persian as velayat-e faqih) has outlived its 
usefulness. When they are out demonstrating, many such people call not only for Mr Ahmadinejad’s head 
but also for Mr Khamenei’s. The old slogan, “Death to Israel!” has been replaced by “Death to Russia!” and 
“Death to China!”—allusions to the diplomatic and economic protection Iran enjoys from these two 
permanent members of the UN Security Council, and to Russia’s rumoured help in training Iran’s security 
forces in the dark arts of repression and crowd control. 

Not long ago, a large majority of Iranians backed Iran’s nuclear programme. The efforts of Messrs 
Khamenei and Ahmadinejad to portray Western countries as vindictively hoarding technology for 
themselves and their Israeli clients found an appreciative audience. Some Iranians did not conceal their 
hope that the Islamic Republic, whatever its public words on the subject, would end up making a bomb. 

Though no reliable poll has recently been conducted, anecdotal evidence 
suggests attitudes on such issues are changing. Those who view Mr 
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Ahmadinejad’s presidency as illegitimate tend to abjure all his policies. 
Though the supreme leader sets foreign policy, Mr Ahmadinejad has 
aggressively championed Iran’s pursuit of nuclear self-sufficiency, 
epitomised by his recent provocative statement that Iran would build ten 
more uranium-enrichment plants. Nowadays, some opposition people 
regard a nuclear-capable Iran with scarcely less alarm than Iran’s foreign 
foes. 

A further change concerns the demonstrators’ attitude to violence. At the 
outset of the protests, many demonstrators saw non-violence as an article 
of faith. Since then, it has become an expedient but far from indispensable 
tactic. One middle-class Tehrani, a regular and non-violent marcher, frets 
for his teenage nephew, who has taken to demonstrating alongside a band 
of muscular toughs from south Tehran’s poor districts. “My nephew”, he 
says, “came back from a recent demo covered in blood, but it wasn’t his 
own. It was the blood of a baseej.” For the moment, younger male 
protesters arm themselves with bricks, rocks and screwdrivers, but few 
people would be surprised if more radical groups were stashing away 
firearms. 

The main achievement of Iran’s democracy movement is to have survived. Mr Ahmadinejad, who has a 
winner’s chutzpah but little of the acumen, has helped. His still sizeable constituency of support, 
particularly among poorer Iranians, is more than offset by the passionate loathing he arouses in millions 
of his countrymen. One middle-class Tehran woman says that every time she attends a protest she vows 
it will be her last. She is unsure of the green movement’s aims and fears being beaten. “But then I see 
Ahmadinejad grinning on the television and I’m so appalled by him and what he’s done, I can’t bring 
myself to stop going.” 

Moreover, the dictatorship that Mr Ahmadinejad shows every sign of wanting to set up is incompetent and 
fractured, its ability to make and implement policy increasingly weak. Iran’s prestige rose as America 
stumbled in Iraq. But talk of its becoming a regional superpower sounds overblown. Partly as a result of 
American pressure on international financial outfits, Iran is struggling to expand its oil industry. Separatist 
groups rattle the border provinces of Baluchistan and Kurdistan. Mr Ahmadinejad’s recent tour of South 
America and Africa showed Iran to be less isolated than the United States and Europe would like it to be. 
But its key friends, China and Russia, are not known for their constancy.  

Indeed, the Islamic Republic may get lonelier now that its leaders have turned down the overtures of 
President Barack Obama and spurned a multinational proposal that Iran’s low-enriched uranium be turned 
into fuel rods abroad before being returned for monitored use in Iran—a deal which, its architects hoped, 
may have led to an accommodation on a range of matters. The president and his allies sounded most 
eager to cut a deal with Mr Obama but were undermined by internal rivalry and perhaps by the supreme 
leader himself, who does not hide his loathing of America. Mr Obama has high hopes of persuading China 
and Russia to harden UN sanctions. 

 
The leaders’ last refuge 

Messrs Khamenei and Ahmadinejad, whose denunciations of the West are as strident as ever, may well 
reckon that increased international pressure on Iran will—as in the past—galvanise Iranians in defence of 
their regime. But many in the opposition, taking their cue from Mrs Ebadi, now think Iranians will be 
pushed the other way. She has called for European governments to downgrade relations with Iran. Many 
of her followers dreaded the sight of Iran and the America achieving a detente that might bolster a regime 
they are now bent on undermining. 

At home, Mr Ahmadinejad’s imperious and vindictive personality has alienated many conservatives, too. 
During his first term he annoyed parliamentarians, including those sharing his views, so that many 
proposed laws were blocked or watered down. Last week, they irritated the president by introducing a raft 
of amendments to a bill to phase out costly subsidies. For instance, Mr Ahmadinejad has tried in vain to 
seize control of Tehran’s underground railway from an ambitious and well-regarded mayor.  

The president is also distrusted by some of Iran’s grandest ayatollahs. They are painfully aware of the 
damage months of repression have done to the Islamic Republic’s claims to moral rectitude. 

Mr Ahmadinejad’s consuming vendetta has been against Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, a former president 
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who remains rich and influential. The president and his allies regularly impugn Mr Rafsanjani’s integrity 
and that of his children, one of whom happens to run the Tehran metro.  

True to his reputation for wilfulness, Mr Ahmadinejad seems to have turned a deaf ear to Mr Khamenei’s 
request that he lay off Mr Rafsanjani, who remains a firm if undeclared supporter of the opposition 
movement. Mr Rafsanjani’s daughter, a former parliamentarian, was cheered when she appeared among 
the demonstrators on December 7th.  

 
He won’t drop his guard 

For the moment, Mr Ahmadinejad seems secure. The supreme leader has linked his destiny to his 
president’s, perhaps judging that to accede to the opposition’s demands would encourage scrutiny of his 
own unaccountable powers. The pair share a power base among the Revolutionary Guard and its 
underlings, the baseej. The guard has benefited greatly. Under the complaisant eye of Mr Ahmadinejad, a 
former guardsman, it has won a big, even dominant, place in the economy. 

The Revolutionary Guard signalled its aggressive interest in business back in 2004, during the presidency 
of Mr Ahmadinejad’s reformist predecessor, Muhammad Khatami, when its people seized Tehran’s new 
airport from the government. Mr Karroubi, then parliament’s speaker, caused a stir when he complained 
of the traffic of contraband through unregulated, guard-controlled jetties. 

Since then, particularly since Mr Ahmadinejad came to power, the Revolutionary Guard has built an 
empire that encompasses oil and gas, construction, food production and clinics. In October a consortium 
controlled by the guard bought 51% of Iran’s telecoms monopoly. The central bank has allowed a guard-
owned finance company to set up a bank. 

So is Mr Ahmadinejad set fair for the next three-plus years in power? He may yet reckon that his plan to 
phase out subsidies, assuming it is implemented, will free him to direct more aid at his own, poorer 
supporters. But sceptics say inflation will gallop if the scheme goes awry. 

For Messrs Khamenei and Ahmadinejad, their immediate task, made more urgent by the demonstrations 
of December 7th, is to end the protests and, with them, a perception of their own impotence. Now, on the 
eve of the mourning month of Muharram, when mass open-air parades may be a pretext for more 
demonstrations, Mr Khamenei’s advisers may well be urging him to shed more blood and also to arrest Mr 
Mousavi or Mr Karroubi or both. 

But this might not work. A massive show of violence could suggest panic in the corridors of power, and 
could bring more people onto the streets. The movement does not need Mr Mousavi or Mr Karroubi to 
survive. In the words of Mohsen Armin, an influential reformist who backs Mr Mousavi, “No one is 
controlling the street protests.” 

Having previously played their hand quite skilfully, the Islamic Republic’s leaders face an acute dilemma. 
Each act of brutality, though perhaps effective in the short run, erodes the credibility of a regime that 
prides itself on being close to God. Each time the security forces arrest more people or inflict cruelties 
behind the doors of Iran’s prisons, more and more people are confronted by the ugly face of the Islamic 
Republic fighting for its survival. 

So the protests go on. In the taunting words of Mr Mousavi, “In the streets, you are fighting with 
shadows. And your ramparts are collapsing, one by one, in the hearts of the people.” 
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Iraqi bombings  
 
What difference do they make? 
Dec 10th 2009 | BAGHDAD  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A new pattern of violence is emerging in the run-up to next year’s elections 

BAD news from Baghdad inevitably seems to follow the good. Earlier this 
month the mood brightened when it was announced that fewer Iraqis had 
been killed in violent deaths in November than in any previous month since 
America invaded in 2003. (The toll was a still far-from-negligible 88, but a lot 
less than the 3,000 a month who were dying at the height of the sectarian 
bloodbath three years ago.) And then, after months of wrangling, an electoral 
law was finally ratified on December 6th, enabling a general election to be 
held early next year, probably on March 7th.  

But just as the prospect of normality seemed at last to beckon, Baghdad was 
shaken by one of the year’s bloodiest bunch of bombings. On December 8th 
five almost simultaneous explosions killed at least 120 civilians. Among the 
targets was a court complex near the fortified Green Zone, where the prime 
minister and parliament reside. Many young lawyers queuing for job 
interviews to be clerks were killed outside. Dozens of cars caught fire, causing 
a string of secondary explosions. Four other car-bombs went off elsewhere in 
Baghdad, hitting an interior-ministry compound, a law academy, some buildings used by the finance ministry 
since its old home was bombed in August and some buildings near Baghdad’s big oil refinery. 

It was unclear who the culprits were, but the presumption is an Iraqi Sunni group opposed to the gradual 
consolidation of Shia Iraqis as the country’s ruling sect, albeit that the main electoral groupings in the 
election run-up are trying to create broad sectarian fronts to draw more Sunnis into the new establishment. 
The bombers may look to al-Qaeda for help and inspiration or they may hanker after a return to the 
authoritarian Baathist rule entrenched by Saddam Hussein. 

In any event, a new pattern of attack may be emerging. Three years ago the country’s Shia Arab majority in 
essence won a bloody sectarian civil war against the Sunnis, with militias pitted against each other; it is 
unlikely that anything like that will resume. Two years ago the sting began to be drawn from the Sunni 
insurgency, most intense in Anbar province to the west of Baghdad, when Sunni tribal leaders, under 
America’s aegis, turned against al-Qaeda and began to accept the Shias’ new dominance on the 
understanding that their people would be rewarded with government jobs and a share in the new security 
system. 

Now the diehard insurgents, knowing they cannot overthrow the new powers in the land, are showing that 
they can still create mayhem by attacking soft targets such as government buildings. In August, six bombs 
near ministries, including the finance and foreign ones, killed around 100 people and wounded more than 
500. In October two car-bombs by the justice ministry and the Baghdad provincial government’s main 
building killed more than 155. This week’s bombs were similar in type and intent, though minibuses rather 
than lorries were used; a ban on big vehicles in the city centre is more strictly enforced. 

One of the bombers’ aims is to deter people from voting. They are unlikely to achieve that, though fear may 
stop some from going to the polls. Another is to sow discord between the Shia elite and those Sunnis they are 
trying, with mixed success, to draw in. Some Shias accuse Sunni politicians of secretly pandering to the 
insurgents, even helping them, while others blame the Shia prime minister, Nuri al-Maliki, who has set much 
store by his claim to have made Iraq, and especially Baghdad, much safer during his term of office.  
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Terrorism in Somalia  
 
Ever more atrocious 
Dec 10th 2009 | NAIROBI  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Even in a country inured to violence, the latest bombing was horrifying 

THERE was a rare moment this week in Somalia’s capital, Mogadishu, when a crowd of protesters marched 
through the ruined seaside city and burned the black flag of the Shabab, the jihadist militia that is threatening to 
take over the country. The Shabab, which means youth, hunts down its critics, sometimes beheading them, so 
torching its battle banner in broad daylight was a brave act. But the courage was perhaps born of desolation. 
Most of the protesters were family and friends of Benadir University medical students killed by a suicide-bomber 
on December 3rd.  

It has been 18 years since Somalia has had a properly functioning government. Since 2007, 19,000 Somali 
civilians are reported to have been killed and 1.5m displaced; over 3m in a population of 8m need emergency 
aid. Yet amid all the violence and despair, people often overlook the lion-hearted efforts of institutions like 
Benadir University to turn the country around. Against the odds, the embattled university trains young Somalis to 
serve as doctors in Mogadishu’s dire hospitals.  

A graduation ceremony for its newest physicians was meant to be a moment of celebration. It took place in a 
hotel in the only part of the city that Somalia’s feeble transitional government still controls; several government 
ministers were present. Survivors say the bomber was a man dressed in a burqa. He approached the students 
and blew himself up, killing at least 22 people, many of them just-qualified doctors, and injuring 60. Three 
ministers perished; a fourth was badly wounded. So cruel was the attack that even the Shabab did not dare claim 
responsibility.  

The bodies of the dead ministers wrapped in blue and white Somali flags have stirred an uncommon wave of 
national feeling in a normally bitterly fractious society. Some hope the bombing may even mark the beginning of 
the end for the jihadists. 

But that is unlikely. The Shabab controls most of south and central Somalia. If anything, its area of operations is 
widening. The Shabab covers its expenses from taxes, tariffs and roadblocks. It includes some opportunists but 
at its core are ferocious fighters linked to al-Qaeda who are intent on creating a caliphate of Greater Somalia, 
including chunks of Ethiopia and Kenya. The Shabab appears to run at least two suicide-bomb brigades, mostly 
made up of teenage boys. The bomber at Benadir University may have been one of them.  

The death of the ministers is a big blow to a government already struggling to keep its less stoical ministers and 
parliamentarians in the country. The well-meaning president, Sharif Ahmed, a moderate Islamist who was once a 
geography teacher, has been ineffectual. His more secular-minded prime minister, Omar Sharmarke, whose 
father was an assassinated president of Somalia, says he wants more help to train his country’s army and police. 
He also wants a massive programme of apprenticeships for young unemployed Somalis. International navies, he 
says, should not just chase pirates but should also protect Somali waters from illegal fishing.  

Outsiders seem unable to hold the ring. The African Union (AU) still has a force of around 5,000 peacekeepers, 
mostly from Uganda and Burundi, 17 of whom were killed by a Shabab suicide-bomber in September. But the AU 
force cannot patrol freely beyond a few streets in one section of Mogadishu. America has been sending arms and 
money. European countries have pledged support—but not nearly enough to defeat the Shabab. 

Somalia’s neighbours, especially Kenya, are increasingly worried. Shabab commanders controlling south Somalia 
say they will not spread their jihad across the border provided the Kenyan army leaves them alone. Yet for 
decades many Kenyan ethnic Somalis, whose territory covers a swathe of north-eastern Kenya, have hankered 
after joining their brethren. Western intelligence people in Nairobi, Kenya’s capital, have long feared that Somali 
jihadists will spread their wings into neighbouring countries or even farther afield.  
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Iraq and alcohol  
 
The battle for booze 
Dec 10th 2009 | BASRA  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Alcohol is freely on sale again but the Islamists may yet violently object 

“ONCE, during prohibition, I was forced to live for days on nothing but food 
and water.” That old moan by W.C. Fields, the American funny man, 
echoes the more recent feelings of many a resident in Basra. Iraq’s biggest 
southern city was a byword for pleasure and vice during Saddam Hussein’s 
rule: booze flowed freely, lubricating casinos and brothels as well as 
restaurants. But after his fall Basra was gradually taken over by ferocious 
Islamist militias. Anyone caught with a bottle was liable to meet an 
untimely end—and scores of merchants did. A year-and-a-half ago, under 
orders from Baghdad, the Iraqi army retook the city. Hundreds of 
militiamen were killed. Many were chased across the border into Iran. 
Secular Basrawis gradually felt able to breathe again. 

But only recently has alcohol become easily available. Licensed shops along 
puddle-filled Watan Street in the city centre have reopened for the first 
time since they were looted in the wake of the American-led invasion. 
Trade is brisk. Jordanian whisky with the labels Black Jack, Grand and 
Royal Home are selling particularly well, at around $2 a bottle. Another 
favourite with Basra’s newly liberated boozers, all of whom appear (at least in public) to be male, is a 
Turkish beer sold in squat bottles that have earned it the nickname “Uncle Jalal” after Iraq’s roly-poly 
president, Jalal Talabani. 

The merchants themselves, mostly Christians from northern Iraq, prefer arak, an aniseed spirit. On 
December 3rd they toasted the local government after its recent rescinding of a law banning the sale of 
alcohol during religious holidays. “Freedom won this round in the battle for Iraq’s future,” says one. 

But celebration may be premature. A shop called Zeitun was recently shot at from a passing car and a 
bomb thrown at it. The Iraqi army has started patrolling Watan Street and has already dismantled several 
other bombs. “I rely on God,” says Zeitun’s owner, Luqman Faeq. His booze-selling colleagues admit they 
are nervous.  

They are still an easy target for Islamist extremists. Most locals agree that life in Basra is getting better. 
They hope foreign investors will return. But half the militiamen loyal to Muqtada al-Sadr, Iraq’s fiercest 
Shia cleric, are thought to have quietly returned. They lie in wait.  
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Cyprus, Turkey and the European Union  
 
A Mediterranean maelstrom 
Dec 10th 2009 | ISTANBUL AND NICOSIA  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Turkey’s fading hopes of joining the European Union would be hugely boosted by a Cyprus 
settlement, for which the next few weeks will be critical 
 

 
IT IS no secret that negotiations on Turkish membership of the European Union are going slowly. Only one 
of the 35 “chapters”, on research, has been completed. Five are blocked by a French veto on anything 
implying Turkey’s eventual accession. Eight have been frozen since December 2006 to punish the Turks 
for not opening their ports and airports to Cyprus (ie, the Greek-Cypriot republic). On December 8th the 
EU agreed to open just one new chapter, on the environment. 

This week’s annual stocktake on progress with Turkey was gloomy. Public opinion is shifting, too: Turkish 
support for EU accession fell from 70% in 2004 to 42% in 2008. The new president of the European 
Council, Herman Van Rompuy, once said Turkey would never be part of Europe, a sentiment shared by the 
French president, Nicolas Sarkozy. Yet Western diplomats tell the Turks that time is on their side, and that 
presidents come and go. 

There is, however, a more urgent problem: Cyprus, divided since the Greek-backed coup and Turkish 
invasion of 1974. Turkey cannot join the EU without a deal on Cyprus because the Greek-Cypriot republic, 
an EU member since 2004, has a veto. This week the Cypriot government showed its teeth by promising 
to block the opening of five new chapters in the Turkish negotiations next year. A Cyprus settlement is 
thus essential if Turkey is to have any hope of progress towards the EU. 

It matters for other reasons, too. Cyprus is a main cause of today’s scratchy relations between the EU (of 
which Cyprus is a member, but not Turkey) and NATO (of which Turkey is a member, but not Cyprus). If 
the Cyprus problem were solved, the way should be clear for closer co-operation between the two 
organisations, which often seem to occupy different planets even though both are based in Brussels. 

It would be brave to express any optimism about a Cyprus deal. David Hannay, a British former special 
envoy to Cyprus, notes in a recent paper for the Centre for European Reform that “no one has yet lost 
money betting against…a comprehensive settlement.” Even so, this ought to be a propitious moment 
since, for the first time, the leaders of both sides want a deal. 

For 30 years after 1974, the Turkish-Cypriots were led by the obstinate Rauf Denktash, who preferred 
partition to the “bizonal, bicommunal” federation that both sides agreed to aim for in the late 1970s. By 
the time he was sidelined, the Greek-Cypriot presidency had gone to the hardline Tassos Papadopoulos. 
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Mr Papadopoulos pushed for a Greek-Cypriot rejection of the UN’s Annan plan for unification in April 2004 
(see article). Cyprus joined the EU a week after the Greek-Cypriots said no (with the union’s acquis 
communautaire suspended for the Turkish-Cypriot north). 

From its new vantage-point the Cypriot government vetoed an EU promise to reward the Turkish-Cypriots 
for voting yes by ending their trade and travel isolation. It was in response to this that Turkey refused to 
open its ports and airports to the Greek-Cypriots, even though this became a legal obligation as soon as 
Cyprus joined the EU. Many diplomats muttered (as they still do today) that it was a mistake to guarantee 
the Greek-Cypriots EU membership without a settlement. The worry had been that Greece might veto new 
EU members from eastern Europe if Cyprus were left out. But it was also assumed, wrongly, that the main 
obstacles to a deal were Mr Denktash and the Turkish-Cypriots. 

In February 2008 things improved when Demetris Christofias ousted Mr Papadopoulos as president. Mr 
Christofias comes from the Akel (communist) party. Not only is he pro-settlement, but he is also an old 
trade-union friend of Mehmet Ali Talat, the Turkish-Cypriot leader. Mr Christofias says he ran for president 
with the specific aim of solving the Cyprus problem. The coincidence of the two presidents opens what 
William Chislett, an analyst at Spain’s Royal Elcano Institute, calls “a unique window of opportunity to lay 
the Cyprus problem to rest once and for all, but it will not remain open for ever.” 

 
A communist to the rescue 

Mr Christofias and Mr Talat duly set about new formal talks in September 2008. They opened an extra 
crossing-point over the “green line” on Ledra Street, Nicosia’s main shopping street. The UN wearily 
agreed to join in again and Alexander Downer, a former Australian foreign minister, was made special 
envoy.  

 
Yet no sooner had the talks started than they began to drag. Mr Christofias was determined not to revert 
to the Annan plan, whereas Mr Talat wanted it to be the basis of discussion. Under each of the six 
headings for the talks—economics, the EU, governance, territory, security and property—the positions 
staked out by the two men’s chief negotiators (George Iacovou for Mr Christofias and Ozdil Nami for Mr 
Talat) seemed far apart. 

Even so, some progress has been made, partly because the number of meetings between Mr Christofias 
and Mr Talat has risen to two a week (it may rise to three in January). Economics and the EU are largely 
resolved. After months of argument about the roles and voting arrangements for a rotating (Greek-
Cypriot) president and (Turkish-Cypriot) vice-president, the differences over governance also look 
bridgeable. 

The territorial split between the two communities will be harder. Yet in principle the Turkish-Cypriots are 
ready, as under the Annan plan, to hand back some 9% of the 38% of Cyprus that they now occupy, 
including Varosha, a ghost resort town south of Famagusta. A renewed British offer to give up some land 
from its two military bases will help. There may however be a row about Morphou, which under the Annan 
plan would have gone to the Greek-Cypriots but has since seen a big influx of Turks from the mainland.  

Indeed, some Greek-Cypriots say mainland Turks are a bigger problem than territory. It is common to 
hear that “we have no problem with Turkish-Cypriots, only with Turks and their army.” Yet the numbers 
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can be exaggerated. Mete Hatay, who works on demographic issues at PRIO, a think-tank in Nicosia, says 
there are some 50,000 “citizens” of mainland Turkish origin in the north (plus 35,000 troops and a 
transient population of 100,000). He reckons there are 140,000 Turkish-Cypriots left, comprising 17.5% 
of the population, close to their 18.6% in 1960. 

The two biggest sticking-points in the negotiations are security and property. Mr Christofias insists that he 
cannot accept a deal that preserves Turkey’s role as a guarantor power and keeps many Turkish troops on 
the island, since that would be a “Damocles sword hanging over us”. Like all Greek-Cypriots, he distrusts 
the Turkish army. He hints that a Cyprus deal may fall victim to the power struggle between Turkey’s 
prime minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, and his generals. For his part, Mr Talat is adamant that, after their 
experience of the 1960s, Turkish-Cypriots cannot forgo some protection from Turkey. 

 
Men of property 

Property may prove tougher still. When the Turkish army overran the north, as much as 80% of property 
there belonged to Greek-Cypriots, who either fled or lost their lives. In many cases they or their heirs still 
hold the title deeds, even though the property has been seized by Turkish-Cypriots, developed or, in some 
cases, sold to foreigners. Mr Talat says property questions must be settled by an independent 
commission, with compensation paid to former owners (though he is vague about where the money will 
come from). 

Asked for his views, Mr Christofias says endearingly that, as a communist, he does not like private 
property. Yet the Greek-Cypriots have a clear policy: the original owners must decide. A few might return; 
others might sell; still others might accept compensation. A new complicating factor is the Orams case. 
The Oramses are a British couple who bought land in the north from a Turkish-Cypriot and built a holiday 
home. The original (Greek-Cypriot) owner sued for compensation and won in Cyprus. He took his case to 
Britain, and earlier this year the European Court of Justice ruled that, even if a Greek-Cypriot judgment 
against British owners were unenforceable in northern Cyprus, it could be enforced in Britain. The Orams 
ruling has chilled further investment by foreigners. 

Resolving differences over security and property will clearly be hard. But with enough time and goodwill, 
and sufficient pressure on both sides, it could be done. Unfortunately, all three are lacking. 

Sitting in his presidential palace, by the window through which Makarios escaped in July 1974 and in sight 
of the Turkish-Cypriot flag painted provocatively on the Pentadaktylos mountains, Mr Christofias is 
emphatic. Substance must prevail over speed; there can be no deadlines and no arbitration. He blames 
the failure of the Annan plan on excessive haste. 

The trouble is that time is once again running out. Mr Talat faces a presidential election in early April that 
he may well lose. His party was defeated by nationalists in a general election last April. The prime minister 
is now Dervish Eroglu, a man cut from the same cloth as Mr Denktash. Mr Eroglu, who speaks little 
English and barely knows Mr Christofias, is now ahead in the polls for the presidential election. Mr Talat 
has invested so much political capital in his settlement talks that, if he gets no deal, even more voters 
may turn against him. 

The pressure on Mr Talat may be more immediate, but Mr Christofias’s room for manoeuvre is also 
circumscribed. Both coalition parties in his government are harder line than he is. His foreign minister, 
Markos Kyprianou, wanted new sanctions on the Turks for refusing to open their ports and airports to the 
Greek-Cypriots, something Mr Christofias was anxious to avoid. The Cypriot media are also vociferously 
sceptical about the settlement talks. 

The big question is how much the two sides really want a deal. The Turkish-Cypriots clearly do. Without a 
settlement, they will remain unrecognised and isolated, dependent on the Turkish army and an annual 
subsidy of some $600m from Turkey. But even they feel the pressure for a settlement less than they did. 
Until the global recession hit, their economy had improved a little. Now they can cross the green line and 
get Cypriot passports, they can in a worst-case scenario always move to Britain or elsewhere in the EU. 

In the end, though, the Turkish-Cypriots would surely say yes. Far more worrying is the absence of 
pressure for a deal among Greek-Cypriots. Since they rejected the Annan plan in 2004 they have had the 
benefits of EU (and now euro) membership. The economy has done well, even if it is now in recession. 
Some fear unification might be costly: GDP per head for Turkish-Cypriots is half as big as for Greek-
Cypriots, and taxpayers may have to compensate property-owners. Greek-Cypriots seem unimpressed by 
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studies suggesting a settlement could raise GDP per household in the island by €5,500 ($8,150) or more.  

The best way forward may be pressure from outside. But this needs care. Mr Christofias is not alone in 
lamenting that “our tragedy has its roots in intervention by outsiders.” The rejection of the Annan plan in 
2004 was partly a response to pressure from the UN and the EU. And both sides are past masters of the 
blame game—preparing for failure to reach a deal by pinning the blame in advance on each other. 

Mr Downer, who says he is “cautiously optimistic”, is being careful to act as facilitator, not as negotiator. 
The EU is largely hamstrung because the Turkish-Cypriots see it as tainted by the membership of both 
Greece and Cyprus. Britain, still a guarantor power, is mistrusted by both sides, as is America. So outside 
pressure will have to come from the two sides’ main patrons: Greece and Turkey. 

On this front there are grounds for hope. The new Greek prime minister, George Papandreou, elected in 
October, may have economic distractions, but he is keener on a Cyprus settlement than his predecessor, 
and he acts as his own foreign minister. He has visited Nicosia and Ankara already, and gets on with Mr 
Erdogan. Mr Erdogan’s foreign minister, Ahmet Davutoglu, has a policy of no disputes with the 
neighbours. If Cyprus were to remain unresolved, it would be a glaring exception. A study by the 
International Crisis Group suggests it might help if the Greek-Cypriots talked directly to Turkey—Mr 
Christofias met Mr Erdogan in New York in September. But the Turks are reluctant.  

The best source of pressure is the knowledge that there may never be a better chance than now. UN 
officials mutter about packing their bags and leaving, perhaps taking their peacekeepers with them, if 
these talks fail. The successors to the two present leaders will be less pro-settlement. As the ICG study 
concludes, failure would mean more talk of formal partition. Both sides fear that young Cypriots, with no 
memory of a united island, are less inclined than their parents to compromise—and less attached to lost 
property. 

A deal still looks elusive, and time is short. It would have to be done by the end of February if voters on 
each side were to approve it before Mr Talat faces his electorate in early April. Talk of reaching a 
framework agreement that is sufficiently robust to win Turkish-Cypriot voters back to Mr Talat is risky and 
may well not work. 

If these talks fail, another chance is unlikely to arise for years. Turkey’s EU hopes would be crushed. And 
Europe’s aspirations for a bigger role in the world would be dented: if it cannot solve a dispute in its own 
back yard, how can it do much elsewhere? The stakes in Cyprus in the next few weeks could hardly be 
higher. 
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Cyprus's history  
 
Aphrodite's troubled island 
Dec 10th 2009 | NICOSIA  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
History helps to explain why the Cyprus problem is so hard to solve 
 

 
MOST Greek-Cypriots date their island’s “problem” to July 1974, when Turkish troops invaded the north. But Cyprus 
is one of those places that has too much history. The roots of its problem stretch much further back. 

In medieval days Cyprus was the eastern bastion of Venice. In 1570-71 it was bloodily conquered by the Ottomans—
the Venetian commander of Famagusta, Marcantonio Bragadino, was flayed alive after surrendering. The island 
remained in the Ottoman empire, with a Christian majority, until it was ceded to Britain at the 1878 Congress of 
Berlin (Disraeli, Britain’s prime minister, noted that Bismarck’s idea of progress was to seize somebody else’s 
territory). 

By the 1950s Britain faced armed EOKA terrorists fighting for enosis (union) with Greece. In 1960 Cyprus gained 
independence under Archbishop Makarios, but constitutional safeguards for the Turkish-Cypriot minority soon broke 
down. By 1964 Turkish-Cypriots withdrew into enclaves and barbed wire went up in Nicosia (now “Europe’s last 
divided capital”). In July 1974 Makarios was briefly deposed in a coup fomented by Greece’s colonels, and Turkey 
invaded, taking control of 38% of the island. 

Many attempts have been made to reunite Cyprus. The most serious came just before its formal entry into the 
European Union in May 2004, the so-called “Annan plan”. In the final stages of negotiation in March 2004, in 
Bürgenstock, Switzerland, it was agreed that the UN should fill in gaps not agreed by the two parties. The hope was 
that voters on both sides would approve a deal so that a united Cyprus could join the EU. 

But the Annan plan failed. Turkish-Cypriots voted in favour (by 65%-35%), but Greek-Cypriots voted against (by 
76%-24%). Many Greek-Cypriots felt the Annan plan leaned too far to the Turkish-Cypriots. But their president, 
Tassos Papadopoulos, also had a tactical line: since the Greek-Cypriot republic would join the EU whatever 
happened, its bargaining position would improve. 

This neatly illustrates two problems about all Cyprus talks. At any time, one side wants to settle but the other 
doesn’t; and both sides treat them (wrongly) as a zero-sum game. Changes to the Annan plan will be seen 
similarly—making them much harder to achieve. 
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Ireland's budget  
 
Hard times 
Dec 10th 2009 | DUBLIN  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Ireland shows the rest of Europe what austerity really means 
 

 
WHEN the Irish finance minister, Brian Lenihan, in effect cut the pay of public-sector workers earlier this 
year by introducing a special 7% pension levy, he confessed that Ireland’s European Union partners were 
amazed at the muted public reaction. There would, he said, have been riots in France. On December 9th 
Mr Lenihan presented his 2010 budget, inflicting even more pain by imposing steep pay cuts on public 
employees. This time, the response may not be quite so muted. The police are already threatening to defy 
a no-strike law in protest, and other public-sector workers are preparing to hold ballots on industrial 
action.  

In a week when Greece and Spain both saw their credit ratings under attack (see article), the budget at 
least gave the government an opportunity to reassure international investors that Ireland, unlike some 
other EU countries, is serious about controlling its budget deficit and public-debt burden. Mr Lenihan has 
done this with the toughest budget in his country’s history. Public servants face pay cuts of 5-8% on 
salaries up to €125,000 ($190,000); higher earners (who will include the prime minister) will see their pay 
cut by 15% or more. Unemployment and welfare benefits have also been cut, though not pensions. Next 
year’s budget deficit, at around 11.6% of GDP, will be similar to this year’s. 

The budget came against the background of a sharp contraction in economic activity, far greater than that 
experienced in other euro-area countries. GDP is projected to decline by 7.5% in 2009 and a further 1.3% 
in 2010. An unemployment rate of 12% this year is at least showing some signs of stabilising. But 
consumer confidence remains weak and households continue to save more and to spend less, thereby 
depressing tax revenues. Next year, almost half of all income earners will pay no tax. In an effort to widen 
the tax base, the government proposes to introduce a new property tax.  

The budget will put the government into direct conflict with trade unions for the second time this year. 
The pension levy may have been accepted by the general public, but the unions still protested 
vociferously. In pre-budget talks, the government noted a hostile public reaction to the unions’ proposal 
for a temporary pay cut for public-sector workers and a promise of big public-sector reform. It chose a 
permanent pay cut instead. 

These measures mark the end of two decades of social partnership, based on a consensus approach to 
pay bargaining between government, employers and unions. Whether this will usher in a long period of 
industrial conflict will become clearer in the coming weeks. Public-sector unions are already giving warning 
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of a sustained campaign of strikes. But in these hard times they may not win much support from the Irish 
public.  
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German education reforms  
 
The angst in Hamburg 
Dec 10th 2009 | HAMBURG  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A revolt against school reforms in Hamburg has wider repercussions 
 

 
FOR 480 years the Johanneum has taught ancient languages to Hamburg’s children. That tradition is 
about to be disrupted, fears the school’s director, Uwe Reimer. Radical reforms are planned by the city’s 
government, a coalition of the Christian Democratic Union (CDU) and the Greens. These would mean 
“humanistic” Gymnasien (academic high schools) like the Johanneum would get two fewer years to impart 
Latin and Greek. If the reforms are enacted, says Mr Reimer, “the profile we developed over such a long 
period cannot be maintained.” 

The unease goes far beyond the Johanneum. “We Want to Learn”, a parents’ movement to stop the 
reforms, collected 185,000 signatures in November, three times the number needed to force a 
referendum. Half of Hamburgers want changes to the plans; a fifth think them completely wrongheaded. 
They will vote next summer unless a compromise is found. Defeat would discourage similar experiments 
and also traumatise Hamburg’s government, which had been seen as a model for a national CDU/Green 
coalition one day. 

Education keeps Germany in a perpetual state of angst. University students have been striking for weeks 
over a shortage of teachers, botched curriculum changes and tuition fees. Whenever a state government 
loses an election, anger over schools is usually a prime cause. Germany is a middling performer among 
rich countries in international tests for maths and reading. Too few Germans graduate from university. 
Bright students from low social classes stand little chance. A child from a privileged background is four 
times as likely to reach a Gymnasium, the main route to university, as one with similar grades from a 
working-class family. In Hamburg his chances are 4.5 times better. A third of 15-year-olds, often 
immigrants or their offspring, learn too little to get decent jobs. 

The Hamburg school reforms seek to help the bottom without hurting the top. They are based on the idea 
that educational inequality is high in Germany largely because most states decide when a child is only ten 
what type of high school he or she should go to. Propelled by the Greens, Hamburg’s government wants 
to extend primary school, where children of all abilities learn together, from four years to six. “Social 
distance is diminished when children learn longer together,” says Christa Goetsch, Hamburg’s (Green) 
education minister. The reform would end parents’ right to pick their high school, because pushy middle-
class parents advance their children at the expense of others. Less controversially, Hamburg’s half-dozen 
types of high school are to be melded into two, Gymnasien and “neighbourhood schools”, both of which 
will offer the Abitur, the exam needed to enter university.  

Rather like busing in America, Hamburg’s planned reforms touch middle-class nerves. Mocked by critics as 
“Gucci protesters”, opponents worry that children will be held back by schoolmates destined to be social 
and economic laggards and by teachers who cater to their weaknesses. One-size-fits-all schooling will hurt 
children of all abilities, insists Walter Scheuerl, a lawyer who heads “We Want to Learn”. Uncomfortably 
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for Hamburg’s CDU mayor, Ole von Beust, the resisters are disproportionately CDU voters. 

But the movement is not just self-serving. The Gymnasium model it defends is a way to reconcile the 
aspirations of ambitious students with public education. Already Gymnasien have shortened their courses 
of study from nine years to eight to accommodate changes in universities. It is not only the few schools 
teaching Tacitus in the original that worry about losing two more years. Rather than disrupt them further, 
the city should invest more in early-childhood education, argues Mr Reimer.  

The opponents’ worst fears may be misplaced. In Berlin, where six-year primary schools are the rule, 
good pupils seem to fare no worse than those educated in four-year schools. And what good the planned 
reform will do is debatable. Learning together for longer boosts the prospects of bright children from poor 
families, says Ludger Wössmann of Ifo, a think-tank in Munich. But more important, argues Jörg Dräger of 
the Bertelsmann Foundation, is retraining teachers to nurture the abilities of individual children instead of 
presenting a standard offering to all.  

Ms Goetsch insists this is happening, but does not persuade the protesters. The city may split their ranks 
by dropping plans to take away parents’ right to choose their children’s school. What will become of the 
Johanneum? Mr Reimer, who has apparently read the Stoics, says “we will do our best under worse 
conditions.” 
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Romania's presidential election  
 
Against all odds 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Traian Basescu wins a tight but mucky race. Now he must keep his promises 

IT SEEMED like a safe bet. Mircea Geoana, the centre-left challenger in 
Romania’s presidential election, had the money, media and political 
backing that he needed to win. Sleek and Western-educated, he portrayed 
himself as the safe consensus candidate against Traian Basescu, the lively 
but exasperating former sea-captain (and once mayor of Bucharest) who 
has been the country’s president since 2004. 

For a few hours on December 6th it even appeared to have paid off. Exit 
polls gave Mr Geoana a narrow victory. He did win inside the country by 
14,738 votes. But Romanians abroad cast 146,876 votes and Mr Basescu 
took 78% of them. The campaign was exceptionally dirty: observers think 
that both sides cheated. Mr Basescu’s victory against largely hostile news 
coverage was impressive. Mr Geoana wants a rerun, but his support is 
dwindling. His Liberal allies now hope to form a government with Mr 
Basescu’s centre-right Democrats.  

Mr Basescu’s record is mixed. Elected on an anti-corruption ticket, he has 
kept up pressure on the country’s endemic sleaze, but selectively. 
Supporters who once saw him as the apostle of clean government now 
regard him merely as the lesser of two evils. Critics make fun of his private 
life, colourful even by local standards. An impulsive and abrasive manner too often curbs his effectiveness.

On foreign policy, he has been a stalwart Atlanticist and strong critic of Russian mischief-making. But his 
interventions in neighbouring Moldova, an ex-Soviet republic that some see as a lost Romanian province, 
have been counterproductive. Mr Basescu backed the issuing of Romanian passports to Moldovans (just 
the sort of thing Russia does in its former empire). That brought him some 90 % of the votes cast there (a 
handy 8,000). But his near-irredentist stance dismays those who want to stabilise Moldova, not undermine 
it. Europe’s poorest country, Moldova faces another year of political limbo after its parliament yet again 
failed this week to elect a new president.  

Mr Geoana, a former foreign minister, took a more conciliatory stance. Too much so, some feared: a 
private visit to Moscow earlier this year, revealed during the campaign, raised fears about the loyalties of 
some of his ex-communist backers. His other big weakness was ties with the tycoons who dominate 
Romania’s big business and media.  

Outsiders are hoping for a stable government able to work with Mr Basescu and pass a budget for 2010, 
the top priority. The IMF has delayed the next tranche of a €20 billion ($30 billion) loan until the 
parliament agrees to a budget deficit no bigger than 5.9 % of GDP. Mr Basescu has pledged a crackdown 
on the public finances. Sorin Ionita from the Academic Romanian Society, a Bucharest think-tank, says 
that many bankruptcies, especially among firms doing business with the state, were postponed this year, 
pending the election. Many of Mr Geoana’s backers owed the state money in taxes.  

Romanians want to believe in Mr Basescu. But his failure to follow through on his fine ideas makes them 
wary. His win owes less to his record than to voters’ wishes to see him honour past promises.  
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The European Union and Serbia  
 
A slow march to Europe 
Dec 10th 2009 | BELGRADE AND BRUSSELS  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A small step for Serbia, but joining the EU will require a giant leap 

SERBIA, comments one eurocrat dryly, is being defrosted bit by bit. On December 7th, after lengthy 
debate, European Union foreign ministers announced that a trade agreement with the country would at 
last be implemented. The significance cannot be overstated: Serbia’s path towards the EU has been 
reopened.  

In April 2008, in a bid to help the pro-European party of Serbia’s president, Boris Tadic, the EU signed an 
association agreement with Serbia. But the Dutch (backed by the Belgians) insisted it be frozen because 
of Serbia’s failure to arrest Ratko Mladic, a Bosnian Serb general indicted for genocide after the murder of 
some 8,000 Bosnian Muslims at Srebrenica in 1995. Now, under pressure from colleagues and after a 
report by the chief prosecutor at the Yugoslav war-crimes tribunal said the Serbs were doing what they 
could, the Dutch veto has been lifted—for the time being.  

Serbia is mulling over the next step: a formal application to join the EU. It will come sooner rather than 
later, says Bozidar Djelic, Serbia’s deputy prime minister. That could mean as soon as December 22nd, 
three days after Serbs, Montenegrins and Macedonians gain visa-free travel to most European countries 
for the first time since 1992. Milica Delevic, director of Serbia’s EU integration office, says this will mean 
ordinary Serbs will at last be able to see the potential rewards from EU integration.  

The EU hopes of the western Balkans were looking poor, but have now brightened. Slovenia has lifted its 
veto on Croatia over a territorial dispute. EU foreign ministers have approved a financial package that 
foresees Croatia joining as soon as January 2012. Panting to catch up, Albanians and Bosnians may get 
visa-free travel by mid-2010. Kosovo will belatedly begin to work for the same goal. Macedonia has made 
progress, even if it cannot start formal membership talks because of its name dispute with Greece.  

Yet those who think the outlook for the Balkans is improving know it could easily deteriorate again. Not all 
of Serbia’s friends will welcome an early membership application even if others encouraged it. One 
diplomat notes that EU enlargement is not in good shape: many countries want to halt the process after 
Croatia (and perhaps Iceland). Ingeborg Grassle, a German Christian Democrat in the European 
Parliament, says bitterly that “I know they will come in, but they must come in a better state than 
Bulgaria and Romania [which joined in 2007] or they will weaken the union.” 
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Charlemagne  
 
Lessons from “The Leopard” 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Is Europe becoming too accustomed to genteel decline? 
 

 
ONE of the great studies of decline is a novel about a fictional Sicilian prince, living more than a century 
ago. There is much about Giuseppe di Lampedusa’s “The Leopard” that is remote now: peasants paying 
their rent with wheels of cheese and freshly killed lambs, footmen in knee-breeches, a constant threat of 
revolutionary violence on the horizon. Today’s Europe is at peace. Feudalism is long gone. Blatant 
inequalities are frowned on. Yet today’s European leaders would still do well to study “The Leopard”, for it 
offers them some topical lessons. 

Talk of Europe’s relative decline seems to be everywhere just now. Listen to a speech by any European 
leader and you are likely to hear about the dangers of a G2 world, run by America and China, if Europe 
does not get its act together and speak with one voice. You may hear glum figures about Europe’s future 
weight, and with some reason. In 1900 Europe accounted for a quarter of the world’s population. By 2060 
it may account for just 6%—and almost a third of these will be more than 65 years old. 

Such gloomy reflections are the cue for ringing phrases about the future. Some leaders may point to the 
new Lisbon treaty and predict that it will bring about a “Europe of results”. Others will thump lecterns and 
call for banks to return to their “proper function” of low-risk lending to business. Or they may hint that 
fighting climate change will be painless, predicting that Europe will create millions of new, green jobs. Yet 
if politicians were more honest, they would admit that a tightly regulated financial sector will produce less 
growth. They would admit that fighting climate change may also curb growth (even if it is the right thing 
to do), and not produce any jobs bonanza. After all, the same rivals who test Europe in other fields—the 
Brazils, Indias and Chinas, as well as America—will want their own green jobs. 

More fundamentally, much of Europe has long been living beyond its means. Take an acute example, 
Spain, where the collapse of a construction-fed boom has led to nearly 20% unemployment. One in every 
two euros spent next year by the Spanish government will go on pensions, welfare payments or 
unemployment benefits. Yet the same government is unwilling to tackle one of the biggest barriers to 
sustainable growth: its unjust, two-tier labour market, in which some workers are nearly unsackable but 
others (the young, immigrants and others on temporary contracts) take the pain. In general, leaders’ 
warnings about European decline are not often matched by political courage or even much ambition (think 
of Herman Van Rompuy and Catherine Ashton, the obscure and unthreatening pair of politicians chosen to 
fill the two top jobs created by the Lisbon treaty).
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One reason for this lack of courage is that “we are all talking about decline, but we can’t feel it yet,” as 
one European ambassador puts it. That may change. The shocking state of public finances may at last 
drive through big structural reforms in Europe, especially to labour markets (where huge resources have 
gone into protecting incumbents through the recession) and welfare states (which may mean more 
means-testing to exclude the middle classes who so often capture the system). 

“The Leopard” offers another factor that helps to explain European complacency. It teaches that living 
with decline is not always a question of denial: decline can be a seductive choice. Don Fabrizio, Prince of 
Salina, sees his new rich neighbours snapping up parcels of land from destitute nobles, and knows that his 
own inheritance is going to ruin. But his class is too proud to act to save itself. He still has his palaces, 
along with a life of culture and elegance. And his newly rich rivals aspire to his way of life, squeezing into 
tailcoats to ape his own evening dress, and marrying their daughters into his family.  

You hear similar arguments from today’s European politicians: our rivals may be overtaking us but, across 
the Atlantic, the Americans are copying our health-care model; and, in the other direction, the Chinese are 
intrigued by our welfare system. So what, they ask, if Europe’s military might no longer makes the world 
quake: is it so terrible to be a peaceful, prosperous old continent? To which one answer is: it is a problem 
if your way of life is unsustainable. And the fact that some of your finest achievements are aped by rivals 
does not make them sustainable. 

 
A lot of ruin in a continent 

Lampedusa’s hero hopes that his children, and perhaps his grandchildren, will also know his life of 
privilege. But the novel’s author knows the end is much nearer. He compares the prince’s estates to 
September swallows: filling all the trees around in seemingly limitless numbers, but in truth poised for 
sudden departure. Don Fabrizio is also too tired to act. Sicilians, he tells one would-be political reformer, 
are “very old,” and too “exhausted” for arguments about doing things well or badly. For them, he says, 
the great sin is “doing” anything at all. 

Today “The Leopard” is best-known for a single line: “If we want things to stay as they are, things will 
have to change.” It is a fine line, but it is also one that can easily be misinterpreted. Today’s European 
leaders talk about things changing, but in ways designed to appeal, all too often, to the side of Europe 
that is old, tired and anxious. Buzzwords of the moment include a “Europe that protects” (a phrase 
recently used by both President Nicolas Sarkozy of France and Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany). It is 
a horribly defeatist slogan. What about a Europe that makes its citizens strong, or one that equips them to 
compete? Europeans can live off their inherited wealth for a bit longer, and many still lead largely enviable 
lives. There is much that is fine and even noble about Europe, including its ambitions to reduce social 
inequalities. But Europe’s rivals are young and hungry. The old continent should resist the allure of a 
genteel surrender. 
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Labour's pre-budget report  
 
Drawing up the battle lines 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The chancellor’s fiscal statement was all about politics 
 

 
A YEAR ago, when Alistair Darling presented his pre-budget report, the chancellor of the exchequer 
unveiled an astonishing deterioration in the public finances. That got even worse in his spring budget. 
Judged by those titanic standards, the pre-budget report on December 9th was a tame affair. But it still 
mattered for what it revealed about the government’s priorities in dealing with a still-floundering economy 
and Britain’s huge budget deficit. Above all, it outlined the case Labour will put to voters at the election 
due by June. 

Mr Darling had to own up to a much bigger contraction in the economy this year than he expected at the 
time of the budget. The Treasury thinks GDP will shrink by 4.75% in 2009, whereas in April it was 
forecasting a fall of 3.5%. But it still expects the economy to expand by about 1.25% in 2010, and indeed 
to emerge from recession in the final quarter of this year. The chancellor is sticking to his prediction of 
3.5% growth in 2011, which was criticised as over-optimistic this spring, and thinks it will carry on in 
2012. 

One of the main dividing lines between the Labour government and its main Conservative opposition is 
over when fiscal retrenchment should begin. Mr Darling argued in effect that the recovery was safer in 
Labour’s hands because he would delay the strong medicine needed to right the deficit until 2011, when 
the patient would be ready to take it. He made much of various measures to support businesses in the 
early stages of the upturn. 

For once Mr Darling was spared the embarrassment of having to unveil yet another massive deterioration 
in the borrowing numbers—just as well given how terrible they already were. A year ago he said that the 
deficit in 2009-10 would soar from the £38 billion ($62 billion) stated in the 2008 budget to £118 billion. 
That was revised up again in April 2009 to an even more breathtaking £175 billion. But this week the 
chancellor raised that by a mere bagatelle, to £178 billion, equal to 12.6% of GDP.  

Mr Darling has also stuck broadly to his leisurely plan for bringing the public finances back into balance, 
first set out a year ago and then revised in April. As before, the chancellor expects the deficit to fall to 
5.5% of GDP by 2013-14 (see chart). And as before, he postpones half the pain to the next parliament 
but one: not until 2017-18 is the current budget (which excludes net investment) back in balance.
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Another dividing line that Labour is keen to draw has to do with readiness to raise taxes on the better-off. 
The chancellor continued his attack on very high earners, by reducing further the tax relief available to 
them on their pension contributions and unveiling a one-off tax on bank bonuses, which may reap £550m 
this year. He will also freeze in 2012-13 the threshold, currently almost £44,000 of earnings, at which 
middle-income folk become liable to pay income tax at 40%. And, in a dig at the Tories, who are 
committed to raising the tax-free limit for inheritance tax to £1m, the chancellor said he would freeze the 
current threshold at £325,000 next year. 

Unfortunately for Mr Darling, the big money is in the taxes paid by the many rather than the few. As well 
as confirming his plan to end the temporary reduction in VAT at the start of 2010, the chancellor has 
turned again to his favourite levy, national-insurance contributions. A year ago he said he intended raising 
the rates by half a percentage point in 2011-12; now he is making that a full percentage point. The 
chancellor has, however, sought to sweeten the pill for lower earners (with income below £20,000) by 
raising the point at which people start to pay these contributions.  

Raising this tax will not go down well but it was vital to enable Mr Darling to make his most important 
political point of all: that Labour is the guardian of crucial public services. The extra revenue will pay for 
most of an additional £7.7 billion of spending in 2011-12 and £6.9 billion in 2012-13. Some other 
improvements in the budgetary arithmetic meant that Mr Darling could unveil this extra expenditure 
without changing his overall forecasts for borrowing for those years.  

That enabled the chancellor to make a vital pledge—that the “front-line” services that people care about 
will be safe under Labour, not just next year but in the following two. The pre-budget report said that in 
real terms 95% of the NHS budget would be shielded from cuts in 2011-12 and 2012-13, and everyday 
spending on schools would rise by 0.7% a year. The number of police officers would also be left intact. 

Mr Darling moved a step closer to spelling out the painful clampdown on public spending that lies ahead 
by saying he would cap pay increases in the public sector in those two years at 1%. He also promised 
reforms to public-service pensions that would save £1 billion a year from 2012-13. And there was plenty 
of talk about vague new efficiencies that will yield sackloads of savings across the public sector. 

Despite the tough rhetoric, the chancellor has taken a calculated risk in what his Tory opposite number, 
George Osborne, dubbed a pre-election report. The government’s plan to reduce the deficit is widely 
regarded as insufficient. Rather than use higher taxes to lower borrowing, Mr Darling has used them to cut 
spending by less. The deficit in 2013-14 could prove higher than the Treasury expects. John Hawksworth, 
an economist at PWC, an accountancy firm, thinks it is likely to be 6.9% of GDP then rather than 5.5%. 

With an election so near, the pre-budget report was bound to be a holding operation. The real plan will 
come after the election, and it will involve real pain. That is the price of messing up the public finances as 
thoroughly as Labour has done. 
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Efficiency savings in government  
 
Fat-fighters 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Politicians get serious (well, sort of) about wasteful spending 

NOBODY will call him the Iron Prime Minister, and the word “prudent” 
ceased to serve as his virtual middle-name a decade ago. But the 
fiscal crisis is forcing Gordon Brown to revive his old image of bean-
counting frugality. 

His latest plan to save money, unveiled on December 9th by his 
chancellor of the exchequer, Alistair Darling, claims to protect the 
“front-line” of public services. (The opposition Conservatives, by 
mischievous implication, would not). The axe will fall on the Whitehall 
bureaucracy. Fees paid to consultants are to be halved and the 
salaries of senior staff reviewed. Other plans range from the fiddly 
(cutting missed health-care appointments with the help of text-
messaging) to the profound (paying third-sector organisations to 
provide services). In addition to the savings identified in last April’s 
budget, £12 billion ($19.6 billion) will supposedly be cut over four 
years.  

The Tories cried plagiarism, with justification, but avenged the policy theft by stealing personnel. Sir Peter 
Gershon, who led a review of Whitehall efficiency during Mr Brown’s time at the Treasury, is the most eye-
catching member of a panel they have set up to advise them on public-sector productivity. Mandarins 
aggrieved by Labour’s supposed mistreatment of the civil service sometimes assume the Tories will show 
a patrician reverence for it. They are likely to be disappointed: Tory ideas include making permanent 
secretaries easier to fire, opening recruitment to outsiders and tying promotion to the ability to work in 
different departments.  

Whichever party is elected, a war on waste is overdue. Matthew Taylor, a former Labour adviser who now 
runs the Royal Society of the Arts, a think-tank, says the number of senior civil servants has grown partly 
because of the proliferation of “ministers and quasi-ministers”. But identifying real waste is hard. Moving 
staff from London seems a quick win, for example, but makes it tougher to recruit talent. When the Office 
for National Statistics moved many of its functions to Newport in Wales, some of its best brains refused to 
move.  

And how to measure waste-reduction? Mr Brown claims to have saved more than Sir Peter wanted in his 
2004 review. But in 2007 the National Audit Office said that, of the £13.3 billion then said to have been 
saved, three-quarters was to varying degrees questionable.  

The biggest problem is that teachers, police officers and the like account for a huge slice of spending. Only 
200,000 of the NHS’s 1.4m staff in England provide administrative support, reckons Reform, a think-tank. 
No credible strategy for fixing public finances as ruinous as Britain’s can ring-fence the front-line. 
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Bankers' pay  
 
Cui bono? 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Who benefits from a one-off levy on bankers’ bonuses? 

COME April 6th 2010, it will be business as usual. Until then, banking firms with employees in Britain will 
have to be ultra-creative to get around measures announced in the pre-budget report (see previous story) 
to impose a 50% payroll tax at source on those dishing out bonuses of more than £25,000 ($40,750). As 
The Economist went to press there were rumours that France might follow suit. 

The intention is to catch cash benefits paid between now and April 5th, the end of the tax year, including 
loans against shares deposited in trusts, and other such tax-avoidance dodges. No firm engaged in 
banking activity, British or foreign, with employees taxable in Britain will be spared. Bonuses contractually 
guaranteed before December 9th, however, will slip through the net. So will incentive schemes awarding 
shares or share options. Banks that have hiked salaries at the expense of bonuses may escape the full 
fury.  

The sting is expected to raise around £550m, which is to be spent on finding jobs for the unemployed. 
That betrays the political agenda: to stop banks, nearly all of which are still benefiting from some form of 
government support, from handing out a large part of this year’s subsidised profits in bonuses. The 
Treasury hopes that by next year other measures to change remuneration practices in banks worldwide, 
will have kicked in. Alistair Darling, the chancellor of the exchequer, has said he hopes for a “change of 
culture”. 

The auguries are not good. Measures to curb bankers’ pay in America, France and Germany have been 
aimed at only a handful of executives at firms receiving government capital. A worldwide remuneration 
code agreed by the G20 leaves the size of rewards, and whether they are disclosed, open to wide 
interpretation. And even in today’s hostile climate, most bankers who were promised bonuses before the 
crisis have fought successfully for them in the courts. Only one of many cases faced in Britain and 
Germany by Commerzbank, a German bank, has so far allowed it to renege—and that decision was in 
Frankfurt. 

The chancellor hopes to bring banks, in their bonus rush, collectively to their senses. Boffins at Her 
Majesty’s Revenue & Customs have been working round the clock to devise anti-avoidance measures. 
Experts say the draft legislation may be broad enough to catch the bonus-payers’ favourite dodges. One is 
to lend employees cash secured on shares held in an employee-benefit trust, usually offshore, as part of 
their annual bonus but deferred for three to five years. The employer’s contribution is tax-exempt, and the 
interest on the loan is tax-deductible. Another scheme is the use of contracts for difference, in essence 
bets on the bank’s performance, which reward employees according to the level of profit made by their 
business unit. Both have uses beyond tax avoidance, which makes the taxman’s task doubly difficult. 

Tax lawyers and accountants have hastened to calculate the pain that banks will undergo if they insist on 
handing out bonuses as before: paying a bonus of £60,000 would previously have cost a bank around 
£113,000, but will now cost it £163,000, reckons KPMG, an accounting firm. With the addition of a 50% 
top income-tax rate from April for high earners, tax lawyers fear that more of the highly paid will choose 
to leave Britain. 

Financial-sector lobby groups have been quick to criticise the payroll tax as damaging to Britain’s 
attractiveness as a financial centre. They warn that star bank employees will relocate to other centres 
such as Zurich or Singapore, and that foreign financial firms, once lured by friendly tax treatment and 
light-touch regulation, will head for balmier climes. 

The threat is exaggerated. Goldman Sachs, with its worldwide bonus pool reckoned to total $17 billion so 
far this year, is likely to reward its Britain-based employees more or less as planned, paying the extra 
50% out of small change. Royal Bank of Scotland, on the other hand, may have trouble getting its 70% 
shareholder, the British government, to accept a 50% addition to its designated bonus pool.
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A one-off tax will not destroy the City’s place in the global financial markets, even though other tax 
changes in recent years have lessened its appeal. Most trading businesses in Europe have tended to 
gravitate to London, with its critical mass of activity and expertise, and they will continue to do so. In the 
longer term, Asia’s rising financial centres will take market share from the City. But don’t blame the bonus 
tax. 
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Expanding Heathrow airport  
 
Clearer skies? 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Some think aviation can be both bigger and greener 
 

 
CLIMATE change is not bad news for everyone. To those living beneath the flight paths of busy airports 
such as Heathrow and Stansted, it brings hope of relief. Schemes to expand these airports to 
accommodate 570m passengers a year across Britain by 2050, up from 230m passengers today, could not 
possibly survive plans to cut Britain’s carbon emissions by 80% by the same date, or so residents hoped. 

Yet last January, to their dismay—and to the outrage of climate campaigners—ministers approved a third 
runway at Britain’s biggest airport, Heathrow, to handle 605,000 flights a year, compared with 480,000 
now. On December 8th the Committee on Climate Change, which advises ministers on cutting carbon 
emissions, published its report on their aviation policies. Campaigners had expected excoriation; what 
appeared, to their surprise, was a qualified blessing.  

Greater efficiency, said the committee, would allow air travel to grow by 60% compared with its 2005 
level without boosting carbon emissions. That is much less than the government, or the airlines, had 
planned—but much more than greens had expected, and enough to allow Heathrow’s new runway to be 
built. 

The forecast relies on several assumptions. Growth in demand would, says the committee, be constrained 
by a huge rise in the carbon price, to £200 ($324) a tonne by 2050 (from around £13 today), making 
tickets pricier. Governments would limit capacity at airports. A big shift from domestic and short-haul 
flights to a high-speed rail network linked to the continent (now a mere gleam in the government’s eye) 
would also keep numbers down. And those flights that did go ahead would be cleaner, thanks to better 
jet-engine technology, bigger planes and more efficient flying practices, improving fuel efficiency by 0.8-
1.5% each year. New biofuels that compete less directly with food production would cut carbon emissions 
further.  

The committee’s conclusions rely on technology and infrastructure that does not yet exist. That is 
probably inevitable when peering ahead 40 years, and Bruce Duguid, an aviation expert at the Carbon 
Trust, a government-funded consultancy, reckons the assumptions are pretty conservative. But privately 
some greens think that the supposedly independent committee has been leaned on by ministers to justify 
a decision they had already made. 

Nonetheless, those opposed to expanding airports probably need not worry too much. The opposition 
Conservatives, who look likely to win the general election that must be held by June, are committed to 
halting the expansion of London’s big airports, mainly on environmental grounds. The committee’s 
conclusion may appear to challenge that—and, sensing vulnerability, Virgin Atlantic and British Airways, 
two big airlines with a vested interest in a bigger Heathrow, have resumed their attacks on the Tories’ 
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position.  

But the Tories are unlikely to reverse a policy that has wide support in their south-east heartland and the 
backing of most newspapers. They point out that noise and air pollution tell against expanding London’s 
airports even before climate change enters the equation. And the government’s plans for Heathrow would 
eat up all the carbon savings predicted by the committee, leaving nothing for other airports. Asks one 
Tory spokesman, “Do we want to put all our eggs in one basket?” 
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Terrorism in Northern Ireland  
 
Resurgent 
Dec 10th 2009 | BELFAST  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A political impasse means violence can flourish 

THOUGH their bailiwick is supposed to be at peace, Northern Ireland’s security forces are becoming 
increasingly concerned that republican terrorism is mutating into a new and even more dangerous form, more 
expert and with a wider range of tactics. Some of the dissidents who refused to accept the 1998 peace 
agreement are now behind bars, but others have taken their place and are proving so menacing that the 
threat they pose is at its highest official rating in over five years.  

Both the Police Service of Northern Ireland and MI5, which handles security intelligence in mainland Britain 
and Northern Ireland, are devoting significant additional resources to countering the dissident threat. Security 
sources say that they are now following more suspected threat-to-life plots by republicans in Northern Ireland 
than by Islamists in mainland Britain. Though the republicans are not intent on inflicting large-scale civilian 
casualties, there is the awful example of their attack on the town of Omagh in 1998: they said that civilians 
were not the target but nonetheless 29 were killed.  

The dissidents’ continuing activities mean that rather than sending bomb-disposal units to Iraq or 
Afghanistan, the army is keeping them in the province, where they must deal regularly with large bombs, 
under-car booby-traps, mortars and pipebombs. Hoax bombs, though harmless, disrupt everyday life, as do 
roadblocks, no matter how hard the police try to keep traffic flowing. 

Terrorist splinter groups have shot dead three members of the security forces this year, and have been using 
Semtex plastic explosive and fertiliser-based material in attempted bombings. They have also been involved 
in smuggling and attempts at gun-running, most notably from Lithuania. Michael Campbell, whose brother, 
Liam Campbell, is an IRA leader, went on trial on October in Vilnius, where the court heard that his arrest had 
involved British, Irish and Lithuanian intelligence agencies. Add in “punishment” kneecappings in republican 
areas, and it is clear that the splinter groups are attempting to build a small-scale version of the Provisional 
IRA, which has now gone out of business.  

A few veteran republicans are passing on techniques learnt in the IRA to the 300-400 active dissidents, 
mostly inexperienced young men. The old guard also brings with it some of the Semtex and firearms once 
held by the IRA—not, it is believed, in substantial quantities, but enough to keep the new campaign going.  

The signs are that the police and MI5 are combating the threat by “turning” dissident members into agents. A 
recent attempt to shoot dead a police officer resulted in two arrests, the security forces evidently having 
received high-grade advance intelligence.  

The authorities draw comfort from the fact that the dissidents have no political wing and are making no 
attempt to create one. Even among republican hardliners, they have virtually no public support. Among those 
evacuated from their homes in Strabane, County Tyrone, late on November 30th after dissidents threw a 
pipebomb at a police station was Patsy Devine. The 80-year-old’s two sons, both IRA members, were shot 
dead by the SAS in 1985. And yet, “the war’s over,” she told reporters on the scene. “Who wants it? I don’t 
want it and a lot of people round here don’t want it.” 

Although Mrs Devine spoke for the overwhelming majority, many are nervous. Agreement about devolving 
power over policing to the Northern Ireland Assembly is proving elusive, and the impasse is producing 
noticeably tougher language from both nationalists and unionists in government. If it continues, 
disillusionment could set in and eventually swell the dissidents’ ranks. In the meantime the intelligence war 
against terrorists goes on.  
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Betting on the horses  
 
Handicap hurdle 
Dec 10th 2009 | FONTWELL PARK  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A long dispute at Britain’s racecourses may be nearing resolution 

A GLORIOUS morning in Sussex turns to a dull afternoon of foul rain. The 
turf at Fontwell Park racecourse, already heavy in places, becomes even 
more testing for the horses. For the bookmakers in the enclosure, the 
going in recent times has been almost as strength-sapping. 

To unsuccessful punters—ie, most of them—bookmakers may be 
undeserving of sympathy. Nevertheless, taking bets on a racecourse is not, 
by and large, a lucrative trade. Last year, according to the Gambling 
Commission, course bookies’ gross profits came to £24.4m—or £600 each 
a day—before fees, staff and travel costs, and taxes. Their market share is 
small and many punters have quit for online exchanges (where they can 
back a horse to win but also, like a bookmaker, lay it to lose). The biggest 
exchange, Betfair, started in 2000 with just 36 traders; now it boasts 3m 
registered customers. In 1999, says Pat Dennis, standing at Fontwell, his 
family’s firm turned over £48,000 a day; now it takes less than £15,000. 
“The £50-100 punters have gone missing,” says Robin Grossmith, 
chairman of the Rails Bookmakers Association. “They’re the bread and 
butter.” 

Online competition is not the bookies’ only worry. For two years they have been in dispute with the 
racecourses where they ply their trade. At least this saddle sore looks likely to be salved. 

Its origins lie in the long-standing convention for deciding where each bookmaker stands. Before a race 
meeting, bookies choose their pitches in the order of their “list positions”: those at the top of the list pick 
the spots that attract most punters. Though valuable, until 1998 list positions could not be bought and 
sold. Fathers passed them on to sons. Tony Stock, also at Fontwell, followed his father and grandfather 
into the trade. Newcomers came in only when slots fell vacant. 

Especially in the first years of trading, quite a few changed hands. A poor slot at a down-market course 
might fetch a few hundred pounds; a prime site for a big festival might go for many thousands. Big 
bookmaking firms improved their portfolios. Smaller bookies saw a chance to build up a family business. 
Some sold houses and poured in life savings. 

Bookies thought the positions were theirs in perpetuity. Racecourses thought not. In 2007 they declared 
that they would not recognise list positions after 2012. In that year, as a result of a new gambling law 
passed in 2005, the limit on bookmakers’ daily fee to racecourses is due to be scrapped. Since the 1960s 
it has been five times the entrance price (at Fontwell this week, this meant £75). The government 
envisaged instead that racecourses and bookmakers should deal with each other on commercial rather 
than regulatory terms. The new law did not mention lists. 

How the two sides came to such different views of what, exactly, the bookmakers owned is unclear. The 
Racecourse Association (RCA), which represents 59 of the country’s 60 tracks, points out that the courses 
own the land. In law, it says, they are free to do what they like with it. Nowhere was anything about 
“perpetuity” written down. Yet the bookies assumed that they had bought an asset—not a physical patch 
of land, but the right to have first, second or umpteenth choice of where to stand—that was theirs for 
keeps. 

In any event, the list positions became much less valuable, and much harder to trade. Mr Dennis says that 
positions are coming up for sale but that banks “won’t look at them as any sort of an asset” because 
tenure after 2012 looks so uncertain. 
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It looks a bit more certain now. Gerry Sutcliffe, the sports minister, has been hosting meetings between 
the RCA and the bookies. The broad outlines of agreement, sketched last month, are that list positions will 
be recognised until at least 2052. They will also be applied in new betting areas—“in general”. When a 
position is sold the course will take a percentage. 

The bookies and course-owners still have to agree on lots of details. A deal with Northern Racing, which 
owns ten courses including Fontwell, seems to be nearing completion. For instance, the daily fee will 
probably be a variable multiple of the entry price—higher on popular days, lower when there is likely to be 
less trade. Other negotiations may be more protracted, but Mr Sutcliffe wants the two sides to report back 
by March and to tie up everything by May. The sole non-RCA course, Towcester, made its own deal in 
October. There, bookies will have perpetual tenure. The course will take 6% of the proceeds of pitch sales.

What a bookie’s position will be worth in 40 years’ time is anyone’s guess. Possibly not much: before long, 
even racegoers betting £2 or £5 may well prefer to gamble via their mobile phones. But the game is not 
yet up. Hefty bets are still being placed, even at a country course in mid-week. At least two punters at 
Fontwell saw fit to put £1,200 on Anak, the favourite in the first race. At odds of six-to-one on, the 
prospective return was only £200, but there wasn’t much risk, was there? It fell.  
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Student finance  
 
Uniformly shabby 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Funding for those in higher education is needlessly chaotic 
 

 
WHINGEING students may be a standard feature of university life in England but this autumn the grievances 
have been genuine. When term started, many who had applied on time had nonetheless not received the 
government grants and loans to which they were entitled. An investigation published on December 8th by Sir 
Deian Hopkin, the interim vice-chancellor of the University of East London, found that students are still 
waiting for their money, including some who should have got extra because they are disabled or have young 
children. Reluctant to see their charges going hungry and homeless, university administrators are dipping into 
institutional pockets, shelling out an average of about £100,000 and spending time on such non-core matters 
as explaining the situation to irate nurseries. 

A new finance scheme was introduced in February. The intention was to make life simpler for students. Before 
then, they had to apply to the local authority in which their parents lived for grants to cover part of their 
living expenses, and to the Student Loans Company, a public body, for subsidised loans to cover the rest 
along with the tuition fees charged by universities. Now the company deals with all aspects of government-
issued finance, from advising students to assessing applications to processing payments. But technical 
problems and poor planning (the company hired no extra staff to answer telephones, meaning 95% of calls 
made during the first week of September went unanswered) led to a growing backlog. It still has not been 
fully cleared. 

The mess could tarnish the idea of rationalising taxpayer support for students. That would be a shame, for it 
is a sensible one. The range of help on offer is bewildering, from loans covering tuition fees (available to all 
full-time undergraduates) to grants which vary depending on parental income, place of study, whether the 
student is disabled and other factors. (Part-time students get a much rawer deal.) And in 2004, when the 
government decided to allow universities to hike tuition fees, it insisted that they return some of the extra 
cash to the poorest students in the form of bursaries. But a separate report by Claire Callender of Birkbeck 
College, London, out on December 3rd, found that a quarter of students and their parents were unaware that 
such funding was available, as were a tenth of higher-education advisers in schools. 

Students and parents are already becoming more demanding now that they pay tuition fees, albeit subsidised 
ones. And in November Lord Mandelson, the business secretary, whose department’s wide remit includes 
universities, started a review of how much students in England should have to pay for the privilege of a 
higher education. It will not conclude until after next year’s general election, but it is widely expected to 
recommend that tuition fees should rise. If that happens, both government and universities will be under 
pressure to provide better information to those in search of an education—and a bargain.  
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Bagehot  
 
Class war III 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Gordon Brown has attacked both the posh and the rich. He may ignite another sort of class war
 

 
NO TWO ways about it, David Cameron is posh. Boris Johnson, the mayor of London, is posh. On the other 
hand Lord Sugar, a recently ennobled businessman, is not. Nor is David Beckham: both are rich, but 
neither is posh. Get it? 

If you are British, and especially English, you will. In Britain, class and money overlap, but only partially, 
like circles in a Venn diagram. Not all posh people are rich (some are shabby genteel, scrimping and 
saving for the school fees), and vice versa. Class is a magical amalgam of education, occupation, accent, 
vocabulary (“lounge” or “sitting room”), outlook and habit. 

All of which is by way of saying that, properly speaking, Gordon Brown has launched not one grudge-
based political campaign, but two. One is against the toffs, epitomised in a recent swipe about Eton, Mr 
Cameron’s old school. The other is against the rich, beginning in last year’s pre-budget report (PBR), when 
the government invented a new top rate of income tax. That has continued in Mr Brown’s incessant 
criticism of Conservative plans to raise the threshold for inheritance tax, and, stealthily, in this year’s PBR 
on December 9th. Neither will help him much. 

Consider the offensive against the toffs first. There is no denying that class is alive and potent. The 
structure of the British economy has changed, with the proletariat shrinking and the middle class bulging; 
celebrities have ousted aristocrats in the gossip columns. But most Britons still instinctively filter 
themselves and others into social classes, with attendant suspicions and snobberies. In recent decades the 
Conservatives have been as attuned to these nuances as anyone, preferring humble leaders to pukka 
ones; as far back as 1923 they picked Stanley Baldwin above Lord Curzon (“a most superior person”), 
partly for that reason. When the Tories installed the fearsomely well-bred Mr Cameron, and he then kept 
George Osborne, another toff, as his shadow chancellor, party and leader bet that voters would no longer 
hold a penchant for shooting grouse against them. 

Mr Brown is now betting the other way: that toffiness, with its connotations of dilettantism and frivolity, is 
still offputting enough to sway votes. The prime minister hopes the Eton references will persuade voters 
that the senior Tories are somehow different, a breed apart, and will never be able to understand how the 
rest of the country lives. But—even leaving aside the inconveniently privileged upbringing of some 
members of the Labour cabinet, and the open question whether Eton and Oxford is a weirder background 
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than a Scottish manse and a lifetime in Labour politics—Mr Brown’s salvo risks backfiring. It is negative 
and retrograde; it makes him look distracted by antiquated obsessions. Eton gibes might just work as 
knockabout humour; but Mr Brown doesn’t seem to be joking. 

On the face of it, targeting the monied looks more promising. “Good luck to him” was once a characteristic 
British attitude to self-made wealth; a more prevalent view now seems to be “hand over your bonus”. The 
recession is part of the explanation: when most boats were lifted by the rising economic tide, the yachts 
didn’t seem so galling. Polls suggest that lots of voters want the rich to pay more tax. So, in political 
terms, it is understandable that Mr Brown’s government is obliging, at the same time portraying the Tories 
as guardians of the wealthy. The party’s controversial link with Lord Ashcroft (its very rich but definitely 
not posh vice-chairman), and the unfortunate case of Zac Goldsmith (a parliamentary candidate who 
turned out to have been non-domiciled in Britain for tax purposes) have boosted this attack. 

But there are problems with this theme too. The first derives from what was once a basic New Labour 
insight: that, beneath the current bitterness, Britain is a more aspirational, capitalist country than old 
Labour gave it credit for. The Tories insist that, despite Labour’s onslaught, their inheritance-tax measure 
remains popular for that reason. Another obstacle is that the Tories are not stupid enough to die in the 
ditch for the rich. They have swallowed most of the government’s rich-squeezing policies, albeit 
reluctantly. At the election, the rich will have no champions. 

But the real trouble with both campaigns is psephological. Yes, some people hate Etonians and bankers. 
But, as pollsters also attest, they would probably have voted Labour anyway: they are not the suburban 
floaters who decide the outcome of British general elections. Class for Mr Brown is a bit like immigration 
for the Tories: the people who are pleased to hear him talk about it were already listening to him. 

So rather than being a formidable barrage, Mr Brown’s double declaration of war looks instead like a white 
flag: an admission that he urgently needs to shore up Labour’s core vote. It is a strategy designed to deny 
the Tories a majority, not a way to build one for Labour. Nevertheless, Mr Brown may yet succeed in 
stirring up an important class struggle—just not the one he intended.  

 
Devil take the hindmost 

When people contemplate class war, they tend to think of hostilities flowing in only one direction—that is, 
upwards, from the plebs to the toffs, the poor to the rich. The need to salve this sort of resentment and 
maintain social solidarity is the best justification for the government’s rich-bashing. Less attention is given 
to the possibility of a different sort of rancour: when the well-heeled get angry, and take against the 
plebs.  

Britain has seen that kind of downward hostility before, in the 1980s, for example. Those at the top end of 
the scale become cross about their tax burden, and doubtful of the value of state services (which they 
often don’t use much anyway). They start to think of the poor as scroungers and cheats; good works are 
abandoned; the social contract frays. Mr Brown’s two other conflicts may fizzle out. But this one might 
just take off.  
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The Copenhagen climate talks  
 
Filthy lucre fouls the air 
Dec 10th 2009 | COPENHAGEN  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Arguments over money dampened the euphoria that marked the start of talks on a global deal 
to limit greenhouse gases 
 

 
DESPITE the gloomy talk that preceded the UN climate conference, the opening was upbeat. Most big 
countries had vowed to cut or limit emissions during the previous few weeks. As delegates arrived, 
America’s Environmental Protection Agency announced that carbon-dioxide emissions were an 
“endangerment” to health. This allows Barack Obama to regulate them, whatever Congress does.  

The happiness did not last. On December 8th a draft agreement which had been discussed some weeks 
ago was leaked to the Guardian. It caused a furore. The “Danish text” had been circulated by the hosts, 
but not to all parties; and it seems to confirm the futility of moves towards the legally binding treaty that 
many still want. 

It also seems to link any rich-to-poor transfers of money to specific actions taken by developing countries 
to curb emissions. Embarrassed Danes said the text was one of several unofficial papers that had been 
floated, not a basis for real bargaining. The lead negotiator for the “G77 plus China” group of developing 
countries, Lumumba Di-Aping, was unsoothed. “This text…is a major violation that threatens the success 
of the Copenhagen negotiations,” he fumed, saying two years’ work had been swept aside. 

Can there still be a deal? The main obstacle may not be emissions cuts, which will not change much, but 
the closely linked issues of the shape of a deal and how much money it involves.  

Everyone agrees that poorer countries, including India and China, need cash for climate “mitigation”—
adopting green technology and new approaches to land use and forest conservation—and for “adaptation”: 
coping with the anticipated effects of climate change, some of which (like a degree of sea level rise) look 
unavoidable. America has joined the list of countries accepting such transfers, saying it will pay its “fair 
share”. Rich countries have talked of a “quick start” fund. The leaked Danish text has it starting in 2010-
12 at a value to be determined; the UN has suggested $10 billion. To poor countries, this sounds paltry: 
responses range from “bribery” to “it will not even pay for the coffins”. Instead, the G77 has asked for 
0.5% to 1% of the rich countries’ GDPs. That implies hundreds of billions of dollars on top of existing 
development aid. The idea that rich countries will hand over 1.2% to 1.7% of their wealth in perpetuity is 
not going to fly. 

Some transfers occur already. Rich states meet emissions targets by paying poor countries to do the 
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cutting, under Kyoto’s Clean Development Mechanism. This system is under fire in Copenhagen for being 
too choosy or too arbitrary in the projects it backs. It is also too small: it abates only 330m tonnes of CO2 
per year, and billions of tonnes must be cut. 

On December 10th, George Soros, a philanthropist, proposed turning on a much bigger tap: he wants a 
new use of Special Drawing Rights, effectively the IMF’s in-house gold-backed “currency”, mainly held by 
the rich countries. The IMF extended an extra $153 billion to rich countries last year to help them with the 
financial crisis. Most of it was unused. Mr Soros wants rich countries to lend $100 billion-worth to poor 
ones, creating a “green fund” to jump-start mitigation. The IMF’s gold reserves could pay the (small) 
interest amounts that poor countries would otherwise owe.  

Other proposals abound. The REDD initiative on forestry should move lots of money to countries which 
avoid felling trees. If emissions from ships and aircraft are cut, using a tax or an emissions market, that 
could provide cash. Less promisingly, France wants a levy on financial transactions. And the European 
Climate Foundation, a think-tank, says more could be taken from existing carbon markets: cash could be 
winkled from traders who arbitrage the price difference between green projects in poor places and the 
“allocation” paid by rich-world emitters. 

The question of who gets paid what, and how, feeds back into the main issue in these and inevitable 
future talks: to what extent will obligations under the Kyoto protocol be extended beyond the developed 
countries to developing ones? Rich countries account for most of the past emissions that now fill the air, 
but less than half the world’s current emissions. 

Settling this question will mean some differentiation between developing countries, a term that includes 
both industrial giants and hapless victims, whose interests are very different. Some people think this was 
the reason for the leaking of the Danish text. Those most offended by it are the smallest, weakest 
countries, which are vulnerable and emit very little. They are more interested in strong action than in who 
pays for it or who has to make the cuts. The calculus is different for the larger, more industrialised 
emerging markets, at least four of which—Brazil, India, South Africa and China—saw the text before it was 
leaked. They have more to gain from keeping the onus of action and payment on the developed world 
alone. 

These countries have produced their own draft document, which would absorb any new agreement into 
the existing Kyoto framework. If the leak serves to firm up resistance to a deal that spreads the duties of 
reduction wider, China and other large developing states may be the gainers. 
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Refugees and cities  
 
Tents come down 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Tomorrow’s fugitive will live in a slum, not under canvas 

SAY the word “refugee” and it still conjures up visions of uprooted families who live, for years, in vast 
camps where humanitarian agencies look after them and they remain largely separate from their so-called 
host countries. 

That image is out of date and getting more so all the time, says UNHCR, the United Nations refugee 
agency. Perhaps half the 10.5m people who fall directly under the organisation’s remit (in other words, 
those who have crossed borders, fearing death or persecution) now live in cities, cheek by jowl with other 
desperate folk. Refugees, it seems, are just like other human beings: they are trying their luck in the vast 
conurbations whose growth will continue to be a big social trend in the 21st century. 

Antonio Guterres, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, told a meeting of fellow aid agencies this week 
that urban refugees—the sort who crowd into Kabul, Bogotà and Amman—must get as much help as the 
traditional, tent-bound victims of forced migration. It is a vow that will be hard to keep, except as part of 
a broad effort to improve life in the world’s expanding slums. 

For their own protection—and to avoid the sort of anti-migrant pogroms that swept through South Africa’s 
cities last year—many urban refugees are trying to blend anonymously into the shanty-towns where they 
find shelter of sorts. UNHCR may in future have to work more with UN Habitat, an agency that reflects on 
cities from its headquarters in the mind-concentrating environment of Nairobi. 
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The Red Cross movement  
 
How much evil can you not see? 
Dec 10th 2009 | NAIROBI  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Impartiality is still the best policy, a giant humanitarian network says 

AS EVERY student of warfare knows, the International Committee of the 
Red Cross (ICRC) is staunchly, and at times controversially, neutral. Its 
work as a guardian of the laws governing conflict has obliged it to deal with 
all manner of bad people, including the Nazis. 

Less well known, probably, is the neutral tradition of the other wing of the 
Red Cross movement, which is much larger: the network of humanitarian 
volunteers in 186 countries which offers medical aid and practical help to 
victims of disaster, both natural and man-made. But the International 
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC), whose leaders 
met in Nairobi last month, is adamant that impartiality has served it well, 
and worked to the advantage of the people it succours. 

In the world of aid agencies, this notion has been hotly contested. A new 
kind of NGO—of which the best example is Médecins Sans Frontières 
(MSF), at least in its initial, combative mode—emerged in the 1970s after 
French doctors working in Biafra protested against the silence of the Red 
Cross in the face of atrocities by Nigerian forces subduing the rebel 
province. The founders of MSF, including Bernard Kouchner who is now 
France’s foreign minister, said aid agencies’ duties included “witnessing” 
against perpetrators of evil. 

But Tadateru Konoe, the IFRC’s Japanese president, retorts that neutrality is still an entry ticket to many 
disaster zones. He recalls that when Cyclone Nargis hit Myanmar in 2008, killing about 140,000 people, 
the federation was able to mobilise local volunteers and bring in equipment before any other aid 
organisation arrived. The reason: “the generals trusted us.” 

In a similar way, the Red Cross and its affiliates did good work in Iran following the Bam earthquake in 
2003. And in countries ravaged by war where little else works, the local Red Cross society is often 
resilient. In recent days, the Congolese Red Cross was first on the scene after a ferry sank; and the 
Somali Red Crescent is helping victims of the growing mayhem, despite threats from jihadist groups. 

The very fact that these chaotic places possess local Red Cross or Red Crescent societies (the latter title is 
preferred in many Muslim countries) reflects the theory which underpins the movement. It is not a 
vertical, global hierarchy but an association of voluntary bodies, which are separately organised in each 
state. When a rich country’s Red Cross offers help to a poor country, it is—in theory—just an act of 
solidarity between colleagues, rather than a condescending intervention from “on high” which can ruffle 
local feathers.  

There are limits to the credibility of that principle. Many wonder, for instance, what concessions the IFRC 
makes to remain active in North Korea. The North Korean Red Cross claims 100,000 active local 
volunteers and 300,000 youth members. It is hard to believe (though the IFRC officially claims to) that 
these “volunteers” are free from infiltration by North Korean secret police. And impartiality does not 
always guarantee access. Eritrea has refused to recognise its national Red Cross society, disputing its 
claim to neutrality.  

Still, veterans of the Red Cross movement can take quiet satisfaction in the fact that the more militant 
brand of NGO, including MSF itself, has moved closer to the Red Cross ethos of political caution. MSF 
learned some hard lessons during the 1994 genocide in Rwanda: it was forced to pool its efforts with the 
Red Cross and both bodies saw many staff members killed.
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While the MSF’s early rhetoric of political engagement has been tempered by reality, the Red Cross’s 
practice of discreet silence, even in the face of terrible atrocities, has also become harder to maintain. As 
the head of MSF, Christophe Fournier, points out, there is now an almost uncontrollable information flow 
even in the world’s direst backwaters. That makes a “see no evil” policy tougher; it also complicates life 
for noisy advocates.  

The regime in Pyongyang provides a big test case for aid agencies of any ideological persuasion. MSF has 
been forced out for being too outspoken, while the Red Cross remains—but at what price? 
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Award: Natasha Loder 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Natasha Loder, our Science and Technology correspondent, was chosen by the United Nations 
Correspondents Association as a recipient of one of this year’s awards from the Prince Albert Foundation 
for the coverage of climate change. Her award, which she shared with Ilya Gridneff of Australian 
Associated Press, reflected her reporting on documents issued in Papua New Guinea which purported to 
guarantee the protection of the country’s forests. 
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Monitor  
 
Greenery on the march 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Clean technology: Finding alternative sources of energy is becoming a pressing military 
necessity for America’s armed forces 
 

 
THE air around Bagram airfield, the main American base in Afghanistan, is thick with the smell of jet fuel, 
the roar of aircraft taking off on bombing missions and the constant drone of electricity generators. 
Outside the ramparts, a snakelike convoy of brightly coloured lorries waits to unload fuel hauled from 
Pakistan and Central Asia. These are the modern equivalents of the pack mules that once carried military 
supplies—much of it fodder for the beasts themselves. The British army calculates that it takes seven 
gallons of fuel to deliver one gallon to Afghanistan. 

Modern warfare would be impossible without vast quantities of fossil fuel. It is needed to power everything 
from tanks to jets to electricity generators that run the communications networks on which Western 
armies depend. In the punishing climate of Iraq and Afghanistan, moreover, soldiers’ accommodation 
must be kept cool in hot weather, and warm in the cold. American forces consume more than 1m gallons 
of fuel a day in Afghanistan, and a similar quantity in Iraq.  

Until recently military planners had assumed that fuel would be plentiful and easily available. A Humvee 
with added armour does just four miles per gallon; an Abrams tank burns four gallons to move a mile, in 
some conditions. These days, though, America’s armed forces want to reform their gas-guzzling ways; 
green is no longer just the colour of army uniforms.  

What has changed? During the invasion of Iraq in 2003, America’s marines often found themselves 
outrunning their fuel supplies. “Unleash us from the tether of fuel,” their then commander in Iraq, General 
James Mattis, later pleaded. As insurgency engulfed the Americans, supply convoys became a favourite 
target. In July 2006 General Richard Zilmer, the marine general then in charge of American forces in 
western Iraq, sent out an urgent request for solar panels, wind turbines and other devices to reduce the 
need for liquid fuels. His troops were being placed “in harm’s way each time we send out a convoy”, he 
said; protecting supply convoys was drawing forces away from other tasks. And in 2008 the spike in oil 
prices played havoc with military budgets: the Pentagon’s fuel bill rose from $13 billion in 2007 to about 
$20 billion. 

So it is not a question of preventing climate change, reducing dependence on imported oil, or even 
complying with President Barack Obama’s green agenda. The need for alternative sources of energy is a 
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military necessity. 

In Iraq and Afghanistan about 40% of fuel is used to run electricity generators. A successful quick-fix to 
reduce energy consumption was to coat military tents with a thick layer of commercial insulating foam, of 
the kind used for cavity walls in homes, covered with a sealant to protect it from ultraviolet light. Joseph 
Sartiano, a Pentagon official, says this treatment halves the energy needed for air-conditioning and pays 
for itself within three to six months, depending on how the price of fuel is reckoned.  

If the various generators on a base are linked together in a “smart grid” system, which optimises their 
operation and distributes power to priority areas, such as communications equipment, a further 20% 
saving is possible, he adds. Such a grid is being tested at the army’s model forward operating base (FOB) 
in Fort Irwin, California, along with prototypes of a mobile, hybrid power station that combines solar 
panels and wind turbines with a conventional generator. America’s marines are creating a smaller model 
FOB at their base in Quantico, near Washington, DC, to test systems for deployment in Afghanistan by 
mid-2010.  

Another idea, already being tried out at Camp Victory, the main American base in Baghdad, is to convert 
rubbish into electricity. A battalion of about 500 men typically produces about a tonne of waste every day. 
A machine called the Tactical Garbage to Energy Refinery (TGER), heats solid waste to produce syngas 
(synthetic gas, a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen), ferments food slops to produce alcohol, and 
chemically processes the two to make biodiesel that powers a generator. TGER produces as much as 64 
kilowatts of power—enough to run the command post of a battalion. 

Such measures should reduce the amount of fuel needed to produce electricity. Much of the Pentagon’s 
fuel goes to the air force, however, and reducing the consumption of jet fuel is much more difficult. The 
air force is working to certify all its aircraft to use synthetic fuels made from gas derived from coal or 
biomass, using the Fischer-Tropsch method used by Germany during the second world war. By 2016 the 
air force seeks to use a 50:50 blend of synthetic and ordinary jet fuel for half of its aviation requirements 
within America. But the shift towards synthetic fuel has provoked criticism, because when such fuel is 
made from coal and then burned in an aircraft engine, more greenhouse gases are emitted overall than 
would be produced if the aircraft simply burned conventional fuel derived from oil. Nor does it help reduce 
demand in war zones. 

The American navy, for its part, is placing its faith in biofuels. It has tested a biofuel made from the 
camelina plant in its F-18 Hornet jet. Next it will test biofuels in ship turbines. It is also installing stern 
flaps on its amphibious vehicles that can reduce fuel use by 2-3%, and developing better coatings to 
prevent the growth of algae and barnacles on hulls that cause drag and increase fuel consumption. 

In October the USS Makin Island, an amphibious assault ship, was the first of 12 hybrid-powered ships to 
take to the water. It saved nearly $2m in fuel costs on its maiden voyage alone. At slow speeds, it runs 
only on an electric motor powered by the ship’s auxiliary turbine. At higher speeds, the main turbine takes 
over. This is a step on the way to the navy’s ambition to develop all-electric ships. When fully dedicated to 
missile defence, some ships already devote 40% of their power to electrical systems, says Rear-Admiral 
Philip Cullom, in charge of the navy’s fleet readiness. “With an all-electric ship it will be a bit like ‘Star 
Trek’, in which the captain can order power to be moved to the weapons or to the engines,” he says. 

For the foreseeable future, clean technology will flow mainly from the commercial to the military sector. 
But over time, new technologies, such as “blended wing” aircraft and new composite materials, may come 
out of military-funded laboratories. At the very least, the armed forces could act as crucial early adopters 
for costly new green technologies. 

They are also promoting one important conceptual change: the pricing of fossil fuel. Liquid fuel ordinarily 
sells for $2-3 a gallon, but by the time it reaches a war zone the cost is much higher: about $15 for 
delivery to a big FOB in Afghanistan and as much as $400 to an outpost that, say, has to be resupplied by 
helicopter. This “fully burdened” cost of fuel is seeping into the calculations of military planners. It tries to 
capture the cost of military logistics, rather than environmental impact. But if military leaders are ready to 
put a more realistic price on fuel, perhaps other Americans will follow suit.  
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Glue bones 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Biomedicine: An adhesive secreted by a marine worm inspires a promising new treatment for compound 
fractures of human bones 
 

 
TORN flesh is easy to put back together with stitches, but when bone breaks, repairs are nowhere near as simple. 
Bones with fractures that run in a straight line can often be placed back in their proper alignment and set in a cast to 
heal. Compound fractures, however—those that involve bones shattered into fragments—pose more of a challenge. 
Large fragments can, with the aid of metal screws and pins, be reattached and set in place for healing. Small 
fragments cannot be treated in the same way, as they are often too tiny to be connected with metal hardware. 
Medics have long sought a glue to do this work, and now Russell Stewart of the University of Utah may have found 
one in the secretions of a marine worm. 

The sandcastle worm, as the creature is known, lives in a mineral shell. It does not, however, secrete this shell 
directly in the way that, for example, a mollusc does. Instead it secretes a glue and uses this to stick bits of sand 
together to form its casing. The glue does not dissolve in water. Indeed, it is able to displace water and thus adhere 
to surfaces even underwater. And it solidifies soon after being secreted. It, or something like it, therefore sounds 
ideal for repairing bones. 

Dr Stewart and his team began by analysing sandcastle-worm glue to see how it works. What they found was a 
mixture of proteins, some positively charged and some negatively charged, and a lot of calcium and magnesium 
ions. The combination produces a material that can, when circumstances are right, bind the protein molecules so 
tightly together that any water molecules between them are expelled. The trigger for this to happen is a change in 
acidity. The gland in which the glue is generated is mildly acidic. In these circumstances the glue remains liquid. 
Seawater, however, is alkaline. This alkalinity causes the glue to set. It solidifies into a foam within 30 seconds and 
becomes a flexible, leathery substance over the course of several hours.  

Having understood how the sandcastle worm performs its trick, Dr Stewart was in a position to replicate it. Instead 
of proteins, he and his team used two synthetic polymers. These, however, had the same crucial chemical groups as 
their natural counterparts and similar electric charges. The result, as the team reported to a recent meeting of the 
American Chemical Society, was a substance even better, from a medical point of view, than the natural glue. Not 
only did it solidify in response to changes in acidity, it also did so in response to changes in temperature, being liquid 
at room temperature and solid at body temperature.  

The resulting glue not only sticks bits of bone together in watery environments, but also does so with twice the 
strength of the glue used by the worm. And, although it is still early days, preliminary tests suggest it is both non-
toxic and biodegradable. If further testing confirms this, it means that, as the broken bone heals, the glue will 
disappear naturally. Compound fractures will thus heal more easily.  
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Electrical potential 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Biomimetics: The electric eel’s ability to generate powerful shocks has inspired the 
development of a new type of battery 

IN DECEMBER 2007 a Japanese aquarium hooked up the lights on a 
Christmas tree to a tank containing an electric eel. Metal plates at 
the ends of the tank enabled the eel to power the bulbs. It was 
certainly effective as a publicity stunt. Now some researchers in 
America have developed a battery that produces electricity in a 
similar way. 

Many creatures use differences in the concentration of ions 
(electrically charged atoms) within the body to do work. Human 
brains, for example, rely on electrical impulses to release calcium 
ions that bind to neurotransmitters that, in turn, communicate with 
the rest of the nervous system. The mechanism that allows 
Electrophorus electricus to produce a shock as strong as a wall 
socket employs differences in the concentration of sodium ions in 
some 6,000 specialised cells called electrocytes. These cells are 
normally electrically isolated from one another. When the eel 
locates its prey, it opens a series of cellular gates through which 
the ions flow. This movement of charged ions, when the eel is in a conductive solution like water, creates 
an electric current. 

David LaVan of the National Institute of Standards and Technology in Maryland and his colleagues wanted 
to study the operation of living cell membranes and their proteins. They began by experimenting on 
artificial “protocells”. These, like real cells, were surrounded by membranes made of fatty molecules. 
Proteins “floating” in the membranes would let only certain ions pass. The researchers realised that they 
might be able to copy the eel’s electricity-generation mechanism.  

The team fused two protocells together, so that they shared part of their respective membranes. They 
then added a dilute concentration of potassium chloride to one protocell and a more concentrated solution 
to the other. The difference in concentrations of potassium and chloride ions would normally cause ions to 
move from the less concentrated protocell to the more concentrated one. In this case, however, the 
membrane between the protocells was too thick to permit much movement.  

Next, Dr LaVan and his colleagues installed a protein called alpha-hemolysin into the protocell membrane. 
This functioned as a selective bridge, permitting the passage of positively charged sodium ions, but not 
negatively charged chloride ions. As the selected ions moved in one direction, electrons (which are 
negatively charged) flowed in the opposite direction. To make use of this electrical current, the team 
connected tiny electrodes to the protocells.  

They report, in Advanced Materials, that they were able to sustain a usable current. Dr LaVan reckons that 
two of his protocells, measuring several centimetres across, could run a digital music-player for about 10 
hours. A novel Christmas present, perhaps? 
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Making ink bulletproof 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Ink: Basic ink compositions have remained unchanged for millennia, but some companies think 
there is still room for improvement 
 

 
HAVING recognised the fallibility of human memory, people have been keeping records written with ink for 
over four millennia. Thanks to the durability of those early inks, the thoughts of our ancestors have been 
preserved. Indeed, civilisation itself could be said to depend on the persistence of the written word. 

Early inkmakers mixed fine black soot with resin and water. Water suspended the soot, keeping the ink 
runny enough to write with. Once the water evaporated, the resin made the carbon particles stick to paper 
or papyrus. Today this is called pigment ink, and it remains in use in pens and inkjet printers. Another 
ancient way to make ink is to use dyes, in which the colour is dissolved rather than suspended in its 
solvent. The existence of two such venerable yet reliable technologies, however, has not prevented a 
numb 

er of companies from trying to make better inks. 

When Newell Rubbermaid, an office- and home-supplies company based in Atlanta, began marketing one 
of its Uniball pens with a gel-based pigment ink as “fraud resistant” in 2005, it was not expecting a higher 
than normal level of demand. But thanks to the ink’s durability compared with dye-based inks and smooth 
writing due to the gel’s low viscosity, sales grew by around 25% a year. Other penmakers followed suit 
with similar gel inks. 

This ink’s durability and fraud resistance arise because the pigment particles are so small that they lodge 
between the fibres near the surface of the paper, making them impossible to remove without visible 
damage to the page, says Leighton Davies-Smith, vice-president of research and development at Newell 
Rubbermaid. Applying solvents like water, acetone or bleach will dissolve most dye-based pen inks, but 
will not remove the pigment particles. And when it comes to writing cheques or doctors’ prescriptions, an 
ink’s ability to resist attack is important.  

Durability also turns out to have uses in more mundane situations. Nils Miller, a senior “ink and media” 
scientist at HP, is all too well aware of the irritation caused by the blurring of inkjet ink by highlighter 
pens. Some of the technology giant’s inks have been modified following discussions with highlighter 
manufacturers to ensure that one firm’s ink chemistry does not disagree with the other’s. 

The company with the reputation for the most “bulletproof” of inks, however, is Noodler’s Ink, a small 
American firm. The permanence of its inks relies in part on dyes that react with the surface of the paper’s 
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cellulose fibres. Once written, they resist a variety of solvents known to be used by forgers, as well as 
more mundane solvents like water. The firm’s founder, Nathan Tardif, recounts stories of new customers 
who had handwritten documents rinsed clean in natural disasters, leaving behind sheets of paper covered 
with illegible, watery ghosts of their original written contents. He also argues that most industrially 
manufactured modern inks are too weak in both their colour saturation and durability. 

The reputation of Noodler’s inks recently caught the eye of Nicholas Masluk, a graduate student at Yale 
University’s physics department. Mr Masluk, who has been tinkering with lasers since his high school days, 
thought he could make Noodler’s ink disappear without harming the paper underneath. He found that 
many of Noodler’s inks, as well as other fraud-resistant inks, could be removed with diligent use of a laser 
that he built for a few hundred dollars using parts bought on eBay. Although these inks can resist chemical 
attack, they can be blasted away by the infra-red output from a laser. Ink removal thus becomes a matter 
of careful aim and delivery of very short, high-energy bursts. 

Mr Masluk contacted Mr Tardif with his discovery, and the two went on to test a variety of inks to see how 
well they could withstand laser attack. The most resistant of Mr Tardif’s inks was a popular and 
particularly vivid one called Baystate Blue. But it was not as chemically resilient as others, since many of 
Mr Tardif’s customers had expressed a need for this particular ink to be removable with bleach in case a 
fountain pen leaked while in a shirt pocket. 

Noodler’s has since developed a new series of inks resistant to both chemical and laser attack, the most 
durable of which is called, somewhat eccentrically, Bad Belted Kingfisher. Although it seems unlikely that 
one of his customers would become the target of such high-tech forgery, Mr Tardif wants to maintain his 
bulletproof reputation and feels compelled to create new inks that can withstand all known attacks. 

History holds a lesson for innovators of ink. Iron-gall inks displaced carbon inks because they were less 
prone to smudging, but they turned out to be corrosive over time. Leonardo da Vinci and Johann 
Sebastian Bach used iron-gall inks, and their creations have suffered as a result. Ink technologists must 
hope their novel creations do not inadvertently destroy what they seek to preserve.  
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Who pays for the pipes? 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Telecommunications: If broadband providers are reluctant to lay expensive optical fibres, 
consumers can sometimes pay for it themselves 

TELEPHONE and cable companies make their money by investing in communications infrastructure and 
then charging people to use it. Having invested, however, they are often reluctant to upgrade their kit. 
Replacing copper wires with fibre-optic cables, for example, is hugely expensive, and many firms in 
Europe have been dragging their heels. Now an alternative has been proposed: why not ask communities 
and individuals to pay for installation themselves? 

The idea that homeowners might be willing to pay a few thousand dollars for a cable sounds implausible. 
But it could be a worthwhile investment. As well as providing a high-speed broadband link, it would 
increase the home’s value. A survey conducted earlier this year by RVA, an American market-research 
firm, on behalf of an American telecoms-industry body, found that among respondents who did not 
currently have a fibre connection, 69% viewed high-speed service as an important factor when buying a 
new home. 

Another attraction would be that if you paid for your own fibre, you might then be able to choose between 
several service providers. This is more likely to attract American technophiles than European ones, 
however, because there is already greater competition between service providers in Europe. 

The Finnish government plans to offer a tax rebate next year to those people who pay for their own fibre 
installation. Individual homeowners will be allowed to form co-operatives to take control of their own lines. 
Such financial inducements could help shift some of the upfront costs away from telecoms operators and 
so lead to a faster deployment of high-speed networks than has happened so far.  

A paper written in 2008 by Tim Wu of the New America Foundation, a think-tank, and Derek Slater, a 
policy analyst at Google, proposed a “condominium” model for fibre ownership under which private 
individuals would own their own fibre links, but the trunk network passing through their neighbourhood 
would be collectively owned. Collective ownership is a feature of several user-owned schemes in North 
America. Scandinavia also has a history of small, co-operatively-owned firms deploying essential services, 
including telephony, in rural locations. The idea could work for fibre, too. 

Many telecoms operators are reluctant to extend fibre links all the way into customers’ homes (“fibre to 
the home”) and instead prefer the cheaper option of running fibre into each neighbourhood (“fibre to the 
node”) and then using existing copper wires for the final connection into the home. They argue that this 
lets them boost connection speeds for all their customers more quickly and efficiently. 

Another argument against allowing individuals to pay for their own fibre links is that it might exacerbate 
existing inequalities of access to high-speed broadband. But even if it were embraced by only a minority of
users, the idea of paying for your own fibre could give high-speed deployment a helpful nudge forward.  
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A question of character 
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Mobile phones: Typing text into a mobile phone is fiddly enough in English. How do handsets 
and their users manage in other languages? 
 

 
SENDING a text message is often the most time-consuming and expensive way to transfer data. Yet it 
remains popular not only in countries that use Latin-based languages, such as America, Britain and most 
of Europe, but also in China, Japan and most of Asia, where written languages often have much larger 
alphabets. Letting people send messages in these languages involves transliterating the text or, in some 
cases, developing new ways of reading what has been written. 

Historically, the 26 letters of the Latin alphabet have been assigned to eight of the 12 buttons on a typical 
mobile-phone keypad, making it straightforward to compose text. Multiple letters are assigned to each key 
(the “2” key is also “ABC”, for example), and tapping repeatedly on a key switches between its 
corresponding letters until the desired character is chosen. Predictive-text software can also translate 
strings of numbers into common words. 

But the written languages of many Asian countries are composed of so many characters that this multi-tap 
approach will not work. Chinese dialects, for example, contain between 9,500 and 22,000 characters. One 
shortcut is to use pinyin, a phonetic system used to transliterate Chinese words into the Latin alphabet. A 
person sending a text message begins by inputting the pinyin transliteration of a Chinese character, based 
on its pronunciation, which typically involves entering a few Latin letters using multi-tap. This throws up a 
list of Chinese characters that share the same pinyin transliteration. The user then chooses the desired 
character from the list. This method is a popular one for sending text messages in Chinese, but it 
produces simplified rather than traditional Chinese characters. 

A second shortcut that works for both traditional Chinese characters and their simplified counterparts 
reduces the written language to its physical components. Each Chinese character is composed of a 
number of strokes. The method offers five types: horizontal, vertical, a stroke down to the left, a bent 
stroke and a dot or stroke down to the right. Each stroke is mapped onto a single key. People can 
compose individual characters relatively easily by building them up a stroke at a time. This method is 
widely used in mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. As in the West, predictive software can help speed 
things up by identifying characters or even entire phrases from the user’s initial input and the context of 
the subject matter.  

In Japan several different alphabets are used depending on the context. For sending text messages, 
people use kana, the Japanese phonetic alphabet, which has just 46 characters that can be mapped fairly 
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easily to the 12 keys on a mobile phone handset. Kana is, itself, composed of two alphabets called 
hiragana and katakana. Then there is kanji, which has some 7,000 characters. If someone wants to send 
a message in kanji, he works first in hiragana or katakana. Tapping in the kana word produces a list of 
kanji characters from which the user can then pick the most appropriate. 

What of other languages that have more characters than Latin-based ones, but fewer than Chinese or 
Japanese? Tamil, for example, has more than 200 characters, each of which represents a syllable. When 
transliterated into English, many of these syllables look alike. But by grouping them by sound rather than 
appearance, the number of characters can be reduced to about 50 of the most common, enough to write 
messages when mapped to a small number of keys. 

The advent of mobile phones with touch-screens opens the way to new, simpler forms of text entry. One 
approach is to allow users to draw Chinese characters with a finger or a stylus. The handset then 
recognises the shape and offers a list of characters to choose from. As wealthier Chinese are discovering, 
this is much quicker than multi-tap entry. Because touch-screen phones are more expensive than ordinary 
handsets, however, they are used by only a small proportion of users so far. “But the input method is 
much more efficient with touch-screen and stylus,” says Horace Luke of HTC, a Taiwanese handset 
manufacturer. 

The history of the mobile phone shows, however, that something that is a luxury feature today (a colour 
screen, a camera) is likely to be widespread tomorrow. “With a touch screen, what you write is what you 
see,” says Wang Kongqiao, a research manager in Beijing for Nokia, the world’s largest handset-maker. 
Like other manufacturers, Nokia makes handsets with language-specific keypads for many countries. 
Touch-screens may eventually render this approach obsolete. But the various cunning tricks devised to 
enable text entry in different languages will be needed for some years yet.  
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Better ways to collaborate 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Software: E-mail has severe limitations as an online collaboration tool, but it has the benefit of 
ubiquity. Might it be displaced by something new? 

MOST people would agree that computer technology can play a valuable role in 
helping workers collaborate. Yet they would probably also agree that e-mail, the 
most widely used example of such collaborative technology, is less than ideally 
suited to the task. Based on protocols that were created long before the internet 
took its current form, e-mail continues to thrive for two reasons. It is ubiquitous: 
your e-mail address, being unique, functions as the internet equivalent of your 
name, postal address and passport, since it is commonly used to sign into 
websites. And it is a classic example of a “good enough” tool. It allows people to 
send messages to individuals or groups, to hold online discussions and to 
exchange documents and other files. 

But an e-mail discussion between more than a few people can quickly fill the 
participants’ in-boxes with a deluge of messages, making the argument hard to 
follow. Collaborating on a document via e-mail can also be problematic, as 
different versions start to circulate which must then be reconciled. “The 
dominant mode these days is still to put attachments on e-mails and send them 
around, and really, nobody is happy with that,” says Andrew McAfee, an expert 
on collaboration at Harvard University’s Berkman Centre for Internet & Society 
and the author of “Enterprise 2.0”, a book on the subject. 

Yet despite recurrent complaints that “e-mail is broken”, little seems to change. 
Other collaboration tools have popped up in recent years—including instant 
messaging, blogs, wikis (web pages that users can edit), social networks such as Facebook and MySpace, 
web-based applications and micro-blogging services like Twitter—but none has managed to dethrone e-
mail. Indeed, many of these services rely on e-mail as an underlying signalling mechanism. When 
someone posts a comment on your blog, sends you a message on Facebook or starts following you on 
Twitter, how do hear about it? You get an automated e-mail. Accordingly, people commonly use a 
combination of various messaging and collaboration tools, each with their own strengths and weaknesses, 
in both their personal and business lives. 

Awkward though this is, e-mail’s rigid protocols make it hard to innovate in the in-box. What if e-mail 
could be given a makeover? That was the question Lars Rasmussen and his brother Jens, two engineers at 
Google, asked themselves in 2004. Their answer, called Google Wave, was unveiled in May 2009 and is 
now being tested by thousands of users worldwide. It lets people collaborate in shared discussions, or 
“waves”, which can encompass many forms of interaction: messaging, notes, comments, collaboration on 
shared documents and so on. Users can move a slider to “replay” a wave, to see how it reached its 
current form. 

Impressive though this is, can Wave really hope to challenge the supremacy of e-mail? Lars Rasmussen 
thinks it can, by imitating one of e-mail’s strengths and avoiding one of its weaknesses. “We think e-mail 
is so successful because it’s open,” he says. The protocols used to encode and transfer e-mail messages 
are simple and are not owned by anyone. Wave also has an open architecture that allows other companies 
to incorporate new things into waves, such as voice-over-internet calling, Twitter feeds, photo albums and 
so forth. Google hopes that this openness will encourage the wide adoption of the Wave protocols, while 
also ensuring that the Wave platform does not become fossilised and unable to move with the times, as 
happened to e-mail. 

Although the fledgling platform has some speed and stability problems, and its application programming 
interface (the means by which other bits of software plug into it) is not yet complete, collaboration experts 
are excited. Two big software companies, SAP and Novell, are already building add-ons for Wave. SAP’s 
tool, called Gravity, lets users design business processes in Wave, while Novell’s Pulse, a stand-alone 
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product that will be released in 2010, will add security features, an improved chat function and live editing 
of Microsoft Office documents. 

Wave’s creators see e-mail as their main opposition. But might they face a challenge from an altogether 
different quarter? The rise of web-mail, instant messaging and web-based applications within companies 
are all examples of the broader trend of “consumerisation” of technology. From mapping sites to social 
networks, web-based software evolves much faster than desktop software, which often looks old-
fashioned by comparison. “Knowledge workers can look outside the corporate firewall, and realise that 
everything out there is better, faster and makes them happier,” says Dr McAfee. 

One consumer website in particular has already cracked the problem of building easy-to-use collaboration 
tools with mass appeal. Facebook, now the world’s largest social-networking site, allows over 300m users 
to chat, send messages, post comments, share links, photos and videos, play games, and form groups 
around shared interests or projects—most of the things that collaboration tools are expected to be able to 
do, in short. Furthermore it is free, and simple enough that users need no training. Like Wave, Facebook 
is also open to outside developers. 

Facebook’s original users, college students, have graduated but still use the site, drawing in their peers in 
the process: the average Facebook user is now over 30 and a member of the workforce. So adding 
business-collaboration tools to Facebook would make sense. (Dustin Moskovitz, one of Facebook’s co-
founders, has just raised funding for a new business-collaboration start-up called Asana.) Some bosses 
regard social networking as the epitome of online time-wasting. But Facebook, or Wave, or something 
very like them, could be the future of work.  
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And the winners were... 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Innovation awards: Our annual prizes recognise successful innovators in eight categories. Here 
are this year’s winners 
 

 
THIS newspaper was established in 1843 to take part in “a severe contest between intelligence, which 
presses forward, and an unworthy, timid ignorance obstructing our progress”. One of the chief ways in 
which intelligence presses forward is through innovation, which is now recognised as one of the most 
important contributors to economic growth. Innovation, in turn, depends on the creative individuals who 
dream up new ideas and turn them into reality. 

The Economist recognises these talented people through its annual Innovation Awards, presented in eight 
fields: bioscience, computing and telecommunications, energy and the environment, social and economic 
innovation, business-process innovation, consumer products, a flexible “no boundaries” category, and the 
corporate use of innovation. The awards were presented at a ceremony in London on October 29th. And 
the winners were: • Bioscience: Craig Venter, chief executive of Synthetic Genomics, for his 
contributions to genomics. Dr Venter pioneered the use of expressed sequence tags as a new way to 
identify human genes, and went on to lead the private initiative to sequence the human genome, 
completed in 2000. He is now working in the field of synthetic biology, developing modified micro-
organisms with the scope to produce clean fuels, among other things. • Business Process: Ratan Tata, 
chairman of the Tata Group, for pioneering the globalisation of corporate India. In 1991 Mr Tata 
assumed the reins of his family-run company. He has since been the architect of a series of bold foreign 
acquisitions and is the man behind the world’s cheapest car, the Tata Nano, which costs $2,200. • 
Computing and Telecommunications: Raymond Kurzweil, founder of Kurzweil Technologies, for his work 
in artificial intelligence. Mr Kurzweil led the development of the first omni-font character-recognition 
system, the first text-to-speech reading machine and the first commercial speech-recognition system. • 
Consumer Products and Services: Steve Sasson of Eastman Kodak for inventing the digital camera. Mr 
Sasson built the world’s first digital camera in 1975. It had a resolution of 0.01 megapixels and stored 
images on tape. Digital cameras have since revolutionised photography. • Energy and the Environment: 
Richard Swanson, president and chief technology officer of SunPower, for his contributions to solar-cell 
technology. In 1985 Dr Swanson founded SunPower Corporation to commercialise the solar-cell 
technology he developed while he was a professor of electrical engineering at Stanford University. His 
design made solar cells thinner, more efficient and cheaper. • No Boundaries: Mark Zuckerberg, chief 
executive of Facebook, for popularising social networking. In 2004 Mark Zuckerberg started Facebook, a 
social-networking site, from his dorm room at Harvard University. Initially available only to Harvard 
students, it is now a global phenomenon with over 300m active users. • Social and Economic Innovation: 
Mikkel Vestergaard Frandsen, chief executive of Vestergaard Frandsen, for developing low-cost 
health devices for the poor. Mr Vestergaard Frandsen reoriented his family firm from making uniforms to 
developing products to address the developing world’s greatest health problems. They include PermaNet 
mosquito nets, ZeroFly insecticide-treated plastic sheeting and the LifeStraw, a portable water-purification 
device. • Corporate Use of Innovation: Reckitt Benckiser, in recognition of its innovative and 
entrepreneurial corporate culture. Reckitt Benckiser is one of the world’s biggest makers of household 
cleaning products. It has maintained strong sales and profit growth, despite the recession, because of its 
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diverse, dynamic and innovative culture. 

 
And thank you… 

We extend our congratulations to the winners, and our thanks to the judges: Robin Bew, editorial director, 
Economist Intelligence Unit; Matthew Bishop, American business editor, The Economist; Sir Andrew Cahn, 
chief executive, UK Trade & Investment; Marvin Caruthers, professor of chemistry and biochemistry, 
University of Colorado; Hermes Chan, president and chief executive, MedMira; Martin Cooper, chairman 
and chief executive, ArrayComm; George Craford, chief technology officer, Philips Lumileds; Hernando de 
Soto, chairman, Institute for Liberty and Democracy; Rodney Ferguson, managing director, Panorama 
Capital; Janus Friis, co-founder, Atomico; Lisa Gansky, co-founder, Ofoto; François Grey, visiting professor 
of physics, Tsinghua University; Vic Hayes, former chair, IEEE 802.11 working group; Mo Ibrahim, 
founder, Celtel; Paul Jackson, principal analyst, Forrester Research; Mike Lazaridis, president and co-chief 
executive, Research in Motion; Matti Makkonen, co-developer, short message service (SMS); Yoichiro 
Matsumoto, professor and dean of engineering, University of Tokyo; Edward McBride, business editor, The 
Economist; Louis Monier, founder, AltaVista; Andrew Odlyzko, professor of mathematics, University of 
Minnesota; Andrea Pfeifer, chief executive, AC Immune; Sam Pitroda, chairman, National Knowledge 
Commission, India; C.K. Prahalad, professor of corporate strategy, University of Michigan business school; 
Navi Radjou, executive director, Centre for India & Global Business, Judge Business School; Rinaldo 
Rinolfi, executive vice-president, Fiat Research; Paul Saffo, technology forecaster; Jerry Simmons, 
director, solid-state lighting research centre, Sandia National Laboratories; Tom Standage, business affairs 
editor, The Economist (chairman); Vijay Vaitheeswaran, health-care correspondent, The Economist; Jeff 
Weedman, vice-president of external business development, Procter & Gamble. The judging process was 
managed by John Eckhouse of Modern Media.  
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Rational consumer  
 
Powering the drive 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Motoring: Manufacturers of electric cars, and prospective buyers, will have to find ways to deal 
with “range anxiety” for the next few years 
 

 
OVER the next three years most of the big carmakers, along with several newcomers, are planning to 
launch dozens of all-electric vehicles—in other words, cars that are entirely battery powered. Unlike hybrid 
cars, which are powered by a combination of an electric motor and a petrol engine, they will not be able to 
fall back on fossil fuels when the battery runs low. Accordingly, potential customers are expected to suffer 
from what the industry has come to call “range anxiety”. 

This is no idle malady, as test-driving some of the first electric cars and prototypes reveals. Motorists have 
become used to getting into an ordinary car in confident expectation of being able to drive hundreds of 
miles on a full tank—and, with an occasional glance at the fuel gauge, finding a filling station when the 
fuel runs low. By contrast, the gauge showing the remaining power left in the battery of an electric car 
demands almost constant attention.  

Small electric cars, designed for use in cities, can typically travel some 100km (62 miles) on a full charge. 
But the range of an electric car depends on how it is driven, as well as its battery capacity. If you zoom 
along fast roads or go up a lot of hills, the battery depletes more rapidly. Switching on the lights, the 
heating and the wipers also takes its toll, as does carrying passengers. Drivers are not used to taking 
account of such things before setting out on a journey. But with an electric car you need to. If there is 
only, say, a 25% charge left in the battery, nipping out with the family to a cinema about 15km away on a 
rainy night might leave you stranded. A trudge to a filling station will not help, nor might roadside 
assistance. When an electric car runs out of juice you need a power socket—and the car needs to be 
plugged in for several hours to get a good top-up.  

Despite range anxiety, electric cars do have a lot to offer. Most are quick off the mark, thanks to the 
ability of an electric motor to deliver torque almost instantly. This means they do not need a gearbox, 
making both driving and maintenance simpler. But in most respects, electric cars drive and handle much 
like ordinary cars. With less machinery to go wrong, they should be cheaper to service. They should be 
cheaper to run, too: the cost per mile for electricity is much lower than for fossil fuels. But real cost-of-
ownership calculations will not be possible until more electric cars arrive in showrooms displaying their 
sticker prices. The cost of batteries will make electric cars more expensive than petrol ones, although the 
batteries may be sold or leased separately. 

 
It’s not your volt 

To cope with range anxiety, prospective buyers need to be sure about two things when selecting a 
particular model: how it will be used and how it will be recharged. There will be a wide spectrum of 
alternatives. A small car, like the forthcoming Smart Fortwo Ed, is tiny enough to slip into the smallest 
parking places, nippy in town (it takes 6.5 seconds to reach a speed of 60kph, or 37mph) and capable of 
coping with a daily commuter round-trip of 70-80km. Alternatively, the Tesla roadster, with a top speed of 
200kph, would leave it in the dust and keep going for another 300km or so after the Smart’s battery was 
flat. But the Tesla costs about $100,000, compared with around $20,000 for the Smart. The Mitsubishi i 
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MiEV is a capable small car, and it has four seats. The MINI E has a range of around 160km, but its rear 
seats are taken up with batteries so it is only a two-seater. And Renault, which is making the biggest push 
into electric vehicles, is planning to launch a scooter-type car called the Twizy (in which a single passenger 
sits behind the driver like on a motorcycle), a midsized family car called the Fluence and the sportier Zoe. 

Having found an electric car with the appropriate range, performance and number of seats, buyers must 
then consider how it will be charged—something that may only be practical on a private driveway or in a 
garage. BMW is restricting the field trial of its MINI E to drivers with off-street parking, and is fitting 
special high-power 240-volt fast-charging stations as part of the deal. Using a dedicated high-current 
electric circuit, like those installed for electric ovens, these can recharge the MINI E in 4.5 hours. (With an 
ordinary mains socket, by contrast, recharging could take all day.) For cars with smaller battery packs, 
like the Smart, overnight recharging from a conventional socket is possible. 

Being able to plug in once you get to work makes things easier, too. Some streets and buildings are being 
fitted with recharging stations, but such infrastructure will take time to appear. Renault is particularly 
keen to promote fast-charging stations, along with exchange centres on motorways where depleted 
batteries can be quickly swapped for another one during long journeys. (This approach is being 
championed by Better Place, a start-up which has developed robots to handle the battery-swapping 
process.) Meanwhile the tinkerers are already at work: some are planning to build small, petrol-powered 
generators which can be towed behind battery-only cars on long trips. 

More standards would help. At this stage there is little standardisation between manufacturers when it 
comes to battery packs. Sockets also vary, although standards are emerging in America and Europe. In 
both cases the sockets will allow fast-charging and will include a communications interface so an electric 
car can, for instance, identify itself for billing purposes when plugged into a public recharging spot. Only 
when such spots are commonplace will range anxiety finally subside.  
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New displays for e-readers  
 
Read all about it 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Display technology: Readers of electronic books must choose between long battery life or 
vibrant, living colour. Could they have both? 

THE sudden surge in the popularity of e-readers—slate-like devices, 
such as Amazon’s Kindle, on which electronic books can be read—has 
been one of the big surprises of 2009. Recessions are often a good 
time to launch new products, as old certainties are questioned and 
consumer tastes shift. The iPod made its debut in 2001 in the depths 
of America’s recession, and e-readers may prove to be a similar 
success story this time. But today’s e-readers, like that first iPod, are 
technologically quite simple. Most of them have a monochromatic 
screen to display text and black-and-white pictures, and none can 
handle video. 

Even so, around 5m e-readers will be sold worldwide in 2009, 
according to iSuppli, a market-research firm, and a further 12m in 
2010. The Kindle is by far the most popular e-reader, but there are 
many others. Sony has offered a range of e-readers for years, and 
has recently introduced several new models. Barnes & Noble, a 
bookstore chain, unveiled its own reader, the Nook, in October. 
Plastic Logic will unveil its QUE proReader in January at the annual 
Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, which is likely to be a 
coming-out party of sorts for this new product category. Many other 
firms, including makers of laptops and flat-panel displays, are also 
entering the market. Apple may well upstage all of them by 
announcing its own tablet-like device in January. 

Over 90% of existing e-readers use a display technology called E Ink, made by a firm of the same name 
that was spun out of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1997. E Ink is based upon tiny capsules 
filled with positively charged white particles and negatively charged black ones, suspended in a clear 
liquid. Transparent electrodes above and below the layer of microcapsules create electric fields that, 
depending on their polarity, push either the black or the white particles to the surface in a particular 
region of the display. 

This “electrophoretic” technology has several advantages, says Steve Haber, president of Sony’s digital 
reading division. It is easy on the eye, does not need to be back-lit, can be read easily in bright sunlight, 
and requires very little battery power. (The image on the display remains in place, even when no power is 
applied, and energy is only expended when changing it.) There is clearly room for improvement, however. 
E Ink displays are relatively slow to update, which can irritate readers as they turn their digital pages. 
They cannot display colour images or video, unlike the liquid-crystal display (LCD) technology used in 
mobile phones and laptops. But LCDs are much more battery-hungry and are not so easy on the eye when 
reading for long periods. Another approach, organic light-emitting diode (OLED) technology, shows 
promise but is expensive and difficult to scale up. 

The ideal e-reader display, says Mr Haber, would combine excellent 
battery life, a paper-like reading experience, full colour and a response-
time fast enough to support video—while also being affordable. Alas, 
such a technology is not yet available on the market. Some firms are 
responding by launching e-readers based on LCD technology. Apple’s 
device is expected to use LCD, and Asus, a maker of small laptops, has 
developed an LCD-based e-reader. The Nook cleverly splits the 
difference: it has an E Ink screen to display text, and a smaller LCD 
touch-screen below it for navigation, which switches off when not in use 
to save energy. 
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E Ink and a handful of rivals, including SiPix and Bridgestone, are 
developing colour electrophoretic displays. This involves adding a layer 
of coloured filters above the black-and-white capsules, so that they can 
change colour. The difficulty lies in making the filters and their control 
systems small enough, and ensuring that the filters, which cut down on 
the light reflected by the capsules, do not make the resulting image look 
too dull. Sri Peruvemba, vice-president of E Ink, says the firm hopes to 
have solved these difficulties by the end of 2010. But video remains a 
problem. It currently takes about half a second to change the page on a 
Kindle. Getting an E Ink display to show video is theoretically possible, 
says Mr Peruvemba, but would involve changing the chemistry of the 
display. 

So it will probably be some years before electrophoretic displays are 
capable of displaying video. Meanwhile, several emerging technologies 
are waiting in the wings to challenge the dominance of the 
electrophoretic approach.  

Qualcomm, a maker of wireless chips used in mobile phones, has 
developed a display technology called mirasol that could prove to be ideally suited to e-readers. A mirasol 
display reflects ambient light like an E Ink display, but instead of being made of liquid-filled capsules it 
consists of tiny cavities between two layers of mirrors. The top layer of mirrors is designed to allow a 
small amount of ambient light to pass through it. The light then bounces off the bottom mirror, and then 
bounces again off the underside of the top mirror. As the light bounces back and forth, appropriate 
spacing of the mirrors amplifies a particular colour (wavelength) of light, while cancelling out others. A 
tiny electromechanical switch under the bottom mirror can also lift it up, adjusting the spacing and 
preventing it from reflecting any light at all. 

Cavities with mirrors spaced specifically to amplify red, blue and 
green light are grouped in bunches of three, each of which 
corresponds to a single dot, or pixel, on the display. By adjusting 
the mirrors under each cavity, these pixels can be made to produce 
different colours. The mirrors can be switched fast enough to 
produce a range of colours, and to display video. The technology is 
already available in the form of small screens for use in mobile 
phones and satellite-navigation devices. These displays sip power, 
drawing just one milliwatt in a static state and 30 milliwatts when 
showing video. A comparably sized LCD would draw 240-700 
milliwatts of power, depending on the image displayed. Jim Cathey 
of Qualcomm says e-reader screens based on mirasol will go into 
production in 2010. 

Another micro-electro-mechanical display comes from a start-up called Pixtronix. Instead of reflecting 
ambient light, its PerfectLight technology uses tiny shutters that open and close quickly to allow through 
light from a backlight composed of red, blue and green light-emitting diodes. LCD displays also use 
shutters, in effect, consisting of liquid-crystal elements whose polarisation can be changed to block light or 
let it pass. The trouble is that liquid-crystal shutters absorb over 90% of the light passing through them, 
even when they are open. PerfectLight’s technology allows as much as 60% of the light through. And its 
shutters can switch fast enough (up to 1,000 times per second) for video. 

While Qualcomm and Pixtronix are busy building tiny pixels that move, Philips has spun out a company 
called Liquavista that takes a much simpler approach. The pixels in Liquavista’s displays consist of an 
insulating layer, an electrode, water and coloured oil. These layers are sandwiched between two sheets of 
glass or plastic. When no voltage is applied, the oil spreads out to cover the pixel, which is 200 microns on 
a side. This happens because the insulating layer is hydrophobic, meaning it tends to repel water. With 
the water pushed away, there is room for the oil to spread out. But when a voltage is applied the 
insulating layer instead attracts the water—a technique called electrowetting. This squeezes the coloured 
oil into a tiny droplet in the corner of the pixel, where it cannot be seen. 

The oil can bead up in this way within 3 milliseconds, and it takes 9 
milliseconds to spread out again once the power is turned off. But 
that is fast enough for video. A recent demonstration of a six-inch 
display shows impressive crispness in black-and-white. A prototype 
of a colour screen has respectable, but not spectacular, contrast. 

A mirasol display 
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Like E Ink and mirasol displays, electrowetting displays can reflect 
ambient light, simply by placing a mirror in the layer beneath the 
oil. But this layer can also be made transparent, so that the display 
can also be backlit and used in darkness. And by using a special 
type of reflector that lets the backlight through, but also reflects 
ambient light, an electrowetting display can have the best of both 
worlds. 

 
Looking into the crystal ball 

Now for a reality check: in the history of ingenious display 
technologies, only a handful have ever made it into mass 
production. So although there are many promising new 
technologies for next-generation e-readers, the technology 
arguably best positioned to take over from E Ink, at least in the near future, is a variant of LCD. Engineers 
have repeatedly shown that they can improve LCD technology when the market demands it. Such displays 
have wider viewing angles than they did just a few years ago. Fast motion, like a tennis serve, is no 
longer jerky. And large LCD panels have become much thinner and far more power-efficient. 

There is already one LCD-based e-reader on the market. Fujitsu’s FLEPia uses a so-called cholesteric LCD, 
which produces an image from reflected light. The crystals are bistable, which means that they can remain 
in either a reflective or non-reflective state without any power. Cholesteric LCDs do not require a backlight 
and lack many of the layers of a traditional LCD, which should make them easier to build. But the 
manufacturing process and materials differ enough to make cholesteric displays more expensive than 
standard LCDs—hence the FLEPia’s high price (about $1,000). Moreover, despite having a colour display, 
the FLEPia takes two seconds to switch from one image to another, so video is out of the question, and 
even reading books can be painfully slow. 

Pixel Qi, a start-up, believes that there is scope to tweak LCD technology within the constraints of 
standard manufacturing methods and materials. The firm’s founder is Mary Lou Jepsen, the former 
technology chief of the One Laptop Per Child project, and the forthcoming displays bear a strong 
resemblance to those handed out in low-cost laptops to hundreds of thousands of children throughout the 
world. They have two modes: one that uses a backlight and is identical to a standard LCD when the light 
is low or when high colour contrast is desired, and a second, monochromatic mode in which the backlight 
is switched off. This second mode is suitable for reading or watching video in bright light, and can reduce 
power consumption by 80%. 

Pixel Qi had to redesign every layer of a standard LCD to enable this dual-mode operation. The standard 
transparent layer between the backlight and the liquid-crystal shutters above it was replaced by a special 
aluminium layer that reflects ambient light from above, while also allowing light from below to pass 
through tiny pinholes. The liquid-crystal layer also had to be redesigned to allow light to pass through it in 
both directions. 

This design can be used in low-power monochromatic mode for reading, but can also switch to backlit 
colour mode when needed. Pixel Qi expects to go into mass production with 10-inch displays by the end of 
2009, targeting the netbook and e-reader markets. Just as the One Laptop Per Child scheme helped bring 
into being the low-cost laptop, or netbook, so Pixel Qi could prompt the LCD industry to switch its focus to 
developing new products suitable for use in e-readers. One way or another, inexpensive colour e-readers 
with video are on their way.  

 
 

Liquavista 
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Inside story  
 
Nuclear's next generation 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Inside story: A group of six new blueprints for nuclear power stations promise advances in 
safety and efficiency. How do they differ from existing designs? 

DWIGHT EISENHOWER observed in his “Atoms for Peace” speech in 1953 that 
nuclear technology originally developed for military purposes could also be put 
to peaceful uses, namely generating electricity. His speech led to the 
dissemination of nuclear technology for civilian purposes and the 
establishment of the first nuclear power stations. Many of these early 
reactors, built during the cold war, made a virtue of the “dual use” nature of 
nuclear technology. Designs were favoured that could create weapons-grade 
material as well as electricity. 

Today those priorities have been reversed. America and Russia are taking 
steps to reduce their stockpiles of nuclear weapons, and the international 
community is trying to prevent their acquisition by new states. Under 
America’s “Megatons to Megawatts” programme, weapons-grade material 
from retired warheads is being broken down to provide fuel for civilian nuclear 
power stations. With 53 new reactors under construction around the world 
and dozens more planned, the main difficulties facing nuclear scientists now 
are to reduce the threat of proliferation, improve efficiency and do something 
about the growing stock of nuclear waste in indefinite temporary storage. 

These new priorities favour new sorts of reactor. Taking the lead in the development of the next 
generation of reactors is an international programme called the Generation IV International Forum (GIF), 
a collaboration between the governments of America, Argentina, Brazil, Britain, Canada, China, France, 
Japan, Russia, South Africa, South Korea and Switzerland, plus Euratom, the EU’s nuclear body. 
Established in 2001, the GIF has drawn up a shortlist of six of the most promising designs, which range 
from updated versions of existing reactors to radically different approaches. 

All nuclear reactors rely on nuclear fission, a process discovered in the 1930s. When certain heavy atoms 
are struck by a neutron, they absorb it, become unstable and split apart. This results in two lighter atoms, 
and two or three neutrons are ejected. The process releases large amounts of energy, much of it in the 
form of the kinetic energy of the fast-moving fission products. This energy is converted to heat as the 
fission products slow down. If the ejected neutrons hit other atoms nearby, those too can break apart, 
releasing further neutrons in a chain reaction. When enough neutrons produce further fissions—rather 
than escaping, bouncing off or being absorbed by atoms that do not split—the process becomes self-
sustaining. 

The technology underpinning civilian nuclear power-generation has not progressed much since the 1950s 
when a small number of prototype commercial reactors were first brought online. Based on the military 
reactors developed for weapons programmes and naval propulsion, these “generation I” systems 
pioneered the pressurised water reactor (PWR) design, which is the basis for most of the “generation II” 
nuclear reactors now in operation. In a PWR ordinary water, kept at a high pressure to prevent it from 
boiling, is used both to cool the reactor core and to “moderate” the nuclear reaction by reducing the speed 
of the neutrons in order to maximise their ability to cause further fissions. According to the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), of the 436 nuclear reactors in operation today, 356 are either PWRs or 
boiling-water reactors—a simplified version of the same design.  

The vast majority of current reactors use a “once through” fuel cycle, in which each batch of fuel spends a 
single term in the reactor core, and the leftovers are then removed and placed in storage. This spent fuel 
presents a storage problem, but it also offers an opportunity. According to the World Nuclear Association, 
an industry body, the spent fuel recovered from a reactor still contains around 96% of the original 
uranium, as well as plutonium that has been formed in the core. If the nuclear renaissance takes off at the 
rate that many are predicting, this inefficient use of the uranium fuel is likely to prove unsustainable, says 
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Bill Stacey, a professor of nuclear engineering at the Georgia Institute of Technology. 

 
The original series 

In the near term most new reactors will continue to be PWRs. A forthcoming crop of “generation III” and 
“generation III+” reactors build on the light-water design with new safety mechanisms. Some can also run 
on mixed oxide (MOx) fuel, which is produced by reprocessing spent fuel to extract the plutonium and 
uranium and combining them to make a new fuel. But although MOx is currently used in around one-third 
of French reactors, the idea of reprocessing is controversial and has yet to gain widespread international 
support. Critics say it is uneconomic and increases the risk of proliferation. 

The six most promising “generation IV” designs identified by the GIF from an 
original list of over 100 concepts depart markedly from the light-water 
moderated, once-through models that dominate the existing fleet. Even those 
reactors that draw upon aspects of current designs add some new twists. 

Start with the supercritical water-cooled reactor (SCWR). Although it uses 
water as the coolant, like existing designs, the water is at a much higher 
temperature (above 374{degree}C) and pressure. Under these conditions the 
water exists in a single, supercritical phase, rather than as liquid or steam. This 
eliminates the need to transfer heat from the coolant water to steam (via a secondary heat-exchanger) to 
drive a steam turbine, as is the case with current PWRs. Instead, supercritical water from the core drives 
a turbine directly. 

Doing away with the need for separate pumps, pressurisers and steam generators results in higher 
thermal efficiency: 45% rather than the 33% of existing PWRs, according to Idaho National Laboratory. 
The simplicity of the design should also make it cheaper. The GIF estimates that an SCWR could be built 
at a cost of $900 per kilowatt of generating capacity—about a quarter of the expected cost of current 
generation III+ reactors. Some industry observers, however, are sceptical that these cost savings can be 
achieved. 

Given that it builds on existing reactor designs, and also borrows from supercritical fossil-fuel boilers, 
which are also an established technology, the SCWR is likely to be one of the first generation-IV designs 
to be implemented. The GIF is aiming to have a demonstration version ready by 2022. But several 
technical challenges remain. In particular, says William Cook of the University of New Brunswick in 
Canada, “current reactor materials that do not crack corrode excessively, while materials that do not 
corrode excessively crack.” New alloys will be needed that do not crack or corrode under stress. 
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The second design with roots in existing technology is the Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR). It 
has a once-through uranium cycle, but instead of water it uses graphite as the moderator and helium gas 
as the coolant. (Helium has the advantage that it is chemically inert and has only a limited tendency to 
become radioactive when exposed to neutrons.) As its name suggests, the VHTR is designed to run at 
very high temperatures, heating the coolant to around 950{degree}C, compared with 315{degree}C for a 
standard PWR, making it more thermally efficient.  

Like the SCWR, the VHTR will require the development of new materials. Although the helium coolant 
presents fewer corrosion problems than supercritical water, creating core materials and fuel casings that 
can withstand the high temperatures involved is a daunting task. Nevertheless, the VHTR has sufficiently 
impressed the Obama administration, which in September announced $40m in funding for research and 
development of the Next Generation Nuclear Plant, a reactor based on the VHTR design.  

Unlike the SCWR and the VHTR, which build on current reactors, the other four generation-IV designs take 
a completely different approach to the nuclear-fuel cycle. Three of them are “fast neutron” reactors, which 
do not include a moderator to slow down free neutrons during the fission process. With more free 
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neutrons flying about, fast reactors can consume or “burn up” existing nuclear waste, a characteristic that 
endears them to waste-reduction advocates who see them as a means of “closing” the nuclear fuel cycle. 

In keeping with the Janus-faced nature of nuclear technology, however, fast reactors can also be used to 
produce or “breed” new fissile material—converting uranium-238 into the notoriously dual-purpose 
plutonium, for example. Opponents of fast reactors worry about the costs and proliferation risks. But the 
prospect of being able to extract useful energy from nuclear waste, and also reduce its volume and 
toxicity, give fast reactors obvious appeal. The three shortlisted fast-reactor concepts—sodium-cooled, 
gas-cooled and lead-cooled—are differentiated primarily by their use of coolant. Each has its own pros and 
cons.  

The most successful of the three designs to date has been the sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR), which 
has racked up the highest number of reactor-years of operation in prototype form. One of the merits of 
the SFR is that “we really can build one,” says Robert Hill of America’s Argonne National Laboratories. He 
points to the Russian BN600, a reactor that has been running since the 1980s. Sodium is favoured as a 
coolant because of its good heat-transfer properties, its ability to operate at lower pressures than other 
coolants and its relative “transparency” to fast neutrons, which means it does not interfere in the fission 
process, says Dr Hill. According to the IAEA, Russia, South Korea and India are all currently operating 
versions of the SFR, and China is due to bring a prototype online in mid-2010.  

The gas-cooled fast reactor (GFR), in contrast, has yet to be demonstrated on a commercial scale. But 
many see it as a better bet than the SFR due to its technical similarity to generation III gas-cooled 
designs. Like the VHTR, the GFR uses pressurised helium both to cool the reactor core and drive a turbine, 
yielding higher thermal efficiency than systems with a secondary heat-transfer loop. As with a VHTR, the 
other advantages of a gas coolant, says Tom Wei, a senior engineer at Argonne, include its non-corrosive 
characteristics and its capacity for use at high temperatures (the GFR would operate at around 850
{degree}C). But, like the VHTR, the GFR will require new materials to enable its cladding and fuel 
assemblies to withstand such high temperatures. 

The third fast-reactor concept uses molten lead as the coolant, an approach historically favoured by the 
Soviet military, which used early lead-bismuth cooled fast reactors to power its submarines. Since the late 
1990s there has been renewed interest in the lead-cooled fast reactor (LFR), particularly in Europe. A 
distinctive advantage of the LFR concept is its potential to be adapted to smaller “battery” designs, which 
can be manufactured as self-contained systems with a “lifetime core”. Such reactors could provide a way 
to extend civilian nuclear power to new countries without giving them access to the sensitive parts of the 
nuclear-fuel cycle.  

Although a commercial fleet of fast reactors would be attractive from a waste-management perspective, it 
presents its own set of proliferation-related problems. According to Charles Ferguson, a nuclear expert at 
the Council on Foreign Relations, a think-tank, the commercial adoption of fast reactors would require 
“near real-time monitoring capabilities” via secure video links to ensure that the reactors were not being 
used to make weapons. Getting countries to agree to such intrusive measures, he says, would be very 
difficult. 

 
The sixth shortlisted design, the molten salt reactor (MSR), works by dissolving nuclear fuel in a fluoride 
solution, which acts as both the fuel and the coolant in the reactor core. The molten salt, which has good 
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heat-transfer properties and can be heated to temperatures above 1,000{degree}C without boiling, is 
moderated using graphite. The circulation of the fuel in this way eliminates the need for fuel fabrication 
and allows for continuous online reprocessing. It also makes the design well suited to the use of existing 
fissile material, which can be easily blended into the fuel mixture. And like fast reactors, the MSR can be 
designed to burn up many of the longer-lived byproducts of the fission process, resulting in nuclear waste 
that is much less radioactive than that produced by the once-through cycle. 

One form of MSR, the liquid fluoride thorium reactor (LFTR), has garnered particular enthusiasm among 
those who regard thorium as an attractive replacement for uranium and plutonium in the fuel cycle. 
(Thorium is both cheaper and more abundant than uranium.) According to Kirk Sorensen, an engineer at 
NASA who also runs a blog on the merits of the thorium cycle, natural thorium provides at least 250 times 
more energy per unit than natural uranium. However, unlike fissile uranium, natural thorium must be 
“seeded” with external neutrons in order to get it to fission. Another obstacle for the MSR is finding 
materials capable of withstanding hot, corrosive, radioactive salt. 

 
Flicking the switch 

Which of these designs will prevail in the coming decades? After all, not all the generation-IV reactor 
concepts are likely to make it to commercialisation. Ideally, the strongest approaches will win out through 
“natural selection”, says Thierry Dujardin at the OECD’s Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) in Paris. But with 
each of the designs closely connected to different national research programmes—and international 
variations within each of the categories—governments are unsurprisingly reluctant to see their particular 
projects sidelined.  

Harold McFarlane at the Idaho National Laboratory reckons the VHTR and SFR are almost ready to move 
out of the research phase and into the design stage. Others share this view: the British government has 
identified the VHTR, GFR, and SFR as high-priority designs, and Japan, France and America agreed last 
year to work together on SFR prototypes. 

Dr Ferguson thinks the prospects of the entire generation-IV programme are contingent on the level of 
investment allocated to nearer-term projects. “Do we commit to generation III or do we leapfrog to 
generation IV?” he asks. Two important considerations for answering his question are regulatory 
compliance and economic viability. With regard to the former, the NEA’s Multinational Design Evaluation 
Programme is considering an international licensing scheme to standardise safety requirements for the 
new reactors. As for the latter, the success of generation IV reactors is likely to hinge on large amounts of 
government support. 

In the near term this support should take the form of increased research-and-development funding, says 
Dr Stacey of Georgia Tech. In the longer term, governments have an important role to play in the 
provision of loan guarantees, which are vital for overcoming engineering and “first of a kind” risks, says 
Joe Turnage at Unistar, a commercial nuclear joint-venture between Constellation Energy, an American 
utility, and EDF, a French one. But whatever the next generation of nuclear power-stations looks like, it is 
clear that the research being done around the world to develop such a variety of new reactors, rather than 
new nuclear weapons, has fulfilled Eisenhower’s wish, back in 1953, that “the miraculous inventiveness of 
man shall not be dedicated to his death, but consecrated to his life.” 
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Agricultural robots  
 
Fields of automation 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Robotics: A new generation of agricultural equipment promises to take more of the toil out of 
farming by automating the business of growing fruit 
 

 
IN THE early 1830s, spurred on by his hatred of sweaty field work, Cyrus McCormick took an idea his 
father had been working on at the family farm in Virginia and produced a mechanical reaper. Others 
devised similar machines. Despite initial scepticism, farmers eventually bought them in droves. With one 
person riding the horse that pulled the reaper, and another raking the cut stalks off the back, the 
machines could harvest as much grain in a day as a dozen men breaking their backs with reaping hooks.  

Mechanical reapers became even more efficient when adapted to bale the stalks into sheaves, too. 
Development continued: today a driver in the air-conditioned cabin of a combine harvester may be guided 
by satellites as he cuts, threshes and pours clean grain into a fleet of accompanying trailers. One machine, 
the New Holland CR9090, holds the record after harvesting a colossal 551 tonnes of wheat in just eight 
hours from a farm in Britain in 2008. Given that such machines cost around £350,000 ($580,000), 
agricultural automation must make economic sense—because farmers don’t spend money on frivolities. 

But there are farms where people like McCormick still dream of taking hard, manual work out of 
agriculture. These farms grow crops that mostly have to be tended and picked by hand, such as apples, 
oranges and strawberries. In rich countries it is becoming increasingly difficult to find people to do this at 
wages farmers say they can afford. Seasonal demand adds to the problems: in California, where some 
450,000 people, mostly immigrants, are employed on fruit farms at the peak of the harvest, growers often 
leave some produce to rot. Even Japan’s exquisite and expensive strawberries are becoming too costly to 
pick because of a shortage of workers, in part caused by an ageing population. Despite worries about food 
shortages in the coming years, many farmers are more worried about labour shortages. 

Just as the mechanical reaper transformed the economics of cereal farming, a new wave of agricultural 
automation promises to do the same in other areas of horticulture. Because picking apples is very 
different to plucking strawberries, the machines are taking various forms. Some have giant mechanical 
arms and are towed behind tractors through orchards and vineyards. Some are fully autonomous and able 
to scurry around on their own, even in paddy fields, like the robotic rice-planter developed by Japan’s 
National Agricultural Research Centre. Others trundle about inside experimental greenhouses. 

Whatever shape they come in, agribots share several underlying technological advances which have their 
origins in factories. Automating factories is easier than automating farms, which are far less predictable 
environments: the weather constantly changes, the light alters, the ground can turn from grass to mud, 
and there are animals and people wandering around. Moreover, unlike car parts, fruit does not come in 
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standard sizes. It moves around on branches in the wind, changes shape and colour, and can be hidden 
by leaves. But improvements in vision and other sensing systems, coupled with the increase in the power 
of computing, have made robots cleverer, safer and more dexterous.  

Yet farmers, like factory owners, will want a return on their investment. “It is actually not hard to pick an 
orange, but it is very hard to pick an orange cost effectively,” says Tony Stentz of the Robotics Institute at 
Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh. Because robots can work all day without a break, they have one 
advantage over manual labour. But it is their potential for accurate information-gathering that is proving 
to be an equally important talent.  

Crop-tending robots that use vision systems, laser sensors, satellite positioning 
and instruments to measure things like humidity can build up a database of 
information about each plant. This can be used to detect the onset of disease, 
says Dr Stentz. A “smart sprayer” can then deliver precise amounts of chemical 
to only those plants that require attention instead of spraying an entire field. By 
observing the development of each plan, crop yields can be predicted more 
accurately. Automated harvesters will then use the database to identify and 
gather individual produce whenever it is ready for harvest.  

On a small scale it is already possible to see fully automated horticulture in 
action. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) has an experimental 
greenhouse growing cherry tomatoes on raised platforms. It is managed entirely by small robots. Each 
plant is equipped with sensors which keep track of its condition. If a particular plant is getting a bit dry, 
one of the robots is summoned to water it. When a tomato is identified as being ripe, the robot uses its 
vision system to locate the fruit on the vine and pick it with a mechanical arm.  

Daniela Rus, director of MIT’s Distributed Robotics Laboratory, says there are a number of ways in which 
automated systems could improve crops and “remove some of the hard tedious work from greenhouses”. 
A plant-centred system using sensors would record not just an individual plant’s progress but also the 
condition of the soil it is growing in. If nutrients are needed they can be delivered precisely, which would 
cut down on inputs.  

Greater mechanisation may prompt farmers to change some of their ways and the varieties they grow. An 
example is Californian raisins, which are traditionally harvested by hand. Workers cut off bunches of 
grapes and lay them on trays between the rows to dry. As many as 50,000 people used to be required for 
the harvest. But due in part to declining acreage and increased mechanisation, that has now fallen to 
20,000-30,000.  

Mechanisation has come about in a number of ways, according to 
a report by Philip Martin of the University of California, Davis. 
Growers, sometimes using varieties that reach optimal sugar 
levels earlier, slice the canes holding the bunches of grapes so 
they begin to dry while still on the vine. Modified grape harvesters 
with rotating fingers then knock off the raisins. If completely dry 
they are gathered immediately, and if not they are laid onto a 
continuous paper tray in the vineyard to dry.  

About 35% of Californian raisins were harvested in 2008 using the 
continuous-tray system and another 15% dried completely on the 
vine. The university reckons the traditional hand-harvesting 
method cost $494 an acre in 2006, compared with $282 an acre 
in 2008 for the mechanised continuous-tray method. Newly 
planted vineyards could be even more efficient by using a higher 
density of vines trained to grow over trellises designed to help 
with mechanical severing and harvesting. 

Even pruning can be mechanised. Vision Robotics, a company 
based in San Diego, has demonstrated a prototype vine-pruning 
robot. Good pruning requires skill to balance the growth of the 
vine. The vines also need to be trimmed at certain locations and 
at precise angles to grow the best grapes for winemaking. The 
robot is a bit slower than a good human pruner, but it will speed 
up. It should be able to prune vines at about half the cost of 
manual labour, says Derek Morikawa, the chief executive of Vision 
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Robotics.  

The company is also developing apple- and orange-picking robots 
with multiple arms. These too rely on building 3-D models of trees 
and the fruit growing on them. Mr Morikawa thinks the crop-
scouting ability of such automated machines will prove highly 
valuable. Supermarkets, for instance, like uniformity so if they 
want, say, apples of a certain size and in a particular state of 
ripeness, a farmer could use the model to identify exactly where 
such apples are growing.  

The take-up of mechanisation will depend on where the produce is 
going and how carefully machines can pick it. Light bruising from 
mechanical harvesting may be acceptable for fruit going to the 
juicer, but not for fruit displayed on a supermarket aisle. Even 
though grape harvesters, which shake or knock grapes from 
vines, have been around for about 40 years, some growers still 
pick by hand.  

To compete with hand-picking, robot harvesters will need to twist, 
pluck, cut or suck produce from stems and handle it as gently as 
possible. Many factory robots are already capable of doing things 
like this, and some already sort soft fruit passing along conveyor 
belts. But operating outside on a farm is much harder. For one 
thing, lightweight mechanical arms are needed to reach high into 
trees and pick with precision, despite wind and uneven terrain. 
Inside a sheltered greenhouse, however, robots feel more at 
home. 

 
Oranges are not the only fruit 

One of the most difficult challenges is to produce a strawberry-
picking robot. Strawberries are delicate and go through different 
shades of red while they ripen on the vine. Moreover, they ripen 
at different times. There are strawberry harvesting machines, but they are mostly towed contraptions on 
which people lie down in order to pluck berries. But researchers at Miyazaki University and Kyoto 
University in Japan are working on robot versions. 

These are designed to operate in greenhouses adapted to automation. The strawberry plants grow on 
raised beds and the robots travel between them on rails. They rely on machine vision to determine when 
individual berries are ripe, cutting them from the plant and holding them with a gentle suction as they 
transfer them to a conveyor belt or basket. These robots are not yet as fast as human strawberry pickers, 
but they can work all day and all night. 

This might seem to be an elaborate way to grow strawberries—as well as an expensive one. So it is no 
surprise that when Japanese growers were asked in a survey if they wanted such a system only a little 
more than 6% said they did. However, more than half thought they might need one in the future. Other 
farmers around the world are likely to agree with Japan’s strawberry growers. Agribots will, like 
McCormick’s mechanical reaper, face a lot of initial scepticism. But planting and picking they will come.  

 
 

Robotic research bears fruit
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Surgery using sound and light  
 
Son et lumière meets surgery 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Biomedicine: Non invasive surgical techniques based on sound and light could be much easier 
on the body than ordinary surgery 
 

 
NOT SO long ago, newly qualified doctors in the West would take the Hippocratic oath. Along with 
promises to look after the interests of their tutors, to do no harm to their patients and not to procure 
abortions, they also swore not to “cut for stone”. It was actually an early form of restrictive practice. The 
oath’s wording makes it clear that stone-cutting (removing kidney stones) was reserved for surgeons, with 
their separate guilds and separate fees. But the latest technology makes the distinction irrelevant. These 
days, kidney stones and similar calciferous accumulations in other parts of the body can be dealt with by 
using a dose of shockwaves to break up the offending concretion—with no cutting required. 

Shockwave therapy, as it is known, is just one of a range of non-invasive techniques that reduce the need 
to slice people open in order to treat them. Such techniques promise to blur still further the once-sharp 
distinction between physician and surgeon that the Hippocratic oath sought to preserve. As with all 
technological destruction of restrictive practices, though, this one has one clear beneficiary: the 
customer—or, as he is generally known in medical circles, the patient. 

Shockwaves are a particular sort of sound wave. More gentle sound waves (or, strictly, ultrasound waves, 
since their pitch is too high to be heard by the human ear), have long been used to peer inside the body 
and produce images of, for example, developing embryos. More powerful and focused forms of these 
waves are now being adapted for surgical purposes. 

Just as light rays focused by a lens can create searing heat, so too can ultrasound waves that are 
generated from a specially designed transducer. Concentrated in this way, they cause the tissues at the 
focus to vibrate and heat up dramatically. 

 
A sound change 

One company developing this technology is InSightec, based in Haifa, Israel. InSightec’s system, called 
ExAblate, uses magnetic-resonance imaging (MRI) to guide the operator in focusing the ultrasound on the 
tissue (usually a blood clot or tumour) that needs to be destroyed. Besides showing the patient’s internal 
anatomy, MRI is able to map the local temperature and thus indicate exactly where the ultrasound is 
arriving and how much heat is being delivered to the target. 

The ultrasound itself is produced by an array of 211 transducer elements that generate beams that 
converge on the target. According to Wladyslaw Gedroyc, medical director of MRI at St Mary’s Hospital, 
London, the accuracy of MRI-based systems like InSightec’s makes it possible to attack difficult targets 
like brain tumours, in addition to bone cancers, liver tumours and clots. 
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The reliance on MRI, however, makes this approach expensive and long-winded. Lots of scans have to be 
taken from different angles to assemble the image. The result is precision, but the patient may have to sit 
still for hours. In the search for cheaper, quicker alternatives Mirabilis Medica, a maker of medical devices 
based in Seattle, has settled on ultrasound to look at the target as well as to destroy it. An adapted 
version of a fetal scanner is used to locate the tissue to be cooked. It is then zapped using a transducer 
array similar to InSightec’s. 

The difference in cost is huge: around $50,000 compared with $1m for the MRI-based system (in addition 
to the cost of the MRI scanner itself). The all-ultrasonic approach is also quicker because the image can be 
examined directly by the operator of the zapper, rather than being laboriously constructed from multiple 
slices inside a computer. When he sees the target in the image he brings it under a set of metaphorical 
crosshairs and presses a “fire” button, rather like playing a video game. The destruction of a tumour in the 
uterus takes less than 30 minutes using the Mirabilis Medica technology, whereas the InSightec system 
requires three to four hours. 

But the image produced by ultrasound is of lower resolution than the 
MRI picture, so if pinpoint accuracy is required, MRI is better. When 
removing a uterine tumour, a bit of collateral damage is not too serious. 
When targeting the brain, though, every cubic millimetre destroyed 
unnecessarily risks diminishing the outcome for the patient. Also, MRI 
imaging casts no shadows, whereas there are some places inside the 
body that are hard to see with ultrasound because, say, a lot of bone is 
in the way. 

Regardless of the exact method used, though, ultrasonic excision of this 
sort is expected to revolutionise treatment of both benign and 
malignant tumours, since many of them develop in places that 
conventional surgery cannot reach without risking substantial injury to 
the patient. “Focused ultrasound appears to be the real deal,” says 
Christopher Rose, technology chief at Vantage Oncology, a radiation-
therapy provider based in Los Angeles. Once America’s Food and Drug 
Administration approves the technology for widespread use (the InSightec device is currently approved for 
some treatments) it could prove competitive with the radiation treatment that is currently used to destroy 
tumours, he says. 

Destroying diseased tissue is a traditional role of surgery. Stimulating it so that it works properly is a 
rather newer idea. It, too, though, is becoming common. The tissue in question is usually in the brain. 
Deep-brain stimulation, in which a patient’s skull is cut open, electrodes are inserted, and nerve cells are 
stimulated, is already used to treat Parkinson’s disease, and the same approach is also being tested for 
the treatment of comas, epilepsy, depression and even Alzheimer’s disease. It is, however, tricky and 
dangerous. For this reason, some researchers have started looking into the idea of using ultrasound to 
tinker with brain activity instead. 

Nerves propagate information electrically—hence the use of electrodes for deep-brain stimulation. The 
actual electric current in a nerve cell, though, is caused by a flow of ions (electrically charged atoms) 
rather than electrons, which carry current in a wire. These ions pass in and out of the cell in waves, and 
the waves are propagated along protrusions from the cell. These electrical waves are stimulated originally 
by the arrival at a cell of a chemical called a neurotransmitter. When the electrical wave arrives in a region 
where one nerve cell abuts another, it likewise stimulates neurotransmitter production and thus allows the 
signal to jump across the gap from one cell to the next. 

The idea behind ultrasonic stimulation of the brain is to shake open the pores that let ions in and out of 
nerve cells, and thus enhance the production of neurotransmitters. And that is what SynSonix, a firm 
based in Tempe, Arizona, is attempting to do. The ultrasound in question, produced by a machine 
developed by William Tyler of Arizona State University, is of much lower intensity than that used to zap 
tumours and blood clots, but it seems, in preliminary experiments, to do the job. And as well as saving 
patients the grief of open brain surgery, SynSonix’s treatment is expected to be much less expensive, 
costing $20,000 instead of the $60,000 typically needed for electrode surgery. 

Nor are sound waves the only way to replace electrodes. Karl Deisseroth, a psychiatrist and bio-engineer 
at Stanford University, is looking at ways of making nerve cells react to light. Dr Deisseroth’s work makes 
use of light-sensitive proteins found in single-celled algae and in archaebacteria, an obscure group of 
micro-organisms. His chosen alga is unusual because when it is exposed to blue light, certain proteins 
within the algal cell respond by allowing sodium ions into the cell. This ionic movement causes a flagellum 
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(a small propeller) on the outside of the alga to begin rotating, which propels the cell towards the light, 
allowing it to photosynthesise better. In the archaebacterium, yellow light causes proteins to start 
pumping chloride ions into the cell, as part of its energy-generation mechanism. 

 
Seeing the light 

The reason these mechanisms are of interest to neurologists is that bringing sodium ions into nerve cells 
initiates electrical activity, while bringing in chloride ions shuts activity down. Dr Deisseroth and his 
colleagues are therefore incorporating the genes which encode the relevant proteins into viruses that have 
been engineered to find and infect specific types of nerve cell in the brain. Once in those nerve cells, the 
virus-transported genes permit the manufacture of proteins that will either flood the cell with sodium ions 
when it is exposed to blue light or with chloride ions when exposed to yellow light. 

The advantage of Dr Deisseroth’s technique is that it is selective. Only cells susceptible to the virus are 
affected—and the virus can be “tuned” to those involved in the type of disease to be treated. The 
drawback is that the technique works only with visible light, and this does not penetrate flesh. It therefore 
requires a small hole to be drilled in the skull, so that a fibre-optic cable can be used to shine light inside. 
To make the process completely non-invasive, Dr Deisseroth is trying to tweak the hijacked proteins so 
they respond to different frequencies of infra-red light which, unlike the visible colours of blue and yellow, 
passes through the body easily. 

The fact that infra-red light passes harmlessly through the body is also being put to use by researchers 
who are trying to employ it to control blood flow. Weihong Tan at the University of Florida and his 
colleagues have created a molecular “clasp” designed to open or close, depending on the frequency of 
light it is exposed to. 

The clasp consists of two parts: a molecule that responds to light, and a short, single strand of DNA. In its 
natural state, the DNA binds with an enzyme called thrombin, which regulates blood clotting. When in 
contact with thrombin, the DNA deactivates the enzyme, and this allows blood to flow freely. However, 
when the clasp is exposed to a specific frequency of light, the DNA folds itself into a curved, closed shape 
that stops it binding to the thrombin. This activates the enzyme, triggering clotting. Exposure to a 
different frequency of light causes the DNA to relax into its natural shape again, deactivating the 
thrombin. 

The technology is still in its early days, but the goal is to inject patients with the microscopic clasps and 
use different frequencies of infra-red light to activate and deactivate the clotting clasps in specific 
locations. That will allow clots to be manufactured deliberately—for example, to cut off the blood supply to 
a tumour. 

The upshot will, if all goes well, be yet another way to avoid the surgeon’s knife: an internal ligature that 
can be switched on or off using light—and thus another diminution of the surgeon’s trade. In truth, of 
course, the distinction between surgery and other branches of medicine has been blurred for years, 
despite the British affectation of newly qualified surgeons dropping the hard-won appellation “Dr” in favour 
of “Mr”, “Mrs”, “Miss” or “Ms”. Traditional surgery is unlikely to disappear completely, of course, but Dr 
Gedroyc is optimistic that the sort of non-invasive techniques that he and his colleagues are working on 
will soon see surgeons relegated to dealing with problems like organ torsion and twisted bones, which 
have to be dealt with physically. Sawbones they were, and sawbones they will become once again. 
Hippocrates would no doubt have approved. 
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Brain scan  
 
Beyond the ether 
Dec 10th 2009  

 
 
Bob Metcalfe has grabbed opportunity at every turn in his multiple careers—ever since he 
invented Ethernet at the age of 27 

SUFFERING from jet lag and insomnia while staying at a friend’s house in Washington, 
DC, in 1972, Bob Metcalfe came across the proceedings of a conference held by the 
American Federation of Information Processing Societies. It certainly looked sleep-
inducing, even for a young computer scientist. So Mr Metcalfe settled down and started 
reading. But rather than falling asleep, he became intrigued by an account of a 
wireless network in Hawaii, called ALOHAnet. 

This nocturnal encounter was the spark that prompted Mr Metcalfe to create a new 
networking technology, now known as Ethernet, that would help him finish his PhD at 
Harvard, become a multi-millionaire and revolutionise computing. And it highlights an 
ability to observe, synthesise and improve things that would serve him time and again 
as he progressed through his multiple careers of academic, entrepreneur, pundit and 
venture capitalist. “Some call it luck,” says Vint Cerf, a founding father of the internet. 
“But Bob has an ability to detect and take opportunities. And he is willing to take risk.” 

Born in Brooklyn in 1946, Mr Metcalfe grew up on Long Island. He did well at high 
school, graduating second in his year, and went on to the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. His parents paid for his first year of studies, but thereafter the young Mr 
Metcalfe paid for his own tuition by working the night shift programming computers at 
Raytheon and other companies. He was also captain of the varsity tennis team and 
graduated in 1969 with two degrees, in electrical engineering and industrial 
management. “I don’t remember when I slept,” he says. He went on to Harvard, 
initially to study for a doctorate in business administration, and switched to applied 
mathematics instead, earning a master’s degree. But in 1972 his dissertation for a PhD 
in computer science was rejected. “It wasn’t theoretical enough,” he explains, still 
rankling over his antagonistic relationship with Harvard. “It was too much 
engineering.” 

This did not stop him from getting nine job offers, however. Mr Metcalfe ended up 
working at Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Centre (PARC) in California, writing the networking software for a 
new computer called the Alto, the machine that later provided the inspiration for the Apple Macintosh. 
While at PARC he also taught at Stanford and, after his fateful encounter with ALOHAnet, finished his PhD 
by adding more “theory”—a chapter on ALOHAnet—to his dissertation. He then applied some of the 
principles from that network, which linked computers at the University of Hawaii, to his work at PARC. 

ALOHAnet’s nodes all transmitted data to a central hub on the same radio frequency, and received data on 
a second frequency. So if two nodes tried to send packets of data to the hub at the same time, the 
resulting “collision” would garble both their transmissions. ALOHAnet solved this problem by having the 
hub acknowledge every packet it received. If a node failed to receive an acknowledgment, it would wait a 
while and then try again. This was a cheap and simple way to allow many devices to communicate using a 
common transmission medium. 

Dr Metcalfe, as he now was, adopted this approach for the system he was building to enable Alto 
computers to talk to each other, and to printers, on a network. He improved the rules that determined 
how nodes should handle the retransmission of failed packets (they were to continue to transmit for a 
while in the event of a collision, to ensure that all nodes realised that a collision had taken place, and were 
then to retransmit after a random interval). David Boggs, a Stanford graduate student who was working 
at PARC, helped Dr Metcalfe adapt his ideas to wired networks based on coaxial cables. Several names 
were suggested for this new local-area network technology, such as Bulletin Board, Parliamentary 
Procedure and Lazy Susan. But the name that stuck was Ethernet.
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Nativity story 

Years later, as a marketing ploy, Dr Metcalfe thought it wise to pinpoint the birth of Ethernet. So he fixed 
on May 22nd 1973, the day he circulated a memo about his ideas to PARC colleagues. Now, over 36 years 
later, Ethernet is widely deployed in networks around the world. It has been improved in many ways, but 
the way in which the protocol breaks information into packets and then checks for errors in their 
transmission is still recognisable. 

Dr Metcalfe did not make money from the actual invention of Ethernet. As he frequently points out to 
starry-eyed engineers dreaming of fame and fortune, it was the standardisation and commercialisation of 
Ethernet that lead to its runaway success and his own personal fortune. “Nothing happens until something 
gets sold,” he says. Dr Metcalfe persuaded Digital Equipment, Intel and Xerox (the so-called DIX 
consortium) to make Ethernet an open standard, available to other companies for a modest, one-time 
licensing fee of $1,000. Perhaps even more important, notes his friend and former PARC cohort David 
Liddle, Dr Metcalfe also got Microsoft and Sun on board. 

As he built market momentum behind the technology, Dr Metcalfe recognised 
the business opportunity presented by the emerging market for Ethernet-
compatible products. So he left Xerox and started a consulting company, 3Com, 
in June 1979. It soon moved into hardware: in September 1982 it started 
shipping “EtherLink” adaptor cards for IBM’s new personal computer. 3Com’s 
sales skyrocketed along with those of the IBM PC, and in March 1984 3Com went 
public and raised $10m. 

When Dr Metcalfe started promoting Ethernet, one big problem was to convince 
people to adopt a networking technology that almost nobody else was using yet. Dr Metcalfe pointed out 
that each new user would increase the size of the market for Ethernet products, and that as more people 
adopted the standard, it would make more sense to be in the club—what is today called a “network 
effect”. On a slide, he quantified a network’s value as roughly proportional to the square of its number of 
users. But it wasn’t until a dozen years later that George Gilder, a technology pundit, called this Metcalfe’s 
law. 

This argument helped boost sales, but there were missed opportunities, too. Bill Krause, a former HP 
executive who worked at 3Com in its early days refers to a “$100 billion mistake” that he and Dr Metcalfe 
made in overlooking the gold mine of linking entire networks together, rather than just computers. “A 
little company called Cisco” saw that bit of the future and became the main supplier for “networks of 
networks”, Mr Krause observes ruefully. Indeed, by 1996, Cisco was selling more Ethernet equipment than 
3Com, says Eve Griliches, an analyst at IDC, a market-research company. (In November 2009 HP said it 
planned to acquire 3Com for $2.7 billion.) 

Dr Metcalfe left 3Com in 1990, and his communications prowess then found a new outlet: he became the 
publisher at InfoWorld, a weekly computer magazine based in San Mateo, California, and started writing a 
column called “From the Ether”. Soon he was widely known for his hyperbolic, often caustic critiques (he 
once called the FBI to report death threats provoked by his column)—and for his incorrect predictions. 

Dr Metcalfe says he learned from Stewart Alsop, InfoWorld’s editor, that it was more important to be 
interesting than to be right. “I wasn’t as wrong as people like to claim,” he says. “But on several occasions 
I was famously wrong.” But he even managed to turn those mistakes to his advantage, using them to 
raise his own profile. Most famously, he was challenged at an industry conference over a column, 
published in December 1995, in which Dr Metcalfe predicted that the internet would collapse under the 
weight of traffic in 1996. Would he eat his own words, Dr Metcalfe was asked, if he turned out to be 
wrong? Dr Metcalfe said he would. 

He was wrong. The internet did not collapse. Two years later, he made good on his promise to eat his 
words—but not without great fanfare involving blenders, investigation into the ingredients of newspaper 
ink, cakes meant to look like newspapers and lots of audience-baiting. “He has a flair for the dramatic,” 
says Dr Cerf, who was in the audience that day. 

“That was my greatest publicity stunt of all time,” beams Dr Metcalfe, whose intermittent vainglory 
obscures an underlying charm. “I am probably more famous for the collapse prediction, and the eating of 
that column, than I am for inventing Ethernet,” he says. But he is now reluctant to be drawn into 
predictions about the internet’s future. When asked about the “exaflood”—the latest incarnation of the 
idea that the internet is in danger of being overloaded with data—he concedes that he has not been 
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following the debate closely. “I don’t really know the facts,” he says. Likewise for network neutrality: “I 
think I’m supposed to be in favour of neutrality,” he says, “but I refuse to take that position because I just 
haven’t been focused on the issue.” 

 
A communications specialist 

Instead, he has moved onto his latest career: since 2001 he has been a venture capitalist at Polaris 
Ventures in Waltham, Massachusetts, where he is trying to apply lessons from the computer industry to 
clean-energy start-ups. This has required him to deploy his communications skills in a new way. “Most of 
these VCs don’t really give you advice or get back to you right away or introduce you to important 
people,” says Chris Stone, the former chief executive of SiCortex, one of the firms in Dr Metcalfe’s 
portfolio. “But Bob is always there to tell you the truth. He is extremely and brutally honest.” So much so, 
in fact, that SiCortex was one of two companies Dr Metcalfe dropped from his portfolio earlier this year. 

In whatever profession he has taken up, there is nothing Dr Metcalfe enjoys as much as a good argument. 
But his vigorous defence of his views, whatever they may be, does not stop him from seeing the other 
point of view. During heated board meetings at GreenFuel, the other portfolio company that Dr Metcalfe 
dropped this year, “he could very clearly synthesise everyone’s perspective in a brief statement,” including 
the views with which he strongly disagreed, says Simon Upfill-Brown, the energy start-up’s former boss. 

Dr Metcalfe delights in a paper published in 2005 by two academics, Andrew Odlyzko and Benjamin Tilly, 
that presents a detailed refutation of his law. The authors argue that if the law were true, network 
operators would be merging left and right to achieve rapid growth in value. But such mergers do not in 
fact seem to create as much value as the law suggests.  

“The law is not any amazing math,” Dr Metcalfe responds. “It’s a vision thing. It’s vague. I said the value 
is approximately the square of the number of users.” And with Metcalfe’s law, as with so much else, the 
technology community is willing to cut him a bit of slack. “Only geeks care about this stuff,” says Dr Cerf. 
The basic idea was right: bigger networks are more valuable. As Mr Alsop puts it, neatly characterising Dr 
Metcalfe’s career, “Bob’s so smart and so confident that he gets away with it.” 
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Corporate reform in America  
 
A chill in the boardroom 
Dec 10th 2009 | WASHINGTON, DC  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Business lobbyists complain that a regulatory tsunami is on its way. But some firms are 
embracing the proposed reforms 
 

 
“WHEN people hear the word regulation, they feel stifled, delayed, and many times they believe that 
government is being intrusive,” said Hilda Solis, America’s labour secretary, on December 7th as she 
unveiled plans for 90 new regulatory initiatives to improve the lot of workers. If you doubt her word, try 
mentioning regulation to the boss of an American company. Then stand back and wait for the inevitable 
explosion. 

Stifled, delayed and intruded upon are the least of the complaints you hear from America’s bosses these 
days. Their list of grouses includes ever-increasing regulation, stricter corporate-governance standards 
and the threat of higher taxes in response to the ballooning deficit. This week the Environmental 
Protection Agency announced that it considered carbon dioxide to be a dangerous pollutant, raising the 
spectre of clumsy administrative measures to reduce emissions—a prospect even more terrifying to 
business than the cap-and-trade scheme currently under consideration in Congress. Meanwhile, hopes of 
business-friendly reforms to America’s convoluted corporate-tax regime, among other things, have fallen 
by the wayside. 

That said, bosses’ feelings about regulatory overkill are much more nuanced than excitable business 
lobbyists and outraged Republican politicians suggest. “The concern is pervasive but rather amorphous in 
the sense that different executives have very different worries,” says Joe Grundfest, a former member of 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) who now runs a “boot camp” at Stanford University for 
corporate directors. “Some fret over tax policy. Others agonise over cap-and-trade, or health-care reform. 
Many worry about additional corporate-governance regulations. It’s a smorgasbord of corporate neuroses 
out there.” 

Corporate opinion on all these issues is divided. Ms Solis’s campaign on labour is a case in point. Her 
colleagues at the Department of Labour make it clear that they intend to be more active than their 
predecessors from the administration of George W. Bush, much as the Department of Justice has 
promised to be more aggressive in its enforcement of antitrust laws. This will surely increase the overall 
cost of employing people, undermining Barack Obama’s goal of creating lots of new jobs in the private 
sector. Yet as Ms Solis points out, the goal of her initiative is in large part to create a level playing field by 
obliging firms that flout the rules, thereby gaining an unfair advantage over their law-abiding peers, to 
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shape up. Moreover, even at a time of high unemployment, plenty of bosses feel that a reduction in the 
number of jobs that endanger the health of those who do them would be no bad thing. 

A more vigorous antitrust regime will create winners as well as losers. If done well—admittedly a big if—
the result could be a more competitive economy that allows smaller, newer firms a fairer shout against 
sluggish monopolies. Likewise, although there have been plenty of shrill voices complaining that health-
care reform will set America on the path to socialism, many business bigwigs, including Jeff Immelt of 
General Electric and Howard Schultz of Starbucks, have described the current health system as a drag on 
America’s competitiveness. 

Much the same is true of climate-change legislation, currently becalmed pending health-care reform. The 
United States Chamber of Commerce, the most venerable of corporate lobbies, had been fierce in its 
denunciation of proposed cap-and-trade laws. But it has somewhat moderated its rhetoric lately, after four 
prominent firms (Apple, PG&E, Exelon, and PNM Resources) quit, Nike resigned from its board and another 
board member, Duke Energy, cut its contributions in protest. Clean-energy firms, not to mention all 
manner of companies that simply want more clarity about the future, are keen to see a climate bill 
passed. 

There are even splits over the Employee Free Choice Bill, which aims to increase union membership (and 
reduce employees’ freedom of choice) by replacing secret ballots of workers about whether they should 
unionise with public ones. Despite what is generally reckoned to be the best funded corporate-lobbying 
effort ever seen, the Obama administration seems determined to press ahead with this legislation next 
year, although opponents have vowed to filibuster it in the Senate. 

On top of all these changes comes the likelihood of sweeping reforms to America’s system of corporate 
governance. Various laws under consideration in Congress would introduce such measures as obligatory 
(but non-binding) votes on executive pay and golden parachutes at all public firms. Another proposal 
would ban executive pay of more than 100 times a firm’s average wage unless 60% of shareholders 
approve. 

Congress is also considering requiring the separation of the roles of chairman and chief executive, annual 
elections for all board members and the establishment of a committee on every board to focus on risk. 
The SEC, meanwhile, is expected next year to adopt much-delayed rules allowing big shareholders to 
nominate candidates for board elections. A new rule introduced by the New York Stock Exchange will end 
discretionary voting by brokers who hold shares on behalf of clients; these votes have tended to be cast 
consistently in favour of incumbents.  

A recent report by Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, a Wall Street law firm, claims all this will “impede the 
ability of boards to resist pressures for short-term gain and tie their hands at a time when the need for 
effective board leadership is particularly acute.” It is true that ill-designed attempts to promote prudent 
and far-sighted management can have the opposite effect. But the report’s lead author, Martin Lipton, is 
an inveterate defender of management against shareholders (he invented the “poison pill” to deter 
takeovers in the 1980s). 

In practice, corporate opinion is again divided. Several companies have voluntarily adopted “say on pay” 
policies. Microsoft, for example, has agreed to give shareholders a vote on pay every three years, 
Prudential Financial has agreed to a biennial vote and Verizon Communications, Intel, AFLAC, Apple and 
others have adopted an annual vote on pay policy, if not on the actual sums involved.  

There is no doubt, however, that all this upheaval will create turmoil for America’s boards at a time when 
firms already have lots to be getting on with. And the longer the economy struggles, the more wayward 
politicians are likely to become.  
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Panettone season arrives  
 
A piece of cake 
Dec 10th 2009 | MILAN  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
How Italy’s bakers cope with seasonal demand 

FLUFFY, dome-shaped, dotted with sultanas and candied citrus peel, 
panettone is an Italian Christmas cake. Italians will eat about 40m of them 
over the holiday season this year. They are becoming popular elsewhere 
too: an estimated 1m have crossed the Atlantic this autumn. Delia Smith, 
a celebrity chef, recently caused a surge in demand in Britain with a recipe 
for trifle made with panettone. That is great news for the big 
manufacturers of the Milanese speciality back in Italy. But catering to the 
growing and ever more dispersed appetite for panettone requires some 
deft industrial planning. 

The grand cafés in Milan, such as Taveggia, Sant’Ambroeus and Cova, 
about which Ernest Hemingway wrote in “A Farewell to Arms”, simply 
squeeze a few batches of panettoni into their normal baking schedules as 
Christmas approaches. But for industrial producers such as Bauli, which will 
make 12m this season, that is not possible. Although Bauli is diversified 
into year-round products like croissants and biscuits, seasonal cakes 
account for over 50% of its turnover, which is expected to be €420m 
($570m) this year. 

Instead, Bauli hires lots of seasonal workers to work on dedicated 
production lines: up to 1,200 of them at peak times, more than its permanent staff of around 800. 
Production of panettone lasts about four months, starting in September. “Attention to ingredients and the 
use of new technologies in production give a shelf-life of five months without preservatives,” says Michele 
Bauli, deputy chairman and a member of the firm’s founding family. Temporary workers are also hired to 
bake other seasonal cakes such as the colomba, a dove-shaped Easter treat, which keeps them occupied 
for a month and a half in the spring. 

This arrangement appears to be working well for Bauli. Earlier this year it bought Motta and Alemagna, 
the two big Milanese brands that pioneered the manufacture of panettone in the early 1900s, from Nestlé, 
a huge Swiss food group. “High investment in research and technology allow us to manage natural 
fermentation and guarantee a uniform quality that artisanal bakeries find hard to achieve,” says Mr Bauli 
of his panettoni, which sell for €8 in supermarkets. The fact that the fanciest artisanal bakers charge €30 
a cake probably also helps. 
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Roche digests Genentech  
 
Back to the lab 
Dec 10th 2009 | BASEL  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The newly expanded pharmaceutical firm bets on old-fashioned research 

“THE fundamental question is whether it is still worthwhile to invest in pharmaceutical science,” says 
Severin Schwan, the newish boss of Roche, a once-stodgy Swiss drugs firm. A cursory glance at his rivals, 
who have been trying to concentrate less on coming up with new medicines and more on making simpler 
things such as “branded” generics and over-the-counter drugs, suggests that the answer is no. Indeed, 
some analysts claim that the industry’s giants face such a precipitous decline in sales from drugs coming 
off patent, with so few promising new prospects to replace them, that their entire business model is 
collapsing. 

That argument has Mr Schwan leaping out of his seat with indignation. Using a deck of PowerPoint slides 
he sets out to disprove “the chorus of gloom”. Drugmaking is “so crude”, he argues, that half of all known 
diseases cannot be treated at all, and the drugs for the other half work properly only half the time and 
with huge side effects. “Imagine a car that starts only half the time, and whose brakes often don’t work,” 
he says. He sees this sorry state of affairs as a huge business opportunity. In particular, he is convinced 
that rapid advances in diagnostics, genomics and biotechnology will bring “a brand new revolution” in 
personalised medicine. 

 
Accordingly, Roche is betting big on research into new drugs, even as rivals seek to diversify and “de-
risk”. Earlier this year it bought Genentech, a Californian biotech pioneer in which it already had a 
controlling but largely silent stake. The $47 billion deal has transformed Roche into the world’s biggest 
biotechnology outfit (see chart). It has also taken over important firms in the molecular-diagnostics 
industry, including America’s 454 Life Sciences and Ventana. It hopes these deals will put it in the 
vanguard, since developing drugs tailored to individuals will involve tying manufacturing to the results of 
genetic tests—as, for example, with Genentech’s treatment for breast cancer, Herceptin. 

By taking over Genentech, Roche has added promising drugs for cancer and other potentially lucrative 
treatments to its otherwise anaemic research pipeline. Tim Anderson of Bernstein Research calculates that 
Roche is now among the big drugs firms best positioned to cope with the coming generic assault. He 
projects that its revenues will grow by a quarter over the next five years and its earnings per share will 
increase by half. 

Several potential snags could hold Roche back, however. One fear is that the bureaucracy of a big 
pharmaceutical firm will crush Genentech’s more innovative culture (it has been called the Google of 
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biotech). “There is no interference in the way we do things,” insists Richard Scheller, head of research and 
early development at Genentech. That very few senior executives have left since the takeover supports his 
claim. Even so, scale is usually not an advantage when it comes to pharmaceutical research and a creative 
atmosphere can easily dissipate.  

Another worry is that Roche’s long-term vision may come at the expense of the shorter-term returns 
expected by some shareholders. Michael Leuchten of Barclays Capital, an investment bank, reckons that 
personalised medicine will not start generating profits for some time. That may be fine with Roche’s 
patient founding family, which controls the firm thanks to its dual-share structure, but it could dismay 
other investors. Moreover, there is a risk of catastrophic failure. Mr Schwan notes that new drugs (as 
opposed to “me too” pills) earn outsized rewards—but that is because they are much harder to make. It is 
anybody’s guess whether Roche’s newly filled pipeline of early-stage drugs will become commercial hits in 
ten or 20 years’ time.  
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Indonesia's coal rush  
 
Sooty success 
Dec 10th 2009 | JAKARTA  
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Rising demand from China and India is stoking Indonesia’s exports of coal 
 

 
FOR power stations on the coast of China, it is often cheaper to import coal by sea from Indonesia than 
from mines in the interior. The same goes for many Indian consumers. Japan and South Korea, both big 
importers, are also close—putting Indonesia at the heart of an Asian coal boom. 

The majority of electricity in China, India and several other Asian countries comes from burning coal. 
Demand for the stuff has grown rapidly, along with the region’s economies. It is likely to continue to do 
so, despite environmental concerns, because coal is abundant and cheap. Last month the International 
Energy Agency predicted global demand for coal would increase by 1.9% a year until 2015, outpacing all 
other fossil fuels except natural gas. 

Indonesia is the world’s biggest exporter of coal for power plants (Australia ships more of the sort used in 
steel production). Local mining firms are scrambling to expand; foreign investors are keen to help them. 
Last year, when coal prices were at their height, several local firms listed on Jakarta’s stockmarket. This 
year several have issued bonds. In September China Investment Corporation, China’s main sovereign-
wealth fund, lent $1.9 billion to Bumi Resources, Indonesia’s biggest coal-mining firm. Recapital, a local 
investment bank, is seeking to buy Berau Coal, the fifth-biggest local miner. Alex Wood, who runs AWR 
Lloyd, an energy consultancy, expects more deals as coal-hungry Chinese and Indian firms try to secure 
supplies. 

Indonesia’s production this year is forecast to be around 230m tonnes. Roughly 190m tonnes of that are 
exported. But Indonesia has coal-fired power stations under construction that will absorb an extra 20m 
tonnes or so of coal by 2011, points out Adam Worthington, a commodities analyst at Macquarie 
Securities. The government says it might cap exports at 150m tonnes in future. 

Bumi hopes to double its output by 2012 to 100m tonnes. Other local firms also have big expansion plans. 
But building a new coal mine and the accompanying infrastructure can take years, says Virach 
Makaranithiroj, director of investor relations for Banpu, a Thai energy company. The precipitous drop in 
coal prices last year as the world economy swooned has delayed some projects. A controversial new 
mining law giving the government sweeping powers has also caused jitters. 

These obstacles make existing mines all the more valuable. Banpu, which already mines coal in Indonesia 
and China, is on the lookout for acquisitions. So are lots of other investors, from private-equity funds to oil 
companies, such as Thailand’s PTT. Chinese firms are among the most eager. This week the Chinese 
authorities cleared Yanzhou Coal’s $3.3 billion bid for Felix Resources, an Australian coal-mining firm. 

Coal is one commodity that China has in spades. It is the world’s biggest producer and was, until recently, 
a net exporter. But Indonesia’s coal is of better quality. The Chinese government, meanwhile, is shutting 
down smaller mines. UBS predicts the proportion of global exports going to China will double to 10% by 
2012. India’s share is projected to rise from 5% to 8%.
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What might slow the black tide? Andreas Bokkenheuser, an analyst at UBS, says little will change until 
consumers of coal are forced to pay more to pollute, via a carbon tax, for example. He is from 
Copenhagen, where negotiators are currently struggling to agree on any such system.  
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New ties for VW, GM and Peugeot Citroën  
 
Asian alliances 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Three deals signal the way forward for the car industry 

HAVING weathered the storm, global carmakers are now turning their 
attention to the tie-ups they hope will give them an edge in the upturn. 
Two such deals, the first involving General Motors and its Chinese partner 
SAIC, and the second between Volkswagen and Suzuki, have been 
concluded in the past few days. Another, linking PSA Peugeot Citroën and 
Mitsubishi, is still under negotiation. All three are aimed at winning a 
bigger presence in Asia and tapping into low-cost manufacturing expertise, 
while sharing components and development budgets.  

Of the three, the most significant is VW’s announcement this week that it 
has agreed to pay $2.5 billion for 19.9% of Suzuki, a family-owned 
Japanese maker of small cars and motorcycles. Along with Fiat, Suzuki 
may be the only manufacturer of international importance that knows how 
to make money out of small, inexpensive cars. That is something VW 
forgot long ago. But it needs to relearn it, argues Max Warburton of 
Bernstein Research, if it is not to suffer from the worldwide trend towards 
downsizing, as new emissions laws bite and growth shifts to poorer 
consumers in emerging markets. 

The other thing Suzuki offers is unique exposure to emerging markets. 
Through its 54% stake in Maruti Suzuki, it has more than 40% of the 
increasingly competitive Indian market. It also has strong positions in Pakistan and Indonesia, two other 
teeming countries with nascent car markets. VW, which is the market leader in China and has around a 
quarter of the Brazilian market, was uncharacteristically late setting out its stall in India, where it only 
began manufacturing this year. If the alliance blossoms, and VW ends up turning Suzuki into its 11th 
brand, it will have taken a big step towards its long-term goal of overtaking Toyota as the world’s biggest 
car firm.  

The deal between GM and SAIC to set up a 50:50 joint venture to produce small cars in India, announced 
on December 4th, is another sign of the times. GM will contribute its existing Indian factories and 
distribution network; SAIC will invest up to $350m in cash and other assets. The plan gives China’s 
biggest domestic carmaker a foothold in the second-fastest-growing car market in the world (after China 
itself), and helps cash-strapped GM mount a more vigorous push into India, where it has struggled for 
years to reach its target of 10% market share. GM and SAIC also plan to bring to India the ultra-cheap 
micro-cars, minivans and pickups they make with another Chinese firm, Wuling.  

At the same time GM said it was ceding control of its successful joint venture with SAIC in China by selling 
a 1% stake to the Chinese firm for $85m. With a 51% shareholding, SAIC will have the right to approve 
budgets and senior appointments. Nick Reilly, the architect of GM’s Asian strategy who was appointed 
boss of Opel/Vauxhall earlier this month, insisted that the sale was merely a technicality to allow SAIC to 
consolidate its earnings from the venture. Some observers interpret it as the price for getting SAIC’s help 
in India. Others detect the start of a trend whereby Chinese car manufacturers will assert greater 
authority over their Western and Japanese partners. Mr Reilly merely said that GM had agreed in order to 
get SAIC’s “full co-operation and the full co-operation of the Chinese government in other things.” 

PSA’s negotiations to buy between 30% and 50% of Mitsubishi, which has several times been close to 
bankruptcy and is still carrying a heavy burden of debt, have some way to go. The two firms have had ties 
for several years: Peugeot and Citroën sell a rebranded version of Mitsubishi’s four-wheel-drive Outlander 
and PSA shares a factory with Mitsubishi in Russia. With its presence in Asia and its network of factories 
and dealers in America, Mitsubishi could help the French group reduce its reliance on the European 
market. But cultural clashes have bedevilled such cross-border deals in the past. And PSA, whose 
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automotive business has junk-rated debts of $3 billion, may have difficulty finding the $4 billion or so that 
a 50% stake in the Japanese firm is likely to cost.  
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Magazines take on Amazon  
 
A Hulu for print 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Magazines attempt to win back control of their digital editions 

LET it never again be said that old-media firms are slow to deal with new technology. On December 8th 
Condé Nast, Hearst, Meredith, News Corporation and Time Inc invested in an as-yet-unnamed venture 
that will create and sell digital magazines and newspapers for the new generation of e-readers that is 
likely to succeed Amazon’s monochrome Kindle in the next year or so. It was as if a group of explorers 
had announced plans to settle a country that had not yet been discovered.  

Consumers can already get hold of many publications on smart-phones and e-readers. But smart-phones 
have small screens, and e-readers render magazines as crudely illustrated black-and-white books. They 
cannot reproduce magazines’ distinctive fonts or elegant graphics. Worse, they are unsuited to 
advertising, on which most magazines depend. In the year to June, Meredith’s publishing arm, which 
produces Better Homes and Gardens among dozens of other titles, made almost twice as much from 
advertising as it did from newsstand sales and subscriptions.  

Publishers are irked at the prospect of formatting content for multiple devices with slightly different 
requirements—a problem that will worsen. They are even more irked at the current market leader, 
Amazon, which returns as little as 30% of the sale price of a digital magazine to publishers and provides 
less detail about customers’ reading habits than they would like. Publishers who want to go digital 
currently have a choice between the open internet, which generally provides revenue from advertising 
(but not much) and no subscriptions, and e-readers, which provide revenue from subscriptions (but not 
much) and no advertising.  

The consortium plans to develop software that can be used to create digital publications for a wide range 
of devices. It will also set up a storefront similar to iTunes, Apple’s online music outlet. This will not be 
restricted to the consortium’s publications, nor will it be the only way to get hold of them. Condé Nast is 
already working with Adobe to develop software of its own for advanced e-readers. Hearst, another 
member of the consortium, has a start-up called Skiff. How the new venture’s efforts will mesh with these 
other projects is not yet certain. Yet the destination is clear, says John Squires of Time Inc, who will 
manage the consortium at first. His company has produced a mock-up of an edition of Sports Illustrated, 
complete with video and interactive ads, which provides a compelling, if hypothetical, glimpse into the 
future of magazines. 

In important ways the consortium resembles Hulu, an outfit Mr Squires praises as “artful”. Hulu’s website 
streams television programmes from three of America’s four big English-language broadcasters, as well as 
a few pay-television shows. It has no sneezing pandas, tedious home-made tirades or any of the other 
detritus with which YouTube is filled. Hulu is popular with both consumers and companies, which pay stiff 
rates to place advertisements in its programmes (it helps that Hulu does not yet run many ads). As with 
the magazine consortium, media companies own equity stakes in Hulu.  

This model is spreading. On the very day the publishers agreed to set up their venture, record companies 
launched a Hulu of sorts for music videos in America. Vevo is partly owned by Universal and Sony and 
licenses other content from EMI. Although it is run in conjunction with YouTube, it is intended to be a 
separate, cleaner world. Such is the evolving wisdom for traditional media firms that want to engage with 
digital technology: put some distance between your content and the dross, and make sure you have a 
stake in any new outfit that appears.  
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New strategies at AOL and Yahoo!  
 
Back into the fray 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Two fallen internet titans are trying to regain their footing 
 

 
“THEY never come back” may be an ironclad law of boxing, but AOL and Yahoo! are trying to prove that it 
does not apply to lumbering online giants. On December 9th Time Warner span off AOL, undoing a 
famously ill-conceived merger. A couple of days earlier Yahoo! and Microsoft finalised an agreement to 
merge their web-search and much of their advertising businesses, freeing Yahoo! to hone a new strategy. 
Peculiarly, both firms’ comeback plans hinge on giving away content to attract traffic and thus 
advertising—an online strategy that has disappointed many media companies. 

AOL and Yahoo! came of age a decade ago in different corners of the internet: one as the biggest provider 
of dial-up access, the other as the leading web directory. Both soon turned into “portals” providing both 
content and communications tools, such as web-mail and instant messaging. More recently, both have 
drifted while the internet evolved around them. A series of weak bosses failed to do away with fiefs, 
professionalise management and keep the brands fresh, even as competition—from broadband in the case 
of AOL, and from rivals such as Google and Facebook for Yahoo!—ate into revenues. 

 
Now both firms are trying to get back on their feet under new, gung-ho bosses. But revenues and profits 
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continue to fall, and not just because of the recession. Yahoo! is losing market share in online searches, 
and advertising with it. Revenues in the first nine months of the year fell by 13% to $4.7 billion and 
profits by 38% to $445m. In the same period AOL’s advertising sales dropped 19% to $1.28 billion and its 
profits by 43% to $247m, mainly because its internet-access business continues to shrink. Advertising 
now generates more revenue than subscriptions, although that too has suffered (see chart).  

These numbers will probably improve once the economy picks up. But both firms are also touting new 
strategies. Tim Armstrong, AOL’s boss, wants the firm to become “the largest producer of quality online 
content and the largest seller of online display advertising”. At least when it comes to the first part, AOL is 
making headway. It has already become a digital media giant, running 80 websites covering everything 
from fashion (stylelist.com) and country music (theboot.com) to local news (patch.com). It has about 
3,500 journalists on its payroll, 500 of whom work full-time. 

As for the second part of Mr Armstrong’s formula, AOL has just launched a website called seed.com and a 
new content-management system that will, he says, “fundamentally change how people create content” 
by predicting what kind of stories and photos will appeal most to readers. If the system detects that 
consumers are already visiting websites and conducting searches related to Halloween in August, for 
instance, it will encourage editors to publish articles on the subject. 

Carol Bartz, Yahoo!’s boss, has similar plans. She wants both to expand its audience, especially in 
emerging markets where internet use is still growing rapidly, and to package that audience in ways useful 
to advertisers. Yahoo!’s reach is already enormous: in October, its sites had 158m unique visitors in 
America, compared with 98m for AOL, according to comScore, a market-research firm. Yahoo! Mail boasts 
106m monthly users worldwide, AOL’s e-mail service only 36m. Better yet, Yahoo! runs the web’s most 
popular finance, sports and news websites. They are also cheap to run, since they are aggregators for the 
most part, republishing other websites’ content rather than producing their own. 

Mr Armstrong, however, argues that advertisers are becoming more discerning about where they place 
their ads, and will pay a premium to appear on trusted websites next to reputable content. This, he 
believes, will favour AOL, with its bouquet of niche websites and home-made content. 

Online display advertising, meaning the banners and boxes that appear on many websites, has held up 
well in the recession, remaining at $3.8 billion in the first half of the year in America, according to the 
Interactive Advertising Bureau. But the money is spread across an ever-growing inventory of web pages. 
Old-media firms have lost faith in the notion that online advertising will ever be lucrative enough to cover 
their costs and now clearly believe that the future lies in subscriptions. AOL will need very loyal readers 
and clever algorithms to succeed.  
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Schumpeter  
 
Talent on tap 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The fashion for hiring temps has reached the executive suite 
 

 
TEMPORARY work is all too familiar to the masses. Farmers have always relied on seasonal workers to 
plough the fields and pick the crops. Companies have been hiring temps to answer the phones and do the 
filing for as long as anyone can remember. Now a new group of people are experiencing the joys of the 
flexible economy: the managerial elite.  

The practice of appointing interim bosses actually originated in Europe some years ago as a way of coping 
with the continent’s rigid employment laws. But European companies were always as discreet about the 
practice as possible. Now the habit has reached the United States, and Americans are doing what they do 
naturally: shouting about it from the rooftops. No with-it company can be taken seriously without a 
“flexible boardroom” and a “just-in-time talent pipeline”. 

The past few years have seen the birth of several companies that hope to do for managers what Kelly 
Services (née Kelly Girls) and the like have done for secretaries. Call the Business Talent Group (BTG) in 
Los Angeles or Epoch in Boston, for example, and they will be able to offer you anything from a chief 
executive to a forensic accountant. If you have more specialised needs you can call Tatum (which 
specialises in financial executives) or the Nielsen Healthcare Group. The market for executive temps is so 
buoyant that even old warhorses of recruiting, such as Heidrick & Struggles, are sticking their noses into 
it.  

The trend raises two obvious questions. Why would a company choose to hire a part-time boss? The 
boardroom is, after all, one place where you need a measure of continuity. And why would a high-flying 
manager accept a temporary job rather than holding out for a permanent one? Groucho Marx once 
quipped that he would never join a club that would have him as a member. The world of temporary 
managers is surely full of people who possess his exacting standards without his self-awareness. 

Companies tend to employ temporary executives to cope with a crisis: the chief executive mucks things 
up or decamps to a rival, or the chief financial officer turns out to be innumerate. Traditional search firms 
can take six months or more to fill a sudden vacancy, not least because they only look at people who 
already have jobs. Temporary talent agencies can fill a gap in a couple of weeks. BTG provided the Carlyle 
Group, a private-equity firm, with a boss for a packaged-goods firm it owns when it needed one in a 
hurry. It has also provided chief financial officers at the drop of a hat for such tech firms as Internet REIT 
and Axcient. 
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Another common reason to take on managerial temps is to tackle a short-term problem without acquiring 
a long-term obligation to an expensive executive. Companies only go public once. So why hire a 
permanent chief executive when you can hire a temporary one who has a long track record of taking 
companies public? The time it takes to launch a new product is shrinking as fashions shift more quickly 
and product cycles get shorter. So why not bring in a group of temporary managers who will disappear as 
soon as the goods hit the shelves? When Fox Mobile wanted to develop new screensavers and videos for 
its phones, for example, it hired a temporary creative director. 

The new talent companies boast legions of people with MBAs from the best business schools and spells 
working in the best consultancies and banks. Some have no doubt been forced to take up the temping life 
after being downsized in the recession. Temping carries quite a stigma, judging by how few firms or 
executives admit they are resorting to it. But there are reasons to embrace the new regime, which allows 
senior managers to work part-time, in effect, and pick and choose the jobs that appeal. Firms such as 
Eden McCallum and Axiom Legal, which offer freelance consultants and lawyers for hire respectively, and 
which were both founded long before the recession, provide professionals with a respectable way to 
control when and how much they work. The growing demand for temporary executives simply extends the 
same opportunity to senior managers. 

 
Fleeting or lasting? 

Are these new talent companies this generation’s version of Manpower (which has grown from an 
eccentric start-up in 1948 to a global giant with more than 4,000 offices in 82 countries)? Or are they 
exploiting a passing fad which will fade when the economy recovers and high-flyers realise that safe jobs 
are preferable to sitting by the phone waiting for the talent agency to call? 

Fans of the new fashion argue that temping is the wave of the future in all rich countries, as they evolve 
from what Peter Drucker called a “society of organisations” into a “society of networks”. More than a 
quarter of all American workers now classify themselves as “free agents”, and half of America’s temps are 
professionals of one kind or another. Advocates of temping also argue that the traditional market for 
managers—and particularly for chief executives—is hopelessly inefficient. A growing number of companies 
have been hiring bosses on the open market. Yet nearly 20% of those bosses depart within 18 months. 
Temporary talent agencies can give their customers a chance to “try before they buy” as well as filling the 
job immediately. BTG reports that a quarter of the bosses that it has put in temporary jobs have been 
offered permanent positions.  

There is no quarrelling with the fact that the market for chief executives is one of the oddest and least 
efficient around. But that is no reason to get carried away by this new management craze. The most 
successful companies, such as Procter & Gamble and General Electric, are more than just ever-shifting 
nexuses of contracts. They are self-replicating organisms that possess distinctive cultures and unique 
habits—cultures and habits that are preserved and perfected by a loyal cadre of managers. You can 
certainly buy lots of wonderful managerial skills on the open market. But true corporate greatness is 
home-grown.  
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Toyota  
 
Losing its shine 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Unless Akio Toyoda can find an answer to Toyota’s problems, the Japanese company’s reign as 
the world’s biggest carmaker may be brief 
 

 
IT IS not unusual in Japan for corporate leaders to make semi-ritualised displays of humility. But when 
Akio Toyoda, president of Toyota Motor Corporation since June and grandson of the firm’s founder, 
addressed an audience of Japanese journalists in October his words shocked the world’s car industry. 

Mr Toyoda had been reading “How the Mighty Fall”, a book by Jim Collins, an American management guru. 
In it, Mr Collins (best known for an earlier, more upbeat work, “Good to Great”) describes the five stages 
through which a proud and thriving company passes on its way to becoming a basket-case. First comes 
hubris born of success; second, the undisciplined pursuit of more; third, denial of risk and peril; fourth, 
grasping for salvation; and last, capitulation to irrelevance or death. 

Only 18 months ago Toyota displaced General Motors (GM), a fallen icon if ever there was one, as the 
world’s biggest carmaker. But Mr Toyoda claimed that the book described his own company’s position. 
Toyota, he reckoned, had already passed through the first three stages of corporate decline and had 
reached the critical fourth. According to Mr Collins, fourth-stage companies that react frantically to their 
plight in the belief that salvation lies in revolutionary change usually only hasten their demise. Instead 
they need calmness, focus and deliberate action. 

Is Toyota really in such dire straits? And if it is, can a company that for decades has been the yardstick for 
manufacturing excellence turn itself around in time? 

 
A reliable engine stalls 

In many ways, Mr Toyoda is right to sound the alarm. Toyota could not have been expected to shrug off 
the storm that swept through the car industry after the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September last 
year; but rivals, notably Volkswagen (VW) of Germany and Hyundai Kia of South Korea, have weathered it 
far better. In the past Toyota went on racking up profits in booms and recessions alike. Not this time. 
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In the financial year that ended in March, amid admittedly the worst sales slump in the industry’s modern 
history, Toyota made a net loss of ¥437 billion ($4.3 billion), its first since 1950. Even more startling, the 
former cash machine (it had rung up a record profit of ¥1.7 trillion the year before) managed to lose ¥766 
billion in the three months to March alone—the equivalent of $2.5 billion more than GM did in the same 
period as it hurtled towards bankruptcy. Toyota expects to lose ¥200 billion this year. But for belated cost-
cutting measures and falls in raw-material prices, the forecast would be worse. 

Some analysts think that is conservative, because sales in America and Japan appear to be recovering 
slowly and costs are being slashed further (the company says it is shooting for “emergency profit 
improvements” of around ¥1.25 trillion). In the most recent quarter Toyota made a surprise net profit of 
¥58 billion. It also raised its sales forecast for the year from 6.6m units to 7m. Much, however, depends 
on the yen-dollar exchange rate. The yen has been climbing, and a rise of ¥1 can subtract ¥30 billion from 
Toyota’s bottom line. 

 
What should be worrying Mr Toyoda more than the firm’s short-term financial position—its cash pile is an 
enviable ¥2.65 trillion—is the loss of its once seemingly unstoppable market-share momentum. In 2002 
the then president, Fujio Cho, declared that Toyota was aiming for 15% of the global market by 2010. It 
chased volume at almost any price. By 2007 Toyota’s sales had reached nearly 9m cars, 13.1% of the 
world total. Last year that share was stable, but this year it seems likely to fall to 11.8% (see chart 1). It 
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has been flat or falling in every important region except Japan, where it has benefited from generous tax 
breaks on hybrid vehicles, in which it is stronger than its domestic rivals.  

In America, Toyota’s largest and hitherto most profitable market, its share has stayed at around 16.5%, 
hardly a brilliant performance given Detroit’s long, dark night of the soul. So far this year its sales are 
down by nearly a quarter—a figure not as dreadful as GM’s, but much worse than VW’s and worse even 
than Ford’s. Hyundai’s sales went up (see chart 2).  

In Europe, Toyota’s share was the lowest since 2005. Most worrying, after several good years it fell back 
in China, not only the world’s fastest-growing car market but now also its biggest. Toyota lost more than 
two points of market share, the worst performance of the 24 brands on sale in the country (see chart 3). 
In Brazil and India, Toyota scraped along with little more than 2% of either market.  

 
Toyoda’s to-do list 

There is plenty here to concern Mr Toyoda. The first is that for a global carmaker Toyota has been slow off 
the mark in several emerging markets that are likely to provide nearly all the growth in sales when the 
mature markets of America, western Europe and Japan have recovered to something like normality. VW is 
far ahead of Toyota in China and out of sight in Brazil. GM, for all its difficulties, is still doing better than 
Toyota in China and sells nearly ten times as many vehicles in Brazil. Hyundai almost overtook Toyota in 
China this year and is the biggest foreign car brand in India. Toyota’s first low-cost car designed especially 
for the price-sensitive Indian market is still a year away. 

 
The second thing that Mr Toyoda should reflect upon is that Toyota is sluggish for different reasons in 
different markets. This may make answers harder to find. In China, it took longer than rivals to respond to 
tax breaks for vehicles with smaller engines and it has made less effort to develop cars specifically for the 
Chinese market. In Europe, the solid but ageing Yaris and the dull Auris left it poorly placed to exploit the 
scrappage schemes that boosted sales, and its lack of a full range of competitive diesels continues to 
hinder it.  

In America, Toyota is still hugely powerful. It sells more cars there than anyone (the Detroit Three remain 
highly dependent on big pickups and sport-utility vehicles), it leads in small trucks and it has the 
bestselling luxury brand in Lexus. But it has also been clobbered by an avalanche of bad publicity, after 
the recall of 3.8m Toyota and Lexus vehicles. The recall was prompted by the crash of a Lexus saloon in 
which a California Highway Patrol officer and his family were killed. The apparent cause was “unintended 
acceleration”. 

At first the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and Toyota thought that a badly fitting 
floor mat could have jammed the accelerator open. Both still think that probable. But the NHTSA is 
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continuing its investigation, having received more than 400 complaints about acceleration problems that 
appear to have been responsible for several fatal accidents. It is now focusing on possible problems with 
the design of the throttle pedal and the vehicles’ electronics. On November 25th Toyota announced that it 
would reshape the suspect pedals or fit redesigned ones in 4.26m vehicles. Some will also get reshaped 
floor-pans and a brake-override system. 

America’s ever-eager plaintiff lawyers already have Toyota in their sights. A Californian law firm 
specialising in customer class-action suits, McCuneWright, filed a suit on November 5th. Citing 16 known 
deaths and hundreds of injuries, it alleged that “neither driver error nor floor mats can explain away many 
other frightening instances of runaway Toyotas.” 

Almost every carmaker has had to contend with recalls and ambulance-chasing lawyers, but in a place as 
litigious as America the reputational damage can be severe. Audi (part of the VW Group) has taken more 
than 20 years to recover from reports of unintended-acceleration allegations that ultimately proved to be 
groundless. 

In another class-action suit, triggered by a former employee, a corporate lawyer named Dimitrios Biller, 
Toyota is accused of trying to cover up evidence that it knew some of its vehicles could be deadly in 
rollover accidents. These were not high-sided SUVs, which are prone to rolling over, but its bestselling 
Camry and Corolla saloons. The company has raised questions about Mr Biller’s veracity and employment 
record, but the allegations have not gone away. The suggestion that squeaky-clean Toyota’s behaviour 
may have resembled that of Ford and GM, which in the distant past covered up problems with the Pinto 
and the Corvair, is especially wounding. 

Last month Toyota’s standing was dealt a further blow. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, a car-
safety research group funded by insurers, announced its highest-rated cars and SUVs for 2010, having 
added a rollover roof-strength test this year. Not one of the 27 vehicles it chose was a Toyota. The 
company called this finding “extreme and misleading”.  

The danger in all of this for Toyota is that its loyal (and mostly satisfied) customers in America have long 
believed that the firm was different from others and thus hold it to a higher standard. The moment that 
Toyota is seen as just another big carmaker, a vital part of the mystique that has surrounded the brand 
will have been rubbed away. 

Another part of that mystique has also suffered some scratches. Just as Cadillac used to be synonymous 
with luxury and BMW with sportiness, Toyota was a byword for quality and reliability. A few years ago its 
crown slipped when a number of quality problems surfaced. In July 2006, after a spate of well-publicised 
recalls, Katsuaki Watanabe, Mr Toyoda’s immediate predecessor, bowed in apology and promised to fix 
things with a “customer first” programme that would redirect engineering resources and, if necessary, 
lengthen development times. 

However, the recalls continued and Toyota started slipping in consumer-quality surveys. A year later 
Consumer Reports, an influential magazine, dropped three Toyota models from its recommended list. The 
magazine added that it would “no longer recommend any new or redesigned Toyota-built models without 
reliability data on a specific design”.  

People within the company believe these quality problems were caused by the strain put on the fabled 
Toyota Production System by the headlong pursuit of growth. Toyota now looks as though it has been 
largely successful in solving them. In the latest annual reliability study published by Consumer Reports, 
Toyota boasted 18 of the 48 leading vehicles. Honda, the next best, had only eight. 

The report, however, also contained less welcome news. Ford vehicles, long among the also-rans, are now 
showing “world-class reliability”. To back up the claim, Ford’s highly praised new Fusion beat not only the 
Camry but also its main rival, the Honda Accord, as the best in the hugely important mid-size segment. In 
an annual study of the dependability of three-year-old vehicles, J.D. Power, an automotive consultancy, 
placed Buick (a GM brand) and Jaguar joint first, ahead of both Lexus and Toyota. 

For years Toyota has been the quality benchmark for every carmaker, but at the very moment it faltered, 
others were finally catching up. The truth is that although a few fail to make the grade—Chrysler still has 
a lot of catching-up to do—most cars these days are extraordinarily well-made. The quality surveys by 
which buyers used to set such store are now based on minute differences. This is the main reason why the 
manufacturers’ positions in the league tables have become increasingly volatile.  

If Toyota can no longer rely on its superior quality to give it an edge, its vehicles will inevitably be judged 
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increasingly on more emotional criteria, such as styling, ride, handling and cabin design. In America, 
Toyota is likely to face much more consistent competition from at least two of Detroit’s Big Three, while 
both Hyundai and VW are starting to snap at its heels. The South Korean company has put on an 
astonishing spurt this year, adding about two points of market share to take it to 7.2%. Its Lexus-rivalling 
Genesis saloon was named North American car of the year. In 2010 it will start selling the new Sonata, 
which looks like being a great improvement over the old model, aiming it squarely at the Camry. 

And whereas Toyota’s sales have fallen by 23.8% in America so far this year, VW’s sales have dropped by 
only 6.6%. In 2011 VW will start making cars in America after a break of more than 20 years. The first car 
out of the factory in Chattanooga, Tennessee, will be a saloon specially designed for the American market. 
It too will take on the Camry. VW is planning to double its sales in America by 2018, to around 800,000. 
Though far short of the record 2.6m vehicles Toyota sold in America in 2007, this is a sign of the German 
group’s intent. 

The relentless pace at which VW continues to churn out an unending succession of new models across its 
unmatched stable of brands, each one keenly priced and brimming with showroom appeal, has shaken the 
rest of the industry, Toyota included. VW is laying plans that it believes will sweep it past Toyota to 
become the world’s biggest carmaker within a decade. Even now, it is not far behind, although this year it 
has been helped by its geographic sales pattern compared with Toyota’s. This week VW said it would buy 
a stake of 19.9% in Suzuki, a Japanese car- and motorcycle-maker that dominates the Indian market 
through Maruti, its local subsidiary (see article). 

 
Pizzazz, please 

How will Toyota respond? Publicity-shy Toyota executives hate announcing detailed strategies to the 
outside world. Nor have many of them yet come to terms with Mr Toyoda’s urgency and appalling 
frankness. Uniformly they spout that his words about the firm “grasping for salvation” were widely 
misunderstood. But for all that, there is plenty going on behind the scenes beyond ferocious cost-cutting. 
Upon seizing the reins in June, Mr Toyoda immediately ordered a back-to-basics overhaul of product 
development across the firm’s global operations. 

One conclusion was that Toyota should be more ruthless in exploiting its early leadership in 
commercialising hybrid systems and electric-vehicle technology. Although every other big carmaker is 
launching new hybrids (including plug-ins) and purely battery-powered vehicles, or is preparing to, Toyota 
is convinced that it is still ahead of the pack. Within a few years there will be a hybrid version of every car 
Toyota makes and there are plans to extend the Prius brand to cover a range of innovative low- and zero-
emission vehicles. 

Another conclusion—and possibly a more radical notion—was that Toyota must stop making so many dull 
cars with all the appeal of household appliances. Importantly, Mr Toyoda is what is known as a “car guy”, 
a part-time racer and an enthusiast for cars that are designed with passion to engage the right-side as 
much as the left-side of the customer’s brain. At the Tokyo motor show in October he said pointedly: “I 
want to see Toyota build cars that are fun and exciting to drive.” 

As Morizo, the alter ego under which he blogs, Mr Toyoda went further. He 
said of the cars at the show: “It was all green. But I wonder how many 
inspired people to get excited. Eco-friendly cars are a prerequisite for the 
future, but there must be more than that.” After trying VW’s hot Scirocco 
coupé in July, he blogged: “I’m jealous! Morizo cannot afford to lose. I will 
tackle the challenge of creating a car with even more splendid flavour than 
the Scirocco.” His favourite metaphor is that Toyota’s engineers should be 
like chefs, seasoning their cars with tantalising flavours. 

He still has some way to go. As Car magazine observed recently: 
“Excepting the small cars and the Prius, Toyota’s European range is as 
appetising as an all-you-can eat tofu buffet.” Strategic Vision, a market-
research firm based in San Diego that studies the factors that drive both 
the choices car-buyers make and subsequent owner satisfaction, publishes 
an annual “Total Value Index” covering 23 different categories of vehicle. 
In this year’s study, which was based on feedback from 48,000 buyers, for 
the first time Toyota had no winners at all. The authors of the study 
concluded that other carmakers had caught up with Toyota on quality while 
offering products that inspired greater “love”. 

Bloomberg
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There is also only so much that one man can do to shift the culture of a 
vast organisation. But there is nothing engineers like more than to be 
challenged, and Toyota employs many of the world’s finest. The latest, 
third-generation Prius and the brilliant little iQ city car show what they are 
capable of. So, in a very different way, does the 202mph (325kph) Lexus 
LFA. Kaizen, the pursuit of continuous improvement, is, after all, 
embedded deep in Toyota’s DNA and only needs prodding. 

The test will be to keep the ingredients that have made Toyota great—the 
dependability and affordability—while adding the spice and the flavours 
that customers now demand. It will not be easy, and the competition has 
never looked more formidable. But by recognising the scale of Toyota’s 
problems, by proclaiming their urgency and then by drawing on the firm’s 
strengths to fix them, Mr Toyoda has already taken the first, vitally 
important, step towards salvation. 

 

 
Morizo in a suit 
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Europe's corporate credit crunch  
 
Muck in the fuel pipe 
Dec 10th 2009 | BERLIN  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Europe’s banks will struggle to lend their clients a hand when demand revives 
 

 
MECHANICS checking for a blockage in a car’s fuel pipes know to floor the accelerator, for a splutter then 
indicates a problem that may not show up when the engine is idling. The mechanics of the financial 
system are wondering whether the same rule applies to the world economy and whether its recovery will 
be choked by a lack of credit to companies just as demand starts picking up. 

In late summer, as Europe’s economies barely ticked over, bankers across Europe seemed ready to ease 
their grip on the purse strings. A survey of banks’ loan officers in euro-area countries in late September 
led the European Central Bank (ECB) to conclude that a “turning-point” had been reached and that banks 
would probably soon start to relax credit standards. In Britain, a survey for the Bank of England (BoE) at 
about the same time showed an increased willingness by banks to lend to companies (even if they were 
holding back on lending to households).  

Yet even in this summer of (slightly) easier credit, many fretted that these surveys were skewed in one 
important respect: they were all done at a time when the appetite for loans had fallen sharply. The ECB 
survey showed, for instance, that far more banks said corporate demand for loans had decreased than 
increased. In Britain, too, banks said that big companies were selling bonds or shares rather than 
increasing their overdrafts. In all cases companies had cut back on investment to preserve cash.  

  

Illustration by S. Kambayashi
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The balance between credit demand and supply remains unclear. Lending to businesses in the euro area 
contracted by 1.2% year-on-year in October. A German survey showed that in November the number of 
firms saying they faced tighter credit conditions ticked up again, having fallen for the previous three 
months (see chart). Yet a German government fund that is intended to help healthy companies borrow 
has had relatively low take-up to date. KfW, the state-owned bank that administers the fund, says it has 
received fewer than 4,000 loan applications for a total of about €15.6 billion ($23 billion), of which it has 
approved about half (granting loans worth €4.3 billion), mostly to small firms making car parts or 
industrial machinery.  

The worry remains that when demand for credit picks up properly, disquieting clunks rather than the 
purring of a well-tuned engine will be heard from the banking system. A potential source of trouble comes 
when companies have reported their annual results and had their balance-sheets scrutinised by rating 
agencies. The head of commercial banking at a large German bank says he is expecting his clients to have 
their credit ratings cut by an average of three notches because of weaker profitability and diminished 
reserves. Other bankers and analysts reckon that sounds too pessimistic, but if it were to happen in 
Germany and beyond, then Europe’s banks would need to raise billions more in capital to support existing 
loan books. 

The plight of small businesses, which are more dependent on bank credit than their larger peers, 
preoccupies policymakers. The ECB’s loan-officers survey showed that demand for bank credit weakened 
much more in the third quarter among big firms, which have access to capital markets, than among 
smaller ones. Adam Posen, a member of the BoE’s monetary-policy committee, frets that Britain’s 
recovery may be stillborn because banks are not able to finance growth by small and medium-sized 
companies. The German government this month appointed a “credit mediator” to help smaller firms that 
are healthy but cannot get funding.  

There are wide variations across Europe. According to a Gallup poll published in September, small 
businesses in Greece and Croatia say that access to finance is their biggest problem. Credit concerns are 
high on the list for small firms in France, Hungary and Italy as well. But in Belgium, where the 
government gives small businesses “pre-funded agreements” that they can present to banks for 
guaranteed loans, fewer than 10% of small companies say access to finance is a problem. 

Small firms in Germany are also in better shape than many of their European brethren. Lending by small 
savings banks, or Sparkassen, to small businesses increased by an annual rate of almost 6% in July, 
according to Germany’s central bank. The biggest slowdown in lending has occurred among the country’s 
big commercial banks and state-owned regional banks, the Landesbanken, which are groaning under the 
weight of losses on toxic assets. The relative health of the Sparkassen helps explain why larger companies 
complain more that banks are tightening credit.  

But even where the chances of a full-blown crunch appear remote, policymakers fret that if one set in, it 
would be difficult to reverse. Credit mediators and the like may make for nice headlines, but few in 
business hold out much hope that they will be able to do a lot of good. Loan-guarantee schemes, which 
have worked rather well in Britain, look more promising. 

Tackling some of the underlying weaknesses exposed by the financial crisis is a longer-term task. In 
Germany the legions of medium-sized, family-owned firms that make up the Mittelstand have long been 
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thinly capitalised, mainly because holding more debt allowed their owners to pay less tax. In Britain, Mr 
Posen points to the fact that lending to companies is dominated by a few large banks. Problems at one 
bank can affect the flow of credit to firms across the entire economy. He would like to see more 
competition. Like most mechanics allowed under the hood, Mr Posen doesn’t just want to tinker with a few 
parts, but to change the whole engine.  
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Buttonwood  
 
When good news is bad news 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A foretaste of a new phase in the markets 

IT IS better to travel hopefully than to arrive. For weeks data on the 
American economy had been patchy, indicating a spluttering 
recovery. Unemployment in particular continued to rise, hitting 
10.2% in October. Have patience, said the optimists. Unemployment 
is a lagging indicator. Sure enough, on December 4th the non-farm 
payrolls data for November showed a fall of 11,000 jobs, a far 
smaller figure than expected. The last jigsaw-piece of recovery had 
slotted into place.  

You might have expected the stockmarket to rebound sharply on the 
news. After all, a rise in employment can make the recovery self-
sustaining. Workers will buy goods, making the corporate sector 
expand production and take on more employees. The economy can 
be less dependent on ad hoc government schemes like “cash for 
clunkers”. But the Dow Jones Industrial Average eked out a mere 22-
point gain on the day of the announcement.  

Admittedly the data were not uniformly bullish. One reason why the headline unemployment rate fell to 
10% last month was because discouraged workers dropped out of the numbers since they were no longer 
looking for a job. Nevertheless, increases in hours worked and temporary employment suggested the 
improving trend will continue. 

This may have been another case of “buy the rumour, sell the fact”. Stockmarkets have been rallying 
since March on anticipation that the global economy would recover. Now the news is confirmed, some 
investors may have decided it was time to take a profit. As with the stockmarket wobbles caused by 
Dubai’s debt problems, traders may have decided this was the right moment to close their books for the 
holidays. 

After all, one of the main motors of the rally has been near-zero interest rates in the rich economies. 
These have driven investors out of cash and into riskier assets, including corporate bonds and equities. 
But the justification for such low rates has been the fragile state of the economy. Proof of a recovery will 
bring forward the day when easy money is withdrawn. Indeed, after the news, markets moved to price in 
the first Federal Reserve rate hike in June 2010 (even though Ben Bernanke, the Fed chairman, later 
spoke of the “headwinds” facing the American economy). 

Higher rates are not the only implication of a better employment market. David Rosenberg, a strategist at 
Gluskin Sheff, a Canadian asset-management firm, adds that the stockmarket may have become used to 
treating negative employment news as positive for corporate costs and profit margins. If companies start 
hiring workers again, these productivity gains may slow. 

Investors may also begin to worry more about the strain on government finances that has been imposed 
by the crisis. A report from Moody’s, a rating agency, this week described the American and British public 
finances as “resilient”, rather than the more solid “resistant” categorisation afforded to Canada and 
Germany. Continuation of America’s and Britain’s AAA ratings depends on credible fiscal consolidation. 
Greece was downgraded on December 8th by Fitch, a rival rating agency, from A- to BBB+, prompting 
falls in Greek shares and government bonds.  

If 2008 was the year of the banking meltdown, then 2009 was the year of the stimulus packages. In 
contrast, 2010 may be the year of the exit strategies, in which investors have to contemplate what 
economic (and market) fundamentals look like without massive government support. Many countries may 
have hoped to get through 2010 without withdrawing that support but markets could force them into 
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action, by pressuring either their bonds or their currencies. 

The immediate aftermath of the payrolls data may have offered a brief glimpse of that future. The dollar 
rose. This could have been due to the anticipation of higher interest rates giving the currency yield 
support in 2010, or it may have been due to the inverse relationship between the dollar and risky assets 
this year. Investors have been borrowing in dollars to buy higher-yielding assets. 

Meanwhile gold fell in response to the payrolls news. This makes little sense if gold is supposed to act as a 
hedge against rising inflation: evidence of a stronger economy should make bullion rise, not fall. But it 
makes perfect sense if you see gold as an alternative currency to the dollar, rising when the greenback 
declines and vice versa.  

Gold’s fall could be an omen in another way, too. During the rally, almost all assets rose in tandem. 
During 2010 there may be a lot more differentiation.  

 
 

Economist.com/blogs/buttonwood 
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The peak-oil debate  
 
2020 vision 
Dec 10th 2009 | PARIS  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The IEA puts a date on peak oil production 

FATIH BIROL, the chief economist of the International Energy Agency 
(IEA), believes that if no big new discoveries are made, “the output of 
conventional oil will peak in 2020 if oil demand grows on a business-as-
usual basis.” Coming from the band of geologists and former oil-industry 
hands who believe that the world is facing an imminent shortage of oil, this 
would be unremarkable. But coming from the IEA, the source of closely 
watched annual predictions about world energy markets, it is a new and 
striking claim.  

Despite repeated downward revisions in recent years in its forecasts of 
global oil supply in 2030, the IEA has not until now committed itself to a 
firm prediction for when oil supplies might cease to grow. Its latest energy 
outlook, released last month, says only that conventional oil (as opposed 
to hard-to-extract sources like Canada’s tar sands) is “projected to reach a 
plateau sometime before” 2030.  

Mr Birol’s willingness to acknowledge that conventional supplies may peak in a decade’s time points to a 
subtle shift in policymakers’ attitude towards the “peak oil” debate. This debate is not about whether the 
supply of oil, a finite resource, could some day stop growing. Rather, it hinges on the timing of an end to 
increases in global oil production, and on what happens next. The most pessimistic peak-oil proponents 
think that global oil supply has peaked or is about to do so. Given projections of demand increasing well 
into the future, they fear economic disaster. 

By contrast, oil optimists like Cambridge Energy Research Associates (CERA), an energy-research firm 
based in Boston, argue that high prices will lead to improved technology that will enable oil firms to find 
new oilfields; make it economically feasible to extract oil under more challenging geological conditions or 
manufacture it from coal or natural gas; and increase the amount of oil that can be recovered from 
existing fields. This, they argue, will allow demand to be met for at least a couple of decades. After that, 
CERA reckons, “supply may well struggle to meet demand, but an undulating plateau rather than a 
dramatic peak will likely unfold”. Until now official estimates from the IEA were far closer in spirit to those 
from the likes of CERA than the pessimists. Mr Birol’s statement suggests that the IEA has extended a 
tentative foot into the other camp. 

The reasons are not hard to find. After analysing the historical production trends of 800 individual oilfields 
in 2008, the IEA came to the conclusion that the decline in annual output from fields that are past their 
prime could average 8.6% in 2030. “Even if oil demand were to remain flat, the world would need to find 
more than 40m barrels per day of gross new capacity—equal to four new Saudi Arabias—just to offset this 
decline,” says Mr Birol.  

A daunting task. Peak-oil proponents point out that the average size of new discoveries has been declining 
since the mid-1960s. Between 1960 and 1989 the world discovered more than twice the oil it produced. 
But between 1990 and 2006 cumulative oil discoveries have been about half of production. Their 
opponents argue that long periods of relatively low oil prices blunted the incentives for exploration. A 
sustained period of higher prices, they argue, should increase discoveries. They point out that the first half 
of 2009 saw 10 billion barrels of new discoveries, an annual rate higher than any year since 2000. The 
pessimists retort that recent discoveries are still not enough.  

The IEA expects unconventional sources of oil to take up a lot of the slack, as progressively higher prices 
make them economically viable. But these sources are also much dirtier than conventional oil and require 
significantly more energy to tap. That sits uneasily with efforts to mitigate climate change, the subject of 
talks that began in Copenhagen this week. 
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These negotiations matter hugely for the peak-oil debate. The IEA reckons that co-ordinated action to 
restrict the increase in global temperatures to 2ºC will restrict global demand for oil to 89m b/d in 2030, 
compared with 105m b/d if no action is taken. That, Mr Birol says, “could push back the peak of 
production, as it would take longer to produce the lower-cost oil that remains to be developed.” Action on 
climate change may yet save the world from an early supply crunch.  
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Banks and sovereign-wealth funds  
 
Falling knives 
Dec 10th 2009 | NEW YORK  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The smart and the not-so-smart 

YOUR phone rings at 3am. It’s a senior American banker sounding desperate. An unidentified heavy-
breather—the treasury secretary?—is also on the line. It’s the opportunity of a lifetime, the banker 
swears: the chance to buy a multibillion-dollar stake in a big Wall Street firm. By the way, he adds 
breezily, any chance of an answer right away? 

Most sovereign-wealth funds (SWFs) got an invitation of this sort between November 2007 and January 
2008. Within a few weeks some $40 billion was poured into distressed Western lenders, among them 
Citigroup, UBS, Morgan Stanley and Merrill Lynch. Now SWFs are selling out. This month the Kuwait 
Investment Authority, the oldest SWF, sold a $4 billion stake in Citigroup, claiming a $1.1 billion profit. In 
September one of Singapore’s two investment vehicles, GIC, sold part of its stake in Citi, realising a $1.6 
billion profit. 

Were SWFs right to buy? They piled in far too soon. It took another year for share prices to hit bottom; 
despite this year’s rally, they are still below the levels when SWFs invested, typically using convertible 
stock. Plenty made mistakes: Temasek, Singapore’s other state fund, sold out of Bank of America early 
this year, probably at a loss. Nor should the near misses be forgotten. In mid-2007 China Development 
Bank (strictly speaking a firm, not a fund) and Temasek offered to buy $13 billion of Barclays’ shares, at 
about twice today’s price, if its bid for ABN AMRO succeeded.  

The winners fall into two camps. Some waited until prices had fallen further before buying. Qatar’s 
investment fund and prominent individuals in Qatar and Abu Dhabi participated in Barclays’ capital 
raisings in June and October last year and have made money. Others negotiated well. Kuwait and GIC 
invested in Citigroup in January 2008 but the fine print protected them from share-price falls. The Abu 
Dhabi Investment Authority, by contrast, invested $7.5 billion in Citi in November 2007 in less secure 
convertible instruments. It is likely to end up nursing a large loss. 

The banking crisis was a baptism of fire. Most SWFs are still keen on strategic investments but only in 
healthy firms where there is a clearer national interest. About two-thirds of their deals in this quarter have 
been in natural resources. Gay Huey Evans of Barclays Capital reckons this trend will continue. 
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Sovereign-debt worries  
 
Rate and see 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Greece loses its A-rating; other rich countries are under the spotlight too 

THERE are few things more embarrassing for an analyst than issuing a sell notice on a stock when the 
share price has already slumped. That fear of acting too late may explain why Fitch, a big credit-rating 
agency, chose this week to lower Greece’s sovereign-debt rating by another notch, from A- to BBB+. The 
firm last cut the rating in October and warned then of a further downgrade, after the new government 
revealed that its budget deficit this year would be 12.7% of GDP, more than twice the level previously 
forecast. The extra borrowing adds to a daunting stock of government debt, which the European 
Commission fears could rise to 135% of GDP by 2011 unless serious action is taken to cap it. 

Greece intends to cut its deficit to 9.1% of GDP next year but Fitch thinks its efforts will not be enough to 
keep debt on a stable path. Half of next year’s budget tightening comes from one-off measures, says the 
agency, and this year’s red ink cannot be explained away by a mild recession or support for banks. 
Standard and Poor’s (S&P), another rating firm, said on December 7th (the day before Fitch acted) that it 
too would downgrade Greece to BBB+ unless the Greeks came up with a stricter plan to cut its debt 
burden. The government must submit new proposals by January to fix its finances, as part of its fiscal pact 
with other euro-zone countries. These will be closely watched. George Papaconstantinou, the finance 
minister, may set a supplementary budget for next year. He conceded that Greece’s history of inaction on 
fiscal problems was the source of “mistrust”. 

The downgrade pushed up the interest-rate spread on ten-year Greek bonds to 2.5 percentage points over 
German Bunds, the safest euro-zone credit. More worrying for Greece even than the rising cost of 
borrowing is that it may soon find its bonds are not accepted as collateral by the European Central Bank 
(ECB). The ECB has since October 2008 taken bonds rated BBB- or higher as security for loans to 
commercial banks, as part of its emergency measures to provide liquidity to the banking system. The 
threshold is set to revert to A- in 2011. If by then Greece’s rating from all three main credit agencies 
(Moody’s is the other one) starts with a B, banks will be far less keen to buy or hold its debt.  

The ECB may find itself in a tough spot, too. If it relaxes the rules for Greece, it will encourage fiscal laxity 
in other countries. But should it refuse to take B-rated bonds after next year, it could spell trouble for 
Greece and perhaps elsewhere. The Greek government faces no immediate funding troubles. The average 
maturity of its debt is around eight years and its gross funding requirement in 2010 should be lower than 
this year. Even so, with debt levels so high, Greece cannot risk losing the banks as buyers of its paper. 

Greece was not the only rich country under the fiscal spotlight this week. S&P revised its outlook for 
Spain’s AA+-rated debt from “stable” to “negative”, a sign of a possible downgrade within two years. The 
agency worries that high private debt and a rigid jobs market will hold back the economy and hurt tax 
revenues. Even America and Britain received a raised eyebrow. Moody’s noted both might “test the 
boundaries” of their triple-A ratings, but were likely to survive the trial.  
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America's municipal-bond market  
 
State of pay 
Dec 10th 2009 | WASHINGTON, DC  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A federal subsidy may change the market for good 
 

 
THE federal government may have astronomical deficits but it can still borrow with ease at rock-bottom 
rates. Not so states, municipal governments and other government agencies, such as school districts and 
public-transport bodies, which have historically borrowed at lower rates than the Treasury. That is 
because interest on municipal bonds is generally tax-exempt. Investors accept a lower yield on a muni-
bond than on a comparable Treasury bond on which they pay tax.  

Thanks to the financial crisis, however, that position has changed: municipal yields are much closer to 
and, in some cases, above those on Treasuries (see chart). Some borrowers have scaled back or shelved 
planned borrowing. New Mexico usually issues short-term notes each year to raise working capital, 
investing some of the proceeds in higher-yielding federal securities. But that would be a money-loser at its 
current cost of borrowing. “We have been trying to issue (the notes) for almost a year and the market just 
wasn’t favourable,” says James Lewis, the state treasurer. 

Multiple forces are at work. A desire for safety has made Treasury yields unusually low as investors have 
become more wary of state and local governments’ creditworthiness. States are on track to run up deficits 
of $190 billion in this fiscal year (to the end of June) and $180 billion in the next, according to the Center 
on Budget and Policy Priorities, a think-tank. Since almost all have balanced-budget laws, they will have 
to raise taxes or cut spending to keep those gaps from materialising.  

The crisis has hurt liquidity in other ways, too. Todd Fraizer of Public Financial Management, a firm that 
advises governments on borrowing, says there are 12,000-15,000 muni-bond issuers, of which only 300 
are large and well-known to most investors. The rest would often have their bonds guaranteed by AAA-
rated bond-insurance companies, helping buyers sidestep painful due diligence. But many of the insurers 
have been laid low by their exposure to mortgage-backed securities, leaving just two firms to sell 
guarantees at less attractive rates.  

That things are not even worse is the result of a federal initiative that could permanently change the 
municipal market. This year’s economic-stimulus legislation allowed states and local governments to issue 
taxable bonds and receive a federal subsidy equal to 35% of the bond’s interest. These “Build America 
Bonds” have been a hit, especially with big, weakened borrowers like California and New York. Some $58 
billion have been issued so far, equal to 15% of this year’s municipal issuance, according to Thomson 
Reuters. Analysts at JPMorgan reckon that issuance could reach $110 billion next year. 
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The direct subsidy is far more efficient than the federal tax break on interest. The tax exemption often 
costs the Treasury more than the borrowers save on interest payments. It also makes the market smaller 
and less liquid by excluding investors (such as foreigners or pension funds) who do not pay federal tax 
anyway. And the exemption mainly affects wealthy taxpayers, who are unsure of its benefit because of a 
constantly changing tax code, says Howard Simons of Bianco Research. 

The Treasury may extend the scheme past its scheduled expiry date at the end of 2010. If that happens, 
taxable bonds could eventually come to dominate the municipal market. Along with the scarcity of bond 
insurance, that could make life even harder for smaller borrowers whose principal appeal was their tax-
exempt status.  
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Economics focus  
 
Crash and carry 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
New research suggests a way to make steady profits from the carry trade 
 

 
WHEN pundits worry about the distorting effects of cheap money on asset prices, they invariably single 
out the carry trade as a cause for concern. The term is often used loosely to describe any investment that 
looks suspiciously profitable. More specifically it refers to a particular sort of foreign-exchange trading: 
that of borrowing cheaply in a “funding” currency to exploit high interest rates in a “target” currency. The 
yen has long been a favoured funding currency for the carry trade because of Japan’s permanently low 
interest rates. As a result of the crisis and near-zero rates in America, the dollar has become one, too. 

If markets were truly efficient, carry trades ought not to be profitable because the extra interest earned 
should be exactly offset by a fall in the target currency. That is why high-interest currencies trade at a 
discount to their current or “spot” rate in forward markets. If exchange rates today were the same as 
those in forward contracts, there would be an opportunity for riskless profit. Arbitrageurs could buy the 
high-interest currency today, lock in a future sale at the same price and pocket the extra interest from 
holding the currency until the forward contract is settled. 

In practice, the forward market is a poor forecaster. Most of the time exchange rates do not adjust to 
offset the extra yield being targeted in carry trades. So a simple strategy of buying high-yielding 
currencies against low-yielding ones can be rewarding for those that pursue it. The profits are volatile, 
however, and carry trades are prone to infrequent but huge losses. In late 2008 the yen rose by 60% in 
just two months against the high-yielding Australian dollar, a popular target for carry traders. That made 
it much more expensive to pay back yen-denominated debt. 

If efficient-market theory cannot kill the carry trade, why don’t volatile returns, and the occasional 
massive loss, scare off investors? A new paper* by Òscar Jordà and Alan Taylor of the University of 
California, Davis, may have the answer. They find that a refined carry-trade strategy—one that 
incorporates a measure of long-term value—produces more consistent profits and is less prone to huge 
losses than one that targets the highest yield. 

The authors first examine returns to a simple carry trade for a set of ten rich-country currencies between 
1986 and 2008. Buying the highest yielder of any currency pair produced an average return of 26 basis 
points (hundredths of a percentage point) per month. That would be fine, except that the standard 
deviation of returns, a gauge of how variable profits are, was almost 300 basis points. The monthly 
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Sharpe ratio that measures returns against risk was a “truly awful” 0.1 (the higher the ratio, the better 
the risk-adjusted performance). Worse still, the distribution of monthly profits was negatively skewed: big 
losses were more likely to occur than windfall gains.  

No sane trader would follow a rule with such poor results. So the authors put together a far richer model 
to help decide which side of a currency trade to be on. It included things that are most likely to influence 
short-term movements in currencies, such as the change in the exchange rate over the previous month, 
as well as the size of the interest-rate and inflation gap between each currency. They found that all three 
factors mattered. Currencies that rose in one month tended to rise in the next month. Those with the 
highest interest rates went up most, as did currencies with high inflation (which drives expectations of 
further rate rises). 

These impulses can drive exchange rates a long way from their fair or “equilibrium” values. That creates 
the risk of a sudden reversion that could wipe out earlier profits. To guard against this, the authors added 
to their model a measure of how far the exchange rate has shifted from its fair value. They found that this 
alarm bell can sometimes turn a “buy” signal into a “sell”.  

This valuation check helped get rid of the negative skew associated with the simplistic version of the carry 
trade. But the authors thought the model could be improved still further. One worry was that although it 
makes sense for traders to buy currencies with fat yields, it may be dangerous past a certain point. After 
all, a high interest rate can be a symptom of a currency in distress. The authors judged that the link 
between profits and yields was likely to be “non-linear” (ie, its strength alters as the interest rate of the 
target currency climbs) and changed their model to reflect this. This non-linearity applies to currencies’ 
values, too: the likelihood of a crash escalates as a currency becomes ever dearer. 

 
Sharpe thinking 

The fully evolved model performed well compared with its primitive ancestor. Used in a portfolio of 
separate carry trades (to limit the volatility that comes with making a single bet), it delivered average 
monthly returns of 57 basis points, much better than the 26 basis-points profit from the simple approach. 
The Sharpe ratio based on annual returns was a very healthy 1.27. And returns based on the deluxe 
model had a positive skew: large windfalls were more likely than big losses. It appears that savvy 
investors can indeed make sustained profits from the carry trade. 

The authors stress that their sophisticated approach was scarcely better than the simple one at predicting 
the direction of exchange rates. The crucial advantage is that where it made mistakes, the stakes were 
small. The deluxe model might tell a trader to turn his nose up at a trade with apparently strong returns 
because of the risk of a currency crash. The trade might well turn out to be profitable but the forgone 
profit is a small price to pay for avoiding a potentially big loss. It is a lesson that applies to other asset 
markets, including those for shares, bonds and homes. Trading momentum will often drive up asset 
values for long periods and persuade buyers that high prices can be justified. But investors ignore fair-
value measures at their peril.  

 
 

* “The Carry Trade and Fundamentals: Nothing to Fear But FEER Itself” by Òscar Jordà and Alan Taylor, November 2009 
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Military use of consumer technology  
 
War games 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Consumer products and video-gaming technology are boosting the performance and reducing 
the price of military equipment 
 

 
VIDEO games have become increasingly realistic, especially those involving armed combat. America’s 
armed forces have even used video games as recruitment and training tools. But the desire to play games 
is not the reason why the United States Air Force recently issued a procurement request for 2,200 Sony 
PlayStation 3 (PS3) video-game consoles. It intends to link them up to build a supercomputer that will run 
Linux, a free, open-source operating system. It will be used for research, including the development of 
high-definition imaging systems for radar, and will cost around one-tenth as much as a conventional 
supercomputer. The air force has already built a smaller computer from a cluster of 336 PS3s. 

This is merely the latest example of an unusual trend. There is a long tradition of technology developed 
for military use filtering through to consumer markets: satellite-navigation systems designed to guide 
missiles can also help hikers find their way, and head-up displays have moved from jet fighters to family 
cars. But technology is increasingly moving in the other direction, too, as consumer products are 
appropriated for military use. 

Traditionally the military has preferred to develop and control its own technology, not just for tactical 
advantage but also to ensure that equipment was tough and reliable enough for those whose lives would 
depend on it. That began to change after the cold war as defence budgets became constrained and the 
development of sophisticated industrial and consumer products accelerated. As some of these 
technologies have become commoditised products which are available to everyone—friend and foe alike—
there seems less reason not to buy them and use the savings for more critical equipment that needs to be 
built-to-order. And consumer products can often be tweaked to make them more rugged or secure when 
necessary. 

 
Hands off the Xbox 

A new piece of military kit can take years to specify, test and acquire using a traditional procurement 
process, only to arrive already outdated. So, where possible, it is quicker and cheaper to buy commercial 
off-the-shelf items. These range from industry-standard components, like processor chips incorporated 
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into military equipment, to products that consumers would recognise. Sometimes these are made more 
rugged, like Panasonic Toughbook computers, or converted for other uses, like Xbox 360 video-game 
controllers adapted to operate small robotic ground vehicles used for reconnaissance.  

Apple’s iPod and iPhone are among the latest additions to a soldier’s kit. American forces in Afghanistan 
and Iraq are using them for translation (one such device is pictured above) and to view intelligence 
information, such as pictures transmitted from unmanned reconnaissance drones. An iPhone app called 
Bullet Flight enables snipers to calculate range and trajectory for their shots, and built-in satellite-
positioning allows local weather conditions to be taken into account. The basic version costs $3.99 and the 
full military one—which even calculates how the Coriolis effect from the rotation of the Earth will influence 
a bullet’s flight—costs $29.99. 

In the fast-moving consumer-electronics industry, where some products are lucky to have a shelf life of 
more than a year, companies can spread their research-and-development costs across a global mass 
market. Defence contractors, however, usually supply only a limited amount of equipment designed to 
meet the specific requirements of a particular customer. Exports can help spread costs, but different 
countries demand different specifications, which pushes costs back up. Consumer-electronics companies 
also adopt aggressive pricing strategies to grab market share. The PS3, which now costs $300 in America, 
was initially sold at a loss by Sony in order to boost its popularity. (The company hopes to recoup its 
losses by taking a cut from the sale of each game for the console.) 

In many cases it is probably now impossible for companies outside the consumer-electronics industry to 
match the price and performance of mass-market components. BAE Systems, a British aerospace and 
defence contractor, has calculated that a £300 ($500) video card from NVIDiA, a Californian company 
which is a leader in gaming graphics, can replace £30,000 worth of other computing equipment used for 
engineering simulation. 

What has changed in the past two years, says David Standingford, group leader of electromagnetic 
modelling at BAE, is that products such as the PS3 and NVIDiA graphics cards have become immensely 
powerful computers in their own right. He adds that the emergence of new industry standards and a leap 
in power from the use of multi-core processors, which contain several number-crunching engines working 
in parallel, has made it easier to incorporate and link up such devices to tackle much bigger tasks. 

Last year an IBM supercomputer called Roadrunner, based at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New 
Mexico, established a new record by operating at more than one petaflop (1,000 trillion calculations a 
second). Roadrunner is the world’s first “hybrid” supercomputer, having been assembled in part from off-
the-shelf equipment, including 12,960 Cell processor chips like those found inside the PS3. It will be used 
to simulate the behaviour of nuclear weapons. 

In Britain, BAE Systems, Airbus, Rolls-Royce, Williams (a Formula 1 racing team) and others have set up a 
not-for-profit laboratory based in Bristol called CFMS to evaluate consumer products and components that 
could reduce the cost of engineering simulations. Jamil Appa of BAE, who is involved in the project, says 
one aim is to see how easily the internal architecture of video-games consoles can handle the complex 
algorithms used in simulations. The lab will provide feedback to consumer-product suppliers, he adds. 

NVIDIA already recognises that it is not just gamers who are interested in its products. In September, 
when Jen-Hsun Huang, NVIDIA’s CEO, unveiled the company’s latest graphics technology, he described it 
as the “soul of a supercomputer” with applications beyond gaming.  

Nor is it just the military that is keen to employ consumer technology in sophisticated applications. The 
Swedish police are already using a virtual autopsy system based on gaming technology to help solve 
crimes (see box). And Siemens, a German electronics and engineering giant, recently launched an 
ultrasound scanner which allows expectant mothers to see their unborn child in 3-D. It uses an NVIDIA 
graphics card and 3-D glasses devised for gaming. Soldiers have also been spotted wearing 3-D glasses, 
which will add another dimension to modern warfare.  
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Virtual autopsies  
 
A cut from CSI 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A CT scanner and gaming technology opens up a body 

PERFORMING a postmortem on a murder victim can take days, delaying 
any criminal investigation. Moreover, pathologists sometimes get only one 
chance to look for clues when dissecting a body. But Anders Persson, 
director of Linköping University’s centre for medical image science and 
visualisation in Sweden, hopes to change that. Along with his colleagues 
Thomas Rydell and Anders Ynnerman of the Norrköping Visualisation 
Centre, they have created a virtual autopsy system. 

The body needing to be examined is first scanned using a computed 
tomography (CT) machine, a process which takes about 20 seconds and 
creates up to 25,000 images, each one a slice through the body. Different 
tissues, bodily substances and foreign objects (such as bullets) absorb the 
scanner’s X-rays in varying amounts. The software recognises these and 
assigns them a density value. These densities are then rendered with the 
aid of an NVIDiA graphics card, of a type used for high-speed gaming, into 
a 3-D visualisation of different colours and opacities. Air pockets are shown 
as blue, soft tissues as beige, blood vessels as red and bone as white. A 
pathologist can then peel through layers of virtual skin and muscle with the 
click of a computer mouse. 

To make the process easier, Dr Persson and his colleagues have also created a virtual autopsy table. This 
is a large touch-sensitive LCD screen which stands like a table in an operating room, displaying an image 
of the body. Up to six people can gather around the table and, with a swipe of a finger, remove layers of 
muscle, zoom in and out of organs and slice through tissue with a virtual knife. 

The Swedish police have already used the researchers’ virtual-autopsy technology to investigate nearly 
350 cases. It has proved capable of detecting crucial but difficult-to-spot pieces of evidence, such as the 
angle of a bullet’s trajectory, air pockets in the wrong place in the body and bone fractures in a burns 
victim. The virtual autopsy can also be used to determine the cause of death in a few hours. And unlike a 
physical autopsy it does not alter evidence, enabling investigators to revisit a cadaver for additional clues 
if necessary. Television detectives everywhere will have them soon. 
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Psychology  
 
Alone in the crowd 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Loneliness is a contagious disease 

ON THE surface, Framingham, Massachusetts looks like any other American town. Unbeknown to most who pass 
through this serene place, however, it is a gold mine for medical research. Since 1948 three generations of 
residents in Framingham have participated in regular medical examinations originally intended to study the 
spread of heart disease. In the years since, researchers have also used Framingham to track obesity, smoking 
and even happiness over long periods of time. Now a new study that uses Framingham to analyse loneliness has 
found that it spreads very much like a communicable disease. 

Feeling lonely is more than just unpleasant for those who yearn to be surrounded by warm relationships—it is a 
health hazard. Numerous studies show that loneliness reduces fruit-fly lifespans, increases the chances of mice 
developing diabetes, and causes a host of adverse effects in people, including cardiovascular disease, obesity and 
weakening of the immune system. Simply being surrounded by others is no cure. In people, the mere perception 
of being isolated is more than enough to create the bad health effects. However, in spite of its significant impact, 
precious little is known about how loneliness moves through communities.  

Keen to shed some light on the mystery, John Cacioppo of the University of Chicago and his colleagues turned to 
the Framingham data. They found that all participants in the study were routinely asked to list people who would 
probably know their whereabouts in the next two to four years. Most importantly, they were asked to describe 
their relationship with each person as friend, spouse, sibling, neighbour or colleague. The original purpose of 
such questions was to help the researchers behind the heart-disease project stay in touch with participants even 
when they moved out of Framingham. But the loneliness team immediately recognised them as a way to identify 
social interactions.  

Between 1983 and 2001, even more useful information was collected when participants were regularly asked to 
state how many days a week they felt certain feelings. One of the options they were presented with was “I felt 
lonely”. The answers, when combined with the data on where participants were living and who their friends and 
family were, allowed Dr Cacioppo and his colleagues to analyse the formation and transmission of isolation. 

They report in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology that loneliness formed in clusters of people, and 
that once one person in a social network started expressing feelings of loneliness, others within the same 
network would start to feel the same way. The effects spread as far as three degrees of separation. Those who 
had immediate contact with lonely people were around 50% more likely than average to feel lonely themselves. 
In people who knew people who had direct contact with lonely people, the figure was 25%. Those with three 
degrees of separation showed roughly a 10% increase. 

The reason for the spread, the team argues, is because loneliness causes people to act towards others in a less 
generous and more negative fashion. As someone becomes lonely, he is more likely to interact with his friends 
negatively, and they are then more likely to interact with other friends negatively. If these interactions are 
repeated, the ties of friendships fray and people become lonelier and more isolated.  

The effects were more noticeable among friends than family, and stronger among women than men. The 
researchers argue that this is because the costs of abandoning relationships are lower for friends than they are 
for family members, and because women look to friends for emotional and social support more than men do. 
When they fail to receive it, they are more likely to become lonely. 

Yet these findings are only the first step. The team of researchers is starting to look at other towns and cities, to 
see if there are any public policies or city-planning techniques that thwart the spread of loneliness. No solutions 
have been discovered so far, but through the process of studying other communities the researchers have 
discovered that when it comes to having clusters of lonely people, Framingham, unfortunately, is very much like 
any other town in America. 
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Commercial space flight  
 
A real starship called Enterprise 
Dec 10th 2009 | MOJAVE, CALIFORNIA  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Virgin Galactic’s spaceship makes its first appearance 
 

 
IN THE 1960s Pan Am, an American airline, set up a waiting list for people hoping to fly to the moon. Such was 
the interest that 80,000 people signed up. In the end, Pan Am died before the space dream did. So when a firm 
called Virgin Galactic announced in 2004 that it was planning commercial space flights there was, not 
surprisingly, some scepticism. Cynics thought it was all a publicity stunt by the Virgin Group of companies and its 
flamboyant British boss, Sir Richard Branson. 

But on December 7th at the Mojave Air and Space Port in California, Virgin Galactic unveiled its first commercial 
spaceship, the VSS Enterprise. This is a reusable craft made of composite material, 18 metres (60 feet) long and 
capable of taking six passengers and two pilots briefly into space before gliding back down to land. Initially such 
trips will cost $200,000 per person. 

The VSS Enterprise is a second-generation spaceship based on an earlier prototype, SpaceShipOne, which in 
2004 captured the $10m Ansari X Prize by becoming the first privately built craft to reach space. To get this far 
the Virgin Galactic project has faced many difficulties. In 2007 an explosion during the testing of its propellant 
killed three employees of Scaled Composites, the company building the spaceship. Delays have also occurred 
because of the need to develop special production tooling so that more craft like the VSS Enterprise can be 
cranked out. If the market for space tourism takes off 40 or 50 spacecraft will be needed, says Burt Rutan, an 
aviator who heads Scaled Composites. 

His company must also meet stringent safety standards and complete a long series of test flights. These will 
begin with the VSS Enterprise being carried aloft between the twin fuselages of a high-altitude carrier aircraft. It 
will later be dropped from the plane to test its ability to glide and land. Finally, it will begin rocket-powered 
flights. Each test flight will push its capabilities further until the craft is ready to enter service, which is unlikely to 
happen before 2011. 

Although the VSS Enterprise was built and designed in California, its first proper home will be in New Mexico, 
where a purpose-built spaceport is under construction at a cost to the state of $300m. The launch was attended 
by Arnold Schwarzenegger, the governor of California, and Bill Richardson, the governor of New Mexico.  

Despite this week’s milestone, critics will continue to snipe that Sir Richard’s spaceship goes only to the edge of 
space and not into orbit. That is unlikely to deflate him. In July, Aabar Investments, a company based in Abu 
Dhabi, confidently bought a 32% stake in Virgin Galactic’s holding company for $280m and committed another 
$100m to finance the development of the project’s capability to launch small satellites. If space tourism alone 
cannot pay the bills, commercial satellite launches just might. 
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War in the Caucasus  
 
A small corner, very bloody 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Chechnya may have been largely pacified, but it is far from being at peace 
 

 
Towers of Stone: The Battle of Wills in Chechnya. By Wojciech Jagielski. Translated by Soren Gauger. 
Seven Stories Press; 329 pages; $19.95. Buy from Amazon.com 

FORMIDABLE, useful in war and, though picturesque, impractical in peacetime, the stone towers that dot 
Chechnya’s mountains could be regarded as symbols of its people. Wojciech Jagielski’s book sets new 
standards for gritty reporting of Russia’s most miserable corner, and the dreadful damage done to it by 
both outsiders and the Chechens’ own leaders. 

Most readers will know something of the Chechen story: a toxic mix of terrorism, kidnapping, guerrilla 
warfare and reprisals. Two wars have ruined the country. Both began with attempts by Russia, over 100 
times more populous, to restore order in what the Kremlin sees as a troublesome province. The first war, 
from 1994 to 1996, ended in a draw. The second, starting in 1999, has defeated the organised Chechen 
resistance, and installed a brutal local warlord, Ramzan Kadyrov, as Russia’s satrap. Chechnya is largely 
pacified, but it could hardly be called at peace. 

What was all the bloodshed about? One point of view argues that the war was mainly a struggle against 
banditry. The tight-knit Chechen clan structure was ideally suited to running organised crime, first in the 
Soviet Union and then in Russia. Chechnya in the 1990s became the gangster capital of Russia, with a 
kidnapping industry that many believed was verging on organised slave trading.  

Another viewpoint insists that this is a war about Islam, with the Chechens as fearsome harbingers of 
jihadism in the Caucasus. In the late 1990s no government recognised Chechnya or Taliban-run 
Afghanistan, but they had diplomatic relations with each other. Jihadist volunteers stiffened the Chechen 
resistance, and Chechens have repaid the favour in wars elsewhere. A third view dismisses all this as 
smears: the real truth is that Chechnya and its people are prisoners of the Russian empire, struggling 
heroically to regain the independence lost in the 19th century. 

Mr Jagielski’s book shuns such stereotypes, while showing that all three perspectives have some validity. 
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His first great asset is time spent on the ground. He is a journalist at Gazeta Wyborcza, Poland’s biggest 
independent daily. An heir of sorts to Ryszard Kapuscinski, he specialises, as did the older Polish reporter, 
in Africa, as well as Central Asia and the Caucasus. Whereas most journalists (foreign or local) visit 
Chechnya fleetingly, Mr Jagielski has lived there for repeated periods of many weeks, staying with 
Chechen families, slipping in and out of clandestine meetings with guerrilla commanders in safe houses 
under the noses of Russian troops.  

The book brings to life the danger, squalor and misery of daily life in Chechnya with almost unbearable 
clarity. The partial stability of traditional clan practices was half-destroyed by the deportation of the entire 
nation to the steppes of Central Asia in 1944. The death and destruction of the past 20 years have 
finished the job—and opened the way for outsiders and youngsters, often with wilder ideas of their own.  

That was an impossible challenge for the mainstream Chechen leadership—the dapper Jokhar Dudayev, 
the first president, and one of his ill-starred successors, Aslan Maskhadov. Both men had achieved high 
rank in the Soviet military (no small matter for Chechens, who tend to be distrusted and despised by 
Russians). They had exceptional military skills, but both were overwhelmed by the task of running a 
country in which personal and family honour counts for more than the law. Jailing a criminal, no matter 
how vile, is likely to cause a vendetta that will last for 12 generations.  

Mr Jagielski paints memorable portraits of both men, and of their biggest headache, Shamil Basayev. The 
mercurial and brilliant unofficial military leader was responsible for some of the most revolting terrorist 
atrocities perpetrated in the Chechens’ name. Basayev, like the other more moderate Chechen leaders, 
was demonised by Russia and is now dead.  

Mr Jagielski’s book is equally compelling about the lives of the more humble people among whom he has 
lived: Chechen fathers do not cuddle or play with their sons for fear of making them weak. Chechen 
women have become emancipated, unwillingly, by war: they spend a lot of time touring Russian prisons 
trying to recover their menfolk. 
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Islam in France  
 
Still them and us 
Dec 10th 2009  
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Can Islam Be French? Pluralism and Pragmatism in a Secularist State. By John Bowen. Princeton 
University Press; 230 pages; $35 and £24.95. Buy from Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk 

AT A time when Swiss voters have called for a ban on the construction of minarets and there is 
widespread alarm over the supposed Islamisation of Europe, John Bowen, an American academic, has 
written an informed and measured account of whether Muslims can integrate—and are integrating—into 
one of the continent’s most avowedly secular societies. Some readers will come to this new book as 
admirers of the author’s last work, “Why the French Don’t Like Headscarves” (2006), an elegant and 
closely argued study of an issue that divided and preoccupied the country for a decade and a half, and 
whose effects are still felt today. 

Mr Bowen’s latest book has a broader and more ambitious canvas. As a good anthropologist, he wants to 
know not just what the politicians and the media are saying about Islam in France, but what is actually 
happening on the ground. He has spent months in the mosques, schools and institutes which now provide 
France’s 5m-6m Muslims with what Mr Bowen calls “Islamic spaces”. He is a good listener, reproducing 
debates between teachers and students about the questions that concern them most. Should a Muslim get 
married in a mosque or a town hall (or both)? Should young Muslims be taught about evolution and gay 
rights? Can a Muslim woman marry a non-Muslim man? Is it legitimate for a Muslim to use an interest-
based banking system to get a mortgage? It is these seemingly mundane issues, he argues, that are the 
stuff of daily life rather than the political dramas that preoccupy the media. 

The author identifies a new generation of imams, teachers and intellectuals, none of them household 
names, with the possible exception of Tariq Ramadan, a Swiss-born Arab Muslim scholar and academic. 
This new generation is trying to open up the debate about how to be both a good Muslim and a good 
citizen in a modern secular society. They are not having the argument all their way. Conservatives are 
suspicious of the very idea of a French or European Islam. The thinkers and activists whom Mr Bowen 
interviews tend to be at odds with their Salafi counterparts—advocates of the purist Sunni Islam 
associated with Saudi Arabia—who nowadays have a small but influential presence among Europe’s 
Muslims. 

Mr Bowen thinks that Muslim values and French secularism could be compatible. But accommodation 
requires give-and-take on both sides. He questions how far French policymakers (and the intellectual elite 
that so fiercely guards laïcité) are really committed to pluralism. He suggests that Muslims are probably 
getting a rawer deal than the Catholics, Protestants and Jews who have also had to make their historic 
compromises with secular republicanism. Rather than a growing pragmatism, he detects a “tightening of 
the value-screws”. Can Islam be French? After reading this book, one is inclined to say, “Yes, but not yet.”
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France and the Ottomans  
 
When we and they were friends 
Dec 10th 2009 | ECOUEN, FRANCE  
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A new exhibition offers a timely lesson in Renaissance diplomacy 

FRANCOIS I, crowned king of France in 1515, had ambitions. One was to 
become Holy Roman Emperor. However, the electors voted in the 
Habsburg Charles V. The two men became hated adversaries. They 
fought repeatedly, perhaps even continuously. Today the French king is 
remembered as an inspired patron of the arts. Leonardo da Vinci was one 
among hundreds of painters, sculptors, architects and decorators invited 
to his court—and is even said to have died in his arms. 

A new exhibition, “François Ier et Soliman le Magnifique” (until February 
15th 2010), at the Chateau d’Ecouen, the French national museum of the 
Renaissance, focuses on a different aspect of his reign. In 1525, in an 
attempt to weaken his imperial adversary, the king made his first moves 
towards forming an alliance with the Ottoman sultan, Suleiman, a ruler 
who wanted to conquer Europe for Islam.  

The vast and romantic 16th-century chateau was built for the very rich 
Duc de Montmorency, a courtier who carried out many diplomatic 
missions to Constantinople. Ecouen today is again filled with Renaissance 
tapestries, ceramics, jewels, enamels and sculpture that would have 
given pleasure to François.  

But the focus of this show is history rather than art. True, it includes a bust of the king—an 18th-century 
bronze copy of a lost 16th-century carving from Fontainebleau. There is also a sword engraved with Suleiman’s 
name and various pieces of Ottoman armour. A number of small portraits, more evocative than important, 
depict among others Khair ad-Din Barbarossa, a pirate who became admiral of the sultan’s fleet. The most 
important objects are the letters, ledgers, memoirs and maps. And they have quite a tale to tell.  

In his first year as king, François won a significant military victory at Marignano, regaining control of the Duchy 
of Milan, the French gate to Italy. In 1525, though, he was defeated by Charles V at Pavia, captured and 
imprisoned. It was at this moment that he made his first, secret approach to the sultan. The king’s envoy is 
said to have carried the message in the sole of his shoe. The sultan is bound to have read it with interest. With 
a common enemy, the Holy Roman Emperor, François and Suleiman made common cause.  

The most beautiful object in this exhibition is a five-metre-long scroll covered with sepia lines of feathery 
calligraphy. It is Suleiman’s first letter to François, written in 1526. In 1535 France became the first country to 
have a permanent embassy at the Sublime Porte. Engaging, colourful maps depict the fruits of military 
collaboration. At the Franco-Ottoman siege of Nice in 1543 Christians fought Christians with the help of Turks. 
Or, as the story is often told, the brilliant Admiral Barbarossa and his largely Ottoman fleet effectively carried 
their lacklustre French allies along as they fought their victorious campaign.  

Bad weather prevented the Turks from returning to Constantinople, and François provided winter shelter at 
Toulon. Many local people were forced to give up their houses and the cathedral became a mosque. Such 
events only increased the disapproval of France’s princely neighbours. French schoolchildren today are taught 
to be proud of François’s victory at Marignano. This exhibition will show them what happened afterwards.  
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The bleakest outlook in the world 
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Oil, gas, shipping and overfishing all threaten northern waters 
 

 
On Thin Ice: The Changing World of the Polar Bear. By Richard Ellis. Knopf; 416 pages; $28.95. Buy 
from Amazon.com 

After the Ice: Life, Death and Geopolitics in the New Arctic. By Alun Anderson. Smithsonian; 304 
pages; $26.99. Virgin Books; £20. Buy from Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk 

THE Arctic is changing faster and more dramatically than any other environment on the planet. The ice 
that defines it is melting with alarming speed, taking with it life that can survive nowhere else. Oil, gas, 
shipping and fishing interests have been heading into the newly open water, with diplomats, lawyers, and 
now authors, in their wake. 

In “On Thin Ice” Richard Ellis, a writer and illustrator, paints a natural history of the icon of the north, the 
polar bear. Well-versed in the complicated history and politics of whaling, he describes the long tradition 
of Arctic explorers who proved themselves by taking on the white bear. Admiral Nelson’s encounter as a 
plucky 14-year-old midshipman fighting only with the butt of his musket is surely a myth, but others are 
true. 

Young bears, captured as they swam after the bodies of their newly killed mothers, were caught and sent 
to zoos and circuses. One early 20th-century big-top act featured 75 polar bears at once. Even today, zoo 
enclosures are still typically a millionth of the area of a wild adult’s range. The climate is rarely suitable: 
the resident polar bear in Singapore has turned green from algae growing within the hollow hairs of its 
coat. 

Mr Ellis draws on the accounts of other writers and historians, and often returns to the threat that hunters 
pose to the survival of the species. Although banned in Norway, America and Russia, the killing continues 
in Greenland and Canada, where hunters in helicopters and skidoo-riding Inuit Indians both use high-
powered assault rifles to bring down their quarry. 

Ironically it is in the waters towards the north of those two hunting nations that the ice will last longest. In 
his new book, “After the Ice”, Alun Anderson, a former editor of New Scientist, offers a clear and chilling 
account of the science of the Arctic and a gripping glimpse of how the future may turn out there.  

Not that scientists have all the answers. Neither atmospheric scientists nor oceanographers can 
adequately account for the speed of the changes. It is not for want of trying. Fridtjof Nansen’s pioneering 
journeys at the end of the 19th century and early 20th century first hinted at the whirling of the ice pack. 
Cold-war submarines then mapped the shifting ridges running beneath it. Satellite surveys and large 
arrays of iceberg-mounted probes are a useful addition, but much is still done by hardy individuals 
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camped out in the cold. 

Mr Anderson looks in on the extraordinary, tiny world of the tributary system within the Arctic ice, formed 
by trickles of briny water which gets squeezed as it freezes. But from the bear above to the microscopic 
wonders within, all are doomed once the summer ice goes, which is expected to happen at some point 
between 2013 and 2050.  
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Post-war artists  
 
Man and master 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Tom and Jack: The Intertwined Lives of Thomas Hart Benton and Jackson Pollock. By Henry 
Adams. Bloomsbury; 390 pages; $35 and £25. Buy from Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk 

FOR all the books written about artists’ muses and patrons, relatively few explore the role of mentors, 
perhaps because the presence of a teacher threatens to deprive the artist of his or her status as a self-
made genius. In “Tom and Jack”, Henry Adams, a professor of American art at Case Western Reserve 
University, looks resolutely at the art of Jackson Pollock through the work and life of his mentor, Thomas 
Hart Benton. In so doing, he casts new light on the legendary abstract expressionist.  

Benton’s influence on Pollock has been treated by other scholars, Mr Adams writes, like the “art historical 
equivalent of a youthful sexual indiscretion—as something that happened but is best forgotten.” Mr Adams 
takes a different view. Although the surface traits of Pollock’s abstract art diverged greatly from Benton’s 
representational work, he explores the similarities of their underlying principles. 

During the Depression, Benton was one of the most famous artists in America. In 1934 his self-portrait 
even appeared on the cover of Time magazine. Benton was a popular mural painter until a change in 
political climate led his paintings to fall into disfavour. One of his most famous murals, “America Today”, 
for example, was condemned as tasteless because its working-class characters were not depicted in an 
idealised way. Benton’s irreverence led to accusations of bigotry and racism from the East Coast 
establishment. Now, however, affluent African-Americans avidly collect Benton’s paintings. Oprah Winfrey 
apparently owns two. 

Benton was also a charismatic teacher who treated his students as equals and, in the case of Pollock, as a 
member of the family. Pollock was the child of poor drifters, but his elder brother, Charles, had a talent for 
calligraphy. By the time Jackson was in secondary school, he had “taken on the persona of an artist”, Mr 
Adams writes, even though he rarely made art. For a young man who was “appallingly non- verbal” and 
probably bipolar, art appeared as an escape. 

Once in New York, Pollock integrated into the Benton family, baby-sitting and doing odd jobs in return for 
meals. He attended drawing classes and started building his repertoire of artistic skills. Benton had lived in 
Paris and taught a version of abstract design that grew out of the school of Henri Matisse, which 
concentrated on rhythmic relationships that he called “the hollow and the bump”. Rhythm would be a 
strength of Pollock’s work. 

Benton’s compositions consisted of muscular gestures arranged evenly across large surfaces. In his drip 
paintings Pollock would emulate these all-over compositions. When he decided to lay out his canvasses on 
the floor (because they were so big), he was able to work the paintings from all sides. The result was not 
flat, but rather full of movement and depth. Unlike Cubism, Mr Pollock’s drip paintings offer a relatively 
coherent, three-dimensional space that is at once both “expansive and cosmic”, Mr Adams says. 

Benton taught Pollock artistic discipline and also provided a model of “how to behave like a bad boy”. 
Benton had developed an ultra-American outcast persona and liked constantly to use four-letter words 
with the press. Benton knew that the media needed “not just art but a story about art”—a concept that 
Pollock, too, had mastered by the time he was featured in Life magazine in 1949 and depicted in Hans 
Namuth’s films and photos in 1950. 

Mr Adams writes about the influences of others, particularly Lee Krasner, Pollock’s wife, who studied with 
Hans Hofman, and his Jungian analysts for whom the artist made drawings that distilled his feelings. But 
his real mission is to put Benton back on the map. Mr Adams has a tendency to over-argue, and his 
passion for Benton sometimes beggars belief. It is unlikely that Benton’s mastery of abstract form was 
“more complete, more inventive, more varied, and more exciting than that of any abstract painter of the 
period”.  
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Yet “Tom and Jack” usefully demystifies Pollock without stripping the artist bare. As Mr Adams explains, 
Pollock forgeries are easy to spot. Even if they seem to contain all the stylistic ingredients, they never 
hold up to prolonged viewing; a real Pollock is riveting because it teems with inner life. 
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“Race” on Broadway  
 
Toying with taboos 
Dec 10th 2009 | NEW YORK  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
David Mamet administers another lesson in discomfort 
 

 
IT IS easy to recognise a David Mamet play. The dialogue is stilted, terse and bare, like the syncopated sparks 
of sharpening knives. The characters are familiar, yet distorted. And the hero—woe be the hero—tends to be a 
white man fluent enough in the rules of the game (academia, business, Hollywood) to believe he is winning, 
but who soon discovers the rules are not what they seem. A savvy Willy Loman in a sharp suit, this man will 
assume his cynicism is armour enough against the unknown. But his dominance often curdles into desperation.

The effect is clever, especially when Mr Mamet peppers the script with incisive one-liners. But it has been years 
since he wrote anything with punch. His new play, which opened on Broadway on December 6th, proves he 
still has his edge. “Race is the most incendiary topic in our history,” says Jack Lawson, a jaded, white criminal 
lawyer (convincingly played by James Spader) and the latest Mametian hero. He and his partner, a black 
lawyer named Henry Brown (a formidable David Alan Grier), are considering whether to defend a wealthy, 
white man accused of raping a black woman. “Do you know what you can say? To a black man. On the subject 
of race?” Henry asks the potential client (Richard Thomas). “Nothing,” says the man. “That is correct,” Henry 
replies. In a lean 85 minutes, Mr Mamet maps the minefield of any conversation about race, and this play is 
not without casualties. 

Americans love television court dramas that let them root for the good guys. In “Race”, Mr Mamet replaces 
moral righteousness with something more real. The law is “not an exercise in metaphysics”, says Henry, “but 
an alley fight”. There are no facts of the case, Jack adds, but “two fictions, which the opposing teams each 
seek to impress upon the jury.” These are laugh lines of the grim sort. 

The fourth character is Susan, a young black lawyer. Performed with potent formality by Kerry Washington, 
whose looks inject a sexual chemistry into the masculine, book-lined set, Susan is the typical Mamet female: 
ingénue and catalyst, at once guileless and dauntingly powerful. While learning the ropes from Jack, she 
challenges his glib approach to race. Everyone, it seems, comes to the table with a different viewpoint, a 
different personal history, a different way to feel aggrieved. 

This is a powerful play. At a time when many Americans long to believe that electing a black president cancels 
out a history of slavery, prejudice and entrenched inequality, Mr Mamet reminds the viewer of the insidious 
forms of racism that poison ordinary thoughts. Is the white man innocent or guilty? Is the black woman a lying 
whore or an abused victim? The biases latent in every character, black or white, drive home the improbability 
of racial reconciliation in America. Audiences are sure to leave this play feeling self-conscious. But as Mr 
Mamet makes clear, consciousness alone won’t save anyone. 
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Correction: Lee Daniels and William Trevor 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
We described Lee Daniels’s new film, “Precious”, (“Escaping from hell”, November 21st) as a shoe-in for 
the Academy Awards. As any horseracing fan will know, it should have been-and will be-a “shoo-in”. Also, 
William Trevor’s “Love and Summer” (December 5th) is a novel and not a collection. Both these mistakes 
have been corrected online. 
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Charis Wilson 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Charis Wilson, model and writer, died on November 20th, aged 95 
 

 
THE first time she modelled for Edward Weston, in March 1934, Charis Wilson knew she didn’t look good. 
At 20 she was “a piece of jailbait”, a mere child, especially with the stumpy plaits into which she 
sometimes twisted her hair. She was a drifter, moving in a miasma of angry despair in and out of 
speakeasies and other people’s beds because her father had refused to let her go to college, even though 
she’d won a full scholarship to Sarah Lawrence, and even though he would certainly have let her brother 
go. There was nothing to do but work in her mother’s dress shop, sleep around in San Francisco, get 
pregnant, have an abortion. She had taken a solemn vow of chastity since then, like one of her made-up 
childhood rituals of lying in freezing cold water, but to someone with her natural generosity it was a 
heartless, bitter thing. She looked pale, her chin jutting out in defiance and her whole face needing 
something—like warts on her nose, her mother told her—to make it remotely interesting.  

But none of this seemed to matter to the short, long-faced, middle-aged man who was now behind the 
focusing cloth, clattering the shutter furiously in tenth-of-a-second bursts, to take her picture. It was 
obvious to her as soon as they had met, some weeks before—Weston’s eyes meeting hers across the 
crowd at a concert, looking away, looking back again—that he missed nothing. His career as one of 
America’s greatest photographers was already taking shape. He was busy now recording separate 
fragments of her, a knee, a shin, a shoulder, her arms. But in the repeated curve of her thigh and calf he 
saw shapes like sea shells, with the luminescence and faint muscular rays of the great chambered 
nautilus. Her torso, outlined in light, was like the trunk of a cypress tree just entering the soil. Her skin, 
every follicle and flaw in focus in the ground glass of his lens, had the same sun- and sea-wind 
weathering, but fainter, of the stones of the Californian desert, and her hips had the convolutions of the 
naked mountains. To him she was a landscape. 

She was not an exhibitionist, or not much of one, though she had scandalised her Aunt Allie by sunbathing 
naked on the deck of the big family house at Carmel, and it had been easy to take off her clothes for 
Edward. He didn’t direct her, or put her in a pose—she hated those anyway, couldn’t hold them, preferred 
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to lie down comfortably with a book. He just let her move as she liked, in a sort of slow motion until he 
stopped her; and she waited, almost floating, as when she used to swim out from Carmel to the kelp beds 
and tie her bathing suit to a stalk and lie there, her white arms—as Edward now saw them—as sinuous 
and exquisite as the kelp itself.  

 
The lines of Nature 

He could be brutally direct about his nudes, who were also always his lovers, talking about “doing” backs, 
buttocks, heads as though they were lifeless bits of stone. It seemed that he could feel as much passion 
for a pepper, in the dimpled line of its spine and its cushioned, fleshy base, as for any young woman. 
Charis he found different, both more beautiful than the others and perhaps “the great love of my life”. His 
finest nudes, he thought, were done with her. He had achieved “certain heights reached with no other 
love”.  

He had also met his match in her. Both of them wanted sex as much as photography, and said so 
candidly. Everything they did in the 11 burning years they were together was good collaborative work, at 
least as far as she was concerned. The notion of a muse was nonsense to her, a passive thing. She knew 
exactly what she was doing—how furniture framed her or shadows fell, how her knee or shoulder would 
look turned just so, or what a good idea it would be to run and roll naked down the giant sand dunes at 
Oceano, a small part of that infinite, flowing unity of all forms that he was always looking for.  

Soon she knew his ideas well enough to write the text for his photographs, his applications for grants and 
his articles for photographic magazines, for words came easily to her as they never did to him. She took 
the notes, on her clackety Royal typewriter, and also drove their puttering Ford on the giant western trips 
they made in the late 1930s; the books that resulted, notably “California and the West”, were as much 
hers as his, but she was seldom credited. In the end, this rankled. Though she felt she had pulled even 
with him, he never saw her that way or gave her writing equal space with his pictures. The grand romance 
cooled and in 1946 died, giving way to ordinary life.  

She never saw the photographs, now kept at the Centre for Creative Photography in Tucson, Arizona, 
without a sense of shock at how beautiful they were. Of course, she knew the stories behind them: how a 
sensationally sexy picture of her at Lake Ediza in California, fully clothed but knees splayed apart, was 
mostly about exhaustion and trying to keep the mosquitoes off; or how her bowed head in “Nude” (1936), 
shown here, was turned away only because the sun from the white deck was dazzling her. In that picture 
she was always sorry for the clumsy pins, and the uneven parting in her hair. But Edward Weston 
regretted the shadow on her right arm, which spoiled the symmetry of her body curving like an 
architectural form or a tree, or like a curling wave on the coast, lines as lovely as any in Nature. To her 
lasting astonishment, he had glorified her.  
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Overview 
Dec 10th 2009  
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German consumer prices fell by 0.1% in November from the previous month, but were 0.4% higher than 
a year earlier. This is the first time since June 2009 that Germany has reported positive inflation. 

Germany’s exports were 2.5% higher in October than a month earlier. A 2.4% decline in imports meant 
that the country’s trade surplus rose to €13.6 billion ($20.1 billion). But factory orders fell by 2.1% in 
October and were 8.5% lower than a year earlier. 

British industrial production was unchanged in October from a month earlier, leaving it 8.4% lower than a 
year ago. The biggest decline was in the output of machinery and equipment, which fell by 17.8% year-
on-year. The production of basic metals and metal products fell by 15.7%. 

GDP growth in Japan was revised down to an annual rate of 1.3% in the three months to September, 
from an earlier estimate of 4.8%. 

Swiss retail sales increased by 1.3% in the month of October, and were 3.1% higher than a year earlier. 

The output of manufactured goods in South Africa fell by 9.3% in the year to October. This was the 
smallest such decline in ten months. Output was 0.4% higher in October than in the previous month. 
Retail sales fell by 6.5% in the year to October. 

Consumer prices in Brazil rose by 0.4% in November, bringing the annual rate of inflation to 4.2%. 
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The Economist commodity-price index 
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Merchant ships 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 

 
After falling each year since 2002, the tonnage of ships sold for scrap to shipbreaking yards doubled 
between 2007 and 2008, to 8m deadweight tonnes (dwt) according to the United Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development. In all, 487 ships weighing over 10,000 dwt were sent to be demolished last year, 
mostly to shipbreaking yards in Bangladesh, India and China. These scrapyards may do even brisker 
business this year: 339 ships had already been sold for scrap by the end of April 2009. High demand for 
bulk carriers during the boom years meant that very few were scrapped. But the recession ensured that 
the demolition of such ships soared to 3.1m dwt in 2008, the highest since 2003. 
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China's stockmarket 
Dec 10th 2009  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 

 
The massive rally in the Chinese stockmarket has raised questions over whether equities are already in 
bubble territory. Price-earnings ratios can be subject to distortion, especially at turning points in the cycle. 
Another approach is to look at the ratio of prices to asset value, or price-to-book. Despite having risen this 
year, this measure has yet to reach its 2007 peak. Paying a premium to book value (the current ratio is 
around 2.6) can be justified if companies are earning high returns on equity. Dylan Grice, a strategist at 
Société Générale, says that assuming a 10% hurdle rate, the current 17% return on equity warrants a 
price-to-book ratio of 1.7. This leaves equities, if not in bubble territory, more than fully priced. 
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